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DEDICATION
To my cousin Adrian for your friendship.
Love always,
Catalina

Long ago, the universe was ruled by the gods.
These beings of infinite power governed the
planets in peace and harmony until the birth
of Eris, the wicked goddess of discord. Eris’s
quest for perpetual chaos brought war among
humans and feuds among immortals. The
gods believed that only love could change a
heart so dark. Mighty Zeus, desperate to save
the realm and his corrupt daughter, sought a
marriage for Eris. As a final act of treachery,
Eris agreed to wed, but only if she could
claim her cousin’s betrothed, a mortal king
named Matthaios. Though deeply in love,
Matthaios and Sara put the survival of
mankind first. Sara tearfully agreed to break
off her engagement if Eris vowed to love
Matthaios and be kind to him. Eris broke her
promise soon after the wedding. She was
unfaithful, dishonest, and cruel. Soon the
king’s heart wandered back to the only
woman he had ever loved, the goddess Sara.
For their affair, Eris cursed Matthaios and
Sara to endure an infinity of mortal lifetimes
and to be star crossed lovers in every one of
them...

Prologue:
Night Terrors

A

nn Arbor was a bustling college town with
starry-eyed youth elated to fulfill their dreams
but even the most beautiful cities had sketchy
areas that no respectable person would venture into. The
neighborhood Sarah worked in was notorious for its drugs
and prostitution. The cover of night only multiplied the
danger but she remained undaunted. Sarah was one of
many walking the streets in a short skirt and long boots.
She clenched the collar of her coat against the harsh bite
of a Michigan winter. Her leather boots came up to her
thighs and were still inadequate to combat the weather.
Sarah sauntered up the road as seductively as she
dared. She was born of old money and given every
advantage in life. Her family would never understand why
she chose a profession that kept her in the presence of
dangerous men and forced her to walk the streets in the
dead of winter to attract them. Sarah reapplied her lipstick
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and fixed her hair in the reflection of an abandoned
storefront window. The cold wind had dried her lipstick
and swept her hair into a frenzy. She looked a mess. There
was no wonder the big spender in the Maserati had lapped
the block three times summing her up. His car finally
slowed down and pulled up to the curb.
He let down the passenger’s side window and called
out to her, “You wanna climb in, beautiful?”
“I thought you’d never ask?” She gave a sexy smile
and got in the elegant car.
The leather seats were warm beneath her. The heater
was blowing. She pulled off her gloves and warmed her
hands in front of the vents. His Rolex alone must have
cost a fortune. The cologne wafting from his designer
clothes smelled expensive. He was the one she had been
waiting for. There was no doubt. They drove down the
street as symphony music hummed from his speakers. He
took one look at the impoverished, black, prostitute and
assumed she wouldn’t like the upper-class melodies.
“You can change the station to whatever you prefer,”
he offered.
“This is fine,” Sarah assured him. “I was raised far
better than I turned out.”
“That makes two of us.”
Sarah laughed, “Aren’t you going to ask me how
much everything costs?”
“Does it look like money is an issue for me?” he
joked. “Aren’t you going to tell me what rules I must
follow?”
She leaned over and whispered in a sultry voice, “If
money isn’t an issue, I have no rules.”
He bit his bottom lip with a smolder in his eyes as he
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envisioned all he would do to her. They pulled over on a
secluded stretch of road. No sooner than she could blink
his hands clasped around her throat.
Her infamous date was the Ann Arbor Barber, a serial
killer who strangled women and cut off their hair. He was
determined to add Sarah’s mane to his ghastly collection.
She dug her thumbs in his eyes. He released her throat
with a howl of pain. Sarah punched him twice in the face
before he could grab her again.
She dragged him out of his car and shouted with an
aimed gun, “Ann Arbor police! You are under arrest! Get
on your knees with your hands behind your head!”
He wiped the blood from his nose and laughed, “Do
you know who my father is! You’ll regret this, bitch!”
Sarah smacked him behind the knee with her baton.
The murderer dropped into the snow with a painful yelp.
Backup arrived with blaring sirens and flashing lights as
she snapped the cuffs around his wrists.
“You have the right to remain silent,” Sarah dutifully
recited the long list of rights that even a serial killer was
entitled to.
She shoved the assailant in the back of a police
cruiser. Her brothers in blue congratulated her on another
job well done. Sarah’s family would never understand
why she chose this profession but taking monsters off the
street was the thing she was born to do. For Sarah, there
was no greater honor than to protect and serve.
The Ann Arbor Barber had reinforced his trunk so
that it would not open no matter what they tried. He
grinned triumphantly from the backseat of the police car
as they struggled to pry the trunk open.
One officer was about to shoot out the lock until Sarah
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cautioned him, “This sick freak could have a girl in there.
He always kills two at a time. Call the fire department.”
Within minutes a fire engine roared up the road. Their
tools and brawn aided them in breaching the reinforced
car. An unconscious teenage girl was pulled out of that
deathtrap by the most handsome man Sarah had ever seen.
Even his heavy overalls, large jacket, and clunky helmet
did not stop him from taking her breath away. His uniform
only added to his allure. The gorgeous fireman
administered CPR until the kid revived. Of course, the
victim shrieked in terror to find herself surrounded by
men after nearly being killed by one.
Sarah rushed over to help. “You’re safe now.”
The girl cried in a hysterical fit. She threw herself into
Sarah’s arms. Sarah held onto the girl until the ambulance
arrived. Troopers followed the victim to the hospital so
they could take her statement after she calmed down.
The serial killer was in the back of the police car
wailing and throwing a tantrum. He was hoping to at least
claim one life tonight but Sarah had thwarted his efforts.
She ignored the monster. He was nothing to her but
another dragon slain. Forensic techs in white jumpsuits
took photos of the bruises on her neck. Sarah cooperated
fully as they collected their evidence. In truth she hardly
noticed them. Sarah’s focus remained on the handsome
fireman. He was quietly collecting his gear as if he hadn’t
just rescued a girl from the clutches of death.
Sarah had sworn off dating because most men found
her job to be an affront to their manhood. Guys behaved
strangely around Sarah. They dragged her to gyms rather
than taking her on dates. Men were always trying to prove
they were stronger than her. Every outing became a
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macho contest until their insecurities brought the
relationship to a disastrous end. Sarah gave up on love but
she felt inexplicably drawn to this fireman. He had a
mystique unparalleled by anyone she had ever met.
Sarah approached her cousin, Justin, who was also a
firefighter. He was tall and light-skinned for a black man,
like a debonair stick of butter.
She gave him a fist bump on a job well done and
confessed, “I haven’t seen him around your fire station.”
Justin chatted with her while continuing to work,
“Are you talking about him?”
“Yeah, how long have you worked with him?”
“He transferred in a few months ago. He’s one of my
best guys.” Justin grinned to see his workaholic cousin
showing interest in someone. “I can introduce you.”
“Not while I’m in hooker clothes,” Sarah snapped. “Is
he a whore? Firemen are notorious for being whores.”
Justin shrugged innocently, “I don’t know what you
mean.”
Sarah jabbed her cousin in the chest with an accusing
finger, “Is your new crewman always picking up women
like the rest of you?”
“If by that you mean tossing girls over his shoulder
and carrying them out of burning buildings, then yes he is
always picking up women,” Justin argued, “but no skanks
have dropped by the station looking for him. When we go
out for drinks he never leaves with anyone. The rest of us
have sleazy reputations but this guy is a saint.”
She raised a skeptical eyebrow at her cousin.
“Doesn’t the Bro Code require you to lie for him?”
“Yes, but the family code trumps that. If he was an
asshole I’d tell you.” Justin crossed a finger over his heart.
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A warm smile lit her face. “What’s his name?”
“What the hell is this, middle school? Ask him
yourself,” Justin gave her a shove in his direction.
“I don’t know what to say,” Sarah shrieked.
“Figure it out,” Justin snapped. “It’s about time you
had a date that wasn’t a killer.”
Sarah took a deep breath and spoke to the striking
gentleman. “Well done. You saved that kid’s life.”
“As did you, Detective…” He smiled at her reaching
for her name.
She could feel her stomach flipping. “Sarah Jackson.”
“Any relation to Justin Jackson?”
“Cousins,” she confessed and closed her coat,
suddenly embarrassed by her attire. What was it about this
man that made an intrepid detective as bashful as a lamb?
She cleared her throat, “and you are?”
“Matthew Galahad,” he replied, mesmerized by the
sight of a woman who lived in his dreams until now.
The radio pinned to Matthew’s uniform crackled. He
and his crew were being summoned to a fire.
Sarah looked at Justin with concern as she whispered
to Matthew, “Bring my cousin back in one piece.”
Matthew couldn’t resist flirting, “Is that an order,
officer?”
“I’ll arrest you if you don’t,” she threatened him with
a smirk.
Matthew winked with a charming grin, “Consider me
warned. It was nice to meet you, Detective Jackson.”
“Likewise,” she assured him.
Matthew jumped on the large red truck and waved
goodbye. The fire engine sped down the road in a blur of
lights and sirens sweeping him out of her life.
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Chapter 1:
The Graveyard Shift

S

arah drove through a city that was still ablaze with
protests after a police shooting of an unarmed
teenager. Being an African American officer put
her in a unique position. Sarah was as black as she was
blue and could identify with both sides. She understood
the rigors of the job and the sacrifice and selflessness
required to be an officer. But she could also see the giant
blue wall that shielded corrupt cops from justice. She
never agreed with how easily officers got away with
murder. Dirty cops caused distrust of the police and made
it difficult for the good ones to do their jobs.
Sarah recalled the profiling and harassment she had
endured in her youth because bad guys with badges
assumed her car was too luxurious for a black girl to be
driving. They took one look at her and determined that she
must be doing something illegal. How many times had she
been pulled over for nothing, slammed on the hood of a
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car for nothing, had guns drawn on her for nothing? Any
one of these incidents could have escalated into a tragedy
that claimed her life.
These experiences would have soured most people to
law enforcement but Sarah was raised to be the change
she wanted to see in the world. She got a criminal justice
degree and went straight to the police academy,
determined to fix a broken system from the inside.
Sarah returned to the precinct to process her case and
conquer the mountain of paperwork waiting for her. The
sexy disguise was placed in an evidence bag and handed
off to the lab. Sarah was provided a sweatsuit to change
into. Not flattering, but comfortable and warm. The
average person would need a week or at the very least a
day off from work after nearly being strangled by a
psychopath but it was just Tuesday for Sarah. She dove
into her paperwork. The police station was like a beehive.
Everyone did their part and the work never ended. They
were one big family.
In truth, these tasks were a welcome distraction from
worrying about her cousin and his handsome friend.
Hours passed with no word from Justin. She scolded
herself to be patient. Sarah should have grown numb to
the dangers of Justin’s job but every time he ran into a
collapsed building or a burning home it placed an
uncomfortable twinge in her stomach.
Her phone lit up with a text from an unfamiliar
number. She checked the message and there was a photo
of Justin goofing around at the fire station. He had
removed much of his gear. His golden skin was dusted
with soot but all was well. She breathed a sigh of relief.
Matthew’s accompanying message read:
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No need to arrest me but I would love to take you to
dinner and you’re welcome to bring your handcuffs.
Sarah laughed at Matthew’s silly words and his
winking emoji. This caused other officers to glance up
from their work and observe her. She quietly tucked her
phone away as she thought of a snappy comeback. Sarah
interrogated murderers for a living and those
conversations made her less nervous than this one. For the
second time in one night, she hadn’t a clue what to say to
Matthew.
Before Sarah could fathom a response, she was
suddenly troubled by the creepy feeling of being watched.
A prickly sensation began at the nape of her neck and
trickled down her body. It felt like spiders were crawling
beneath her skin. She glanced up and spotted a man who
soured her stomach and put a bad taste in her mouth.
There was only one cop in the station that she could not
stand the sight of and he was marching her way. He
appeared disappointed to see that she’d changed clothes.
Detective Ryan waved his phone at her with a sleazy
grin on his face. “I got a few pics of you in the sexy outfit.
Smoking hot.”
Sarah rolled her eyes. “Well treasure it. That’s the
closest we’ll ever be.”
Though uninvited, this didn’t stop him from pulling
up a chair and resting his elbows on her desk. “Why won’t
you give me a chance?”
“Because you’re a racist and a murderer, even if the
law refuses to acknowledge you as such,” she boldly
replied. “It’s your fault Ann Arbor is on fire.”
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He huffed in frustration, “If I was a racist would I be
hitting on you?”
Sarah laughed without humor. “Many slave owners
fathered black children and they were no less racist. An
erection has no conscience. I am sick of rotten cops like
you getting paid leave after murdering people who look
like me. You may have fooled the judge, the jury, and
everyone we work with but I know what you are. I refuse
to be your beard, the beautiful black girlfriend who masks
your hatred.”
“You’re being absurd,” he snapped. “I’ve had a crush
on you since the academy.”
“You never even looked at me before that shooting.
You don’t desire me. You need me,” Sarah declared.
Detective Ryan shook his head at her, “You’re wrong
about me. Someday I’ll prove it to you but for now, I have
a date with your picture.”
He moved his fist in front of himself to make an
inappropriate gesture. Sarah hissed in repulsion. He
walked away flipping through photos of her on his phone.
She couldn’t have been happier to be rid of him. After that
disturbing encounter, she reached for her phone to draw
comfort from Matthew’s words.

Matthew nervously drummed his fingers on the table
in the fire station. “I told you that handcuff joke would be
offensive.”
“I know my cousin,” Justin swore. “Sarah laughed at
that comment. In her dreary line of work she values a man
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who can make her laugh.”
“Then why hasn’t she responded?” Matthew enquired
with concern.
“Because she doesn’t know what to say but she’s into
you,” Justin assured him.
Justin’s phone lit with a message from Sarah that
made him chuckle:
Matthew texted me but I don’t know what to say!
HELP!
He showed the message to Matthew who erupted with
laughter.
Justin shook his head and rose from the table. “You’re
both hopeless. I’m hitting the showers.”
As soon as Justin was around the corner he called
Sarah and instructed her, “Tell Matthew you’ll bring the
handcuffs if he brings the baton.”
Sarah shrieked, “I can’t say that! He’ll think I’m a
skank!”
“He’ll laugh,” Justin insisted. “It’s called flirting and
you are terrible at it so do what I say.”
Sarah typed the message, clenched her eyes, and
pressed send. Justin could hear Matthew laughing from
the next room.
Her cousin assured her, “You’re in. Good luck. I’m
hitting the showers.”
“Thanks for breaking the ice, cuz,” Sarah graciously
replied and they ended the call.
She took a coffee break and called Matthew.
He happily answered, “Good evening, detective. I’ll
bring my baton if you’ll frisk me.”
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She grinned and thoughtfully bit her lip, “That
depends… is there anything in your pockets that could
poke me?”
“No promises,” he teased. “You’ll just have to feel for
yourself.”
“You are shameless,” Sarah laughingly scolded him.
“All firefighters are the same.”
“I’m sorry. I swear I was just kidding. Let me take
you out. I promise to be a gentleman.” He nibbled his lip
in anticipation of her answer.
Sarah wasn’t sure if she could trust the gorgeous
stranger but she knew that she could trust her family. If
Matthew was a philandering pig Justin would have
warned her.
She acted against her cautious nature and let down her
guard. “Where would you want to take me?”
“Anywhere you’ve never been before,” he smoothly
replied. “I don’t want to give you the same old dates.
Anyone can do that. Let me give you an experience.”
Sarah smiled uncontrollably. “I’ll have to think about
it.”
“Take all the time you need. The best things in life are
worth waiting for. Have a wonderful night detective.”
“You do the same.”
Matthew and Sarah remained distracted by thoughts
of each other until the end of their graveyard shifts. She
was impressed by the way he contacted her that very
night. He didn’t drag his feet for weeks on end pretending
to have better things to do. There was no guesswork with
this man, no childish mind games. He was genuine.
Matthew was covered in soot and smelled like a
campfire so he showered before leaving the station. His
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hair was still wet when he hopped in his pickup truck and
drove away but the cold didn’t bother him. It was the sun
he had issues with. The beautiful sun that brought life to
the rest of the planet would surely bring death to Matthew.
Fortunately, Michigan saw very little sun. When it
wasn’t snowing it was raining. When it wasn’t raining
there was ice falling from the heavens. When there was
no ice storm, the sky was overcast and bleak for no reason
at all. Most days Matthew could explore the city of Ann
Arbor long before nightfall but he still worked the
graveyard shift just in case light peeked out of overcast
skies.
Matthew adjusted his rearview mirror, numb to the
bizarre fact that he couldn’t see his reflection in it. He had
not possessed a reflection in many years. If not for antique
photographs he wouldn’t remember what he looked like.
His driver’s license and passport were forgeries that
allowed him to get by in modern society. Yet more lies
that made the thought of a relationship seem impossible.
Matthew would not let the bleak reality of his
circumstances get him down. He was still flying on the
high of meeting Sarah. It took all his willpower to refrain
from wrapping her in his arms and never letting go. She
was unaware of the history they shared. Such bold
affection would have frightened her so Matthew bided his
time and allowed her to come to him. All the best things
in life were worth waiting for.
For now, he forced thoughts of Sarah to the back of
his mind. The sun would soon rise and banish him into the
shadows. There was something important he had to do
before that happened. He parked blocks away from
Detective Ryan’s home. Matthew zipped through the
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quiet suburb like a flash of light. His movements were too
fast for the human eye to perceive. He leaped over a high
fence like his legs were made of rockets and then landed
in the policeman’s yard.
Matthew was dragged to a party at Ryan’s home back
in the fall. It was to celebrate the officer’s exoneration.
The yard was packed with elated cops, firefighters, and
their dates. While everyone was drinking beer, scarfing
down barbecue, and having a wonderful time Matthew
was distracted by an odor that could only be human blood.
The search and rescue dogs they treated to the outing were
also disturbed by the scent. The dogs kept trying to dig a
hole in the lawn. Officer Ryan brushed off the incident
and explained that he had buried his pet cat beneath that
tree. Matthew was not so easily convinced. He had to
make sure the courts had not acquitted a predator.
Matthew searched the cop’s back yard until his
powerful sense of smell picked up something human. He
could only hope there was not a body buried out here. He
chipped away at the frozen ground with his powerful
hands. There he found a chest. Matthew crushed the
padlock within his fist. The strong metal crumbled under
his supernatural strength.
He opened the chest and found an old photo of
Detective Ryan posed with nine other teenagers. All ten
were raising their arms in a Nazi salute. Beneath the photo
lied the object that beguiled Matthew’s nose. It was a
document stained with human blood. This contract was
covered in racist rhetoric. Ten bloody thumbprints were
stamped across the bottom, like a creepy hate pact.
The rest of the contents consisted of newspaper
articles written about an unsolved mass murder. A black
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church had been shot up. Detective Ryan’s on-duty
shooting was not the first murder he had gotten away with
but it would certainly be the last.
Matthew placed the evidence aside at the sound of an
approaching vehicle. Ryan pulled into his driveway and
carefully ascended his ice-covered steps. He was barely
over the threshold when Matthew ambushed him. Ryan
fought back with all his might but Matthew easily
disarmed and overpowered him.
“You’re that fireman!” Ryan shouted. “Why the hell
are you in my house!”
“Because people like you need to die and people like
me need to eat,” that was all the explanation Matthew
gave before plunging his sharp fangs into the officer’s
neck.
Ryan struggled as the blood was drained from his
body. Matthew was pelted with hard punches but this
didn’t loosen his grip. Soon Matthew’s intoxicating
venom subdued him. He drank the hot blood until Ryan’s
heart ceased to beat. Matthew cleaned the corpse and
wrapped it up like a Christmas present.

Matthew made it home just before the sun rose. There
were no protests in the streets that morning. Celebrations
were popping off all over the city as Detective Ryan’s
body was discovered. The contents of his secret chest
were all over the internet. Every news station was
reporting his misdeeds.
The mother of his recent victim was at a press
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conference weeping tears of relief to see the killer cop
exposed for the hate monger he was. Justice had finally
been served.
Matthew turned off the television and closed himself
inside his cozy coffin. His immortal curse wouldn’t allow
him to sleep any other way. The vigilante vampire shut
his eyes for a good day’s rest after a triumphant graveyard
shift…
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Chapter 2:
Sarah the Vampire Slayer

S

arah enjoyed the ride to work. The city of Ann
Arbor was at peace. Happy college students and
professors were going about their lives. Someone
had plucked the rotten apple off the virtuous tree that was
the Ann Arbor Police Department. Her colleagues were
shocked and disappointed to learn of Officer Ryan’s
scandalous past. He had dishonored the uniform so they
refused him a policeman’s burial.
Sarah was just walking into the police station when a
female colleague informed her, “A rather embarrassing
display of roses and a gift box just arrived for you.”
“No way.” Sarah hustled over to her desk.
Her coworker followed to see what was in the box.
Other inquisitive officers were looking too. Sarah tore off
the wrapping paper and lifted the lid. There was a
beautiful pair of pink, glittery, ice skates. They dazzled
under the station lights and smelled like new leather. The
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floral bouquet was lovely and fragrant. It perfumed the
whole area.
A chorus of delightful awes and congrats sounded off
around her. It was hard to have a successful relationship
in this business, so cops were happy for each other when
love bloomed, or there was a wedding or a baby was born.
Sarah worked with the best people in the world. She
blushed with embarrassment and shooed them away as
she plucked the card from the roses. There was no
glorious sonnet. It simply read:
Skating on Saturday?
Sarah put on her skates and deftly laced them up. She
posed with her bladed feet up on the desk and snapped a
photo. The accompanying message read:
A thousand times yes.
The week seemed to drag by at a snail’s pace. They
talked on the phone and texted between shifts but this was
no replacement for human contact. Sarah was locking up
bad guys while Matthew was putting out fires but they
were never far from each other’s thoughts. Finally,
Saturday night arrived. They laced up their skates and
joined many others who were swirling around the rink.
Sarah was not blessed with the grace and coordination
for ice skating but fortunately, Matthew had enough
experience for both of them. He glided on blades with the
elegance and poise of a mythical nymph while Sarah
fought just to stay upright. She lost her balance and
plummeted toward the hard ice. Sarah was just inches
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from colliding when Matthew spun around and caught her
in his arms. It was like a graceful dip after a ballroom
dance. This beautiful save brought applause from the
other skaters and the folks on the sideline watching.
Sarah looked up at him breathing heavily. “My hero.”
He smiled down at her. “I promise to never let you
fall.”
“I think it’s too late for that,” she whispered.
Her flirting put a delightful flutter in his chest, a dose
of euphoria he hadn’t felt in many years. He desired to
kiss her so badly but he chose to take things slowly. He
valued their courtship. Matthew refused his desires and
helped Sarah upright. She locked onto his arm and they
fell in sync with others gliding around the rink.
“I was just offering this as a suggestion. We can go
wherever you want,” Matthew insisted.
“I like that you take me to places I’ve never been to.
Most guys do not attempt to be original,” Sarah admitted.
“Sorry I suck at skating.”
“You don’t suck at skating. You’re new at it,” he
assured her with his usual heart-melting charisma.
As they propelled themselves forward on their blades
Sarah became more confident in her strides.
She couldn’t resist the urge to pick his brain, “What
historical woman would you date?”
Matthew scoffed, “I plead the fifth amendment
against self-incrimination. It’s always a trap when a
woman asks you about another woman.”
Sarah laughed, “I swear it’s not a trick.”
“I’d probably go for Joan of Arc, Mulan, or the
Notorious RBG. I like tough girls… like sexy police
officers.” He gave her a naughty wink.
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Sarah elbowed him and nearly took a tumble.
Matthew caught her arm just in time. His reflexes were
incredible.
“What historical guy would you date?” he questioned.
She thought about it for a moment. “John Adams,
John Henry, or Abraham Lincoln. I like guys who have
the courage to do what’s right even when everyone else is
doing wrong... like brave firemen who run into a burning
building that everyone is running out of.”
He grinned at her flattery. “It’s weird huh?”
“What’s weird?”
“That even when we’re talking about other people
we’re still talking about each other.”
She looked up with surprise as the D.J. spoke into the
microphone, “This next song is dedicated to Sarah
Jackson.”
She shrieked with joy and embarrassment as All My
Life by K-Ci & JoJo beautifully hummed from the
speakers. “I love this song.”
Matthew made a half circle to face her. He skated
backward while holding her hands, sweetly mouthing the
words to the song. Sarah just smiled elatedly to be in the
presence of a considerate man who had good taste in
music. When the tune ended he gave her a kiss on the
cheek that put fire in her veins. She yearned to yank him
by the collar and throw a lip lock on him that he wouldn’t
soon forget but she restrained herself. If Matthew was
being patient, then so was she.
Sarah exhaled slowly to collect her thoughts. “Did
you pick Justin’s brain for my favorite songs?”
Matthew laughed with a shake of his head, “No, I
swear. When I was shopping for your skates that song
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played in the store and I thought of you.”
“Well, that was sweet of you. Certainly not what I’m
used to,” she confessed.
Sarah was getting a little wobbly so Matthew glided
back around to her side so that she could clutch his elbow
for stability.
He questioned, “What do guys normally listen to on
dates?”
She winced in disgust, “I usually have to suffer
through lyrics about drug sales and violence. Women are
being called bitches and whores the whole time. These
buffoons look real stupid when I send them home alone
because they lack the manners and decency to play
respectful music on a date.”
“Seriously? They couldn’t decipher the difference
between songs you listen to with your bros and songs you
listen to with a lady.” Matthew just shook his head. “I’m
sorry for their behavior.”
Sarah shrugged off the past, “Sometimes a person
comes into your life and makes you realize why it never
worked with anyone else. Thank you for being that
person.”
Matthew pulled her into a warm hug and they drifted
over to the sideline. He just held Sarah through a song or
two rubbing her back and kissing the top of her head. Both
took a tender moment to appreciate the fact that they had
found one another at last.

The following week brought Sarah to Van Helsing
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Manor. She was a woman of logic. She didn’t believe in
all the hocus pocus that her family did but she would
never pass up a chance to train with them. Slayer training
kept her in prime physical fitness for her police work and
allowed her to spend time with her loved ones.
Sarah’s grandfather was of Dutch descent and her
grandmother was from Ghana. Though Sarah was quite
dark of skin, she had as many white leaves on her family
tree as black ones. This was a fact that confused ignorant
peers when she was growing up. She was constantly
annoyed by obnoxious questions about her European
name and white cousins. She fended off repeated
accusations that she was adopted. That’s when she wasn’t
being mocked just for bearing the name Van Helsing.
Sarah marched out to the training ground of Van
Helsing Manor. It was built like a football dome. This
structure wasn’t warm and cozy but it kept the snow off
of them in winter, which was half the year in Michigan.
She made small talk with her cousins and siblings about
work, politics, and other things. If not for the doomsday
training the Van Helsings would have been a perfectly
normal family.
Sarah made her way to the weapons cage. There were
guns with silver bullets, crossbows with weighted wooden
stakes, even vials of holy water. Sarah decided to go with
a classic today. She selected a sturdy bow and a quiver of
silver-plated arrows.
Sarah rolled, leaped, and tumbled between shots,
slaying every bullseye that popped out at her. She was an
expert marksman, as accomplished with a bow as she was
with a pistol. After archery training, she armed herself
with silver throwing knives. Every dagger met its mark
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like they were guided by destiny. Sarah was a true Van
Helsing even if she had yet to realize that she was destined
to be a vampire slayer.
She met eleven others in the hand-to-hand combat
ring. They paired off and began to throw punches, kicks,
and blocks. Survival training was odd for most people but
for the Van Helsing family, it was as normal as saying
grace around the dinner table. They practiced submission
holds, takedowns, and escapes.
Matthew’s ringtone distracted Sarah momentarily
allowing her sister Vanessa to strike her hard in the chin.
Sarah saw stars. She went down on her backside.
Vanessa shrieked and helped her up. “Oh my gosh! I
didn’t mean to.”
Sarah laughed at the incident, “It’s okay. It’s not your
fault. I was distracted.”
“Is it your mystery man?” Vanessa’s large brown eyes
lit up to hear details.
“Maybe,” Sarah spoke coyly. “He hasn’t even kissed
me on the lips. His self-control makes me want to jump
his bones even more.”
Vanessa laughed at her shamelessness, “When do we
get to meet this old fashioned gentleman you’ve bragged
so much about?”
“As soon as I’m ready to explain all of this.” Sarah
made a large sweeping motion with her hands.
“I’ve been there,” Vanessa confessed with a shake of
her head. “I would suggest waiting for six months. Not
every man will be understanding about a family of
monster slayers who train for the apocalypse at a fortified
castle.”
“Consider me warned,” Sarah grinned with
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amusement. “I have to get to work. See you Sunday.”
The sisters waved goodbye. Sarah collected her
arrows and returned her weapons to the cage. She was
pleasantly surprised to see Grandpa Van Helsing
approaching. She greeted him with a warm hug.
“I wasn’t sure you would make it out,” he spoke
happily.
“It’s been crazy at work,” she explained.
He nodded understandably. “Do you still have that
dream?”
“The one with ghosts riding on horseback and fire in
the background? Yeah, sometimes. It used to terrify me as
a child but I learned that ghosts aren’t real,” Sarah
insisted.
He offered her a revolver loaded with silver bullets.
She pushed it away. “Grandpa, not this again.”
“I’ve been watching the news. There’s a vampire in
Ann Arbor. I don’t know if he’s good or evil so please
carry this gun until we find out,” he insisted.
“You know I don’t believe in monsters.”
“Protect yourself anyway. As long as you live,
breathe, and remain a Van Helsing monsters believe in
you.”
Sarah heeded his warning and accepted the weapon.
It was easier than getting into another pointless debate.
“I’ll be here for Sunday dinner,” she assured him.
“It’ll be wonderful to have you.” He smiled despite
her stubbornness.
Nothing of supernatural significance had occurred for
a couple of generations. He could understand Sarah’s
reluctance to believe. The old man could recall a time
when he wanted to deny his birthright. No person of sound
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mind would want such a burden but it was Sarah’s to bear.
Legally changing her name would never change her
blood.
She headed to her car and checked Matthew’s text on
the way. His message was filled with the usual sweet
nothings and charming humor that brought a smile to her
face. Most infantile males would have sent some
disgusting unsolicited photo of their genitals by now, but
Matthew hadn’t done that, in fact, he hadn’t sent any
photos of himself. He was an enigma, a total contrast of
their generation. Sarah couldn’t have been happier for
that. She called him up.
Matthew retracted his fangs from the throat of a
pedophile for long enough to grab his phone. He struck
the pervert hard enough to knock him out and then
answered Sarah’s call, “Hey love.”
“I got your message and yes I would love to go skiing
with you.”
“That’s wonderful. Do you have gear? If not, I’ll buy
you some when we get to Colorado.”
“That’s sweet but I have plenty of gear,” she assured
him.
“Awesome, it’s a date,” he grinned from ear to ear
like he wasn’t in the middle of committing murder.
The unconscious molester was beginning to rouse so
Matthew rushed off the phone, “Babe, I’m a little busy
making… dinner for myself. Can I call you back after
I’ve… eaten?”
“Sure,” she hung up the phone smiling.
Matthew concealed the fact that he was in the Upper
Peninsula at the moment. It was sparsely populated but
incredibly beautiful. He would love to take Sarah on a
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weekend that he wasn’t tracking down a child predator.
“I’ll pay you anything,” the pervert groggily begged.
“Killing me won’t bring back those boys.”
“Killing you will keep me alive and grant some
closure to the families of your victims. Those people
deserve peace and I can use a meal.”
Matthew finished off the creep. He drained every
drop of his blood and left his corpse on the cement floor
of his garage. There was no need to dump this terrible man
at the scene of his crimes because they were already there.
Matthew took a sledgehammer and busted up the floor.
He took one mighty swing after another until skeletal
hands and feet began to sprout from the crumbling
cement.
The bodies of at least four tender age boys were
rotting in this garage without the decency of last rights or
a proper burial. Their young lives were snuffed out before
they had a chance to experience life before they could kiss
a girl or drive a car. Their mothers, fathers, sisters, and
brothers were trapped in an everlasting purgatory of
unanswered questions, fears, and regrets.
Matthew felt no pity for this monster as he looked
over the tiny hands and skulls protruding from the rubble.
Eating this animal was an act of mercy. The murdering
pedophile deserved to be drawn and quartered…
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Chapter 3:
Avenging Angel

T

he town of Frankenmuth was a winter
wonderland. It was blanketed by sparkling snow.
Christmas lights and décor brightened every
building. Old fashioned toy shops and bakeries lined the
streets. The air smelled of delicious fudge, roasted nuts,
and sweet taffy made in vintage stores.
It was like Christmas year-round. If Santa’s North
pole existed it was in Frankenmuth, Michigan. This
festive little town was one of Matthew’s favorite
getaways. The modern world was often too busy for him.
Classic places like this were a pleasant respite.
Matthew snickered and shook his head at a young
couple who were growing frustrated with one another.
They hadn’t been able to capture the perfect photo with a
live reindeer. This was causing tension and unhappiness
in a place where they should have been enjoying
themselves. Finally, they got the perfect shot and posted
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it on every form of social media. Then they stopped at a
vintage toy store to do the same thing. Matthew couldn’t
help but laugh at the absurdity of the modern man.
Sarah approached with two thermoses of hot
chocolate. Even in heavy winter clothing, she was a vision
for which he felt blessed to capture with his eyes.
Matthew graciously accepted the thermos and took a sip
of the creamy cocoa. Then he blessed her with a
chocolatey kiss.
In this life of modern wonders, Matthew could not
transform her. Sarah was born of the Van Helsing
bloodline, an ancient family of vampire hunters.
Centuries ago, the noble family took measures to prevent
being fed on by vampires or changed into them. The Van
Helsings performed a ritual that made their blood
poisonous to vampires and their bodies incapable of being
turned. Whether today, tomorrow or sixty years from now
Matthew would be forced to endure Sarah’s death. He had
no idea that they were hopelessly star crossed.
“What was so funny?” she inquired. “When I walked
up you were laughing.”
Matthew confessed as they strolled down the
beautifully lit street, “Back in the summer I went to see
the Fourth of July fireworks. As the show started
everyone turned their backs to it so they could have
fireworks in the background of their videos and
photographs. I assumed this behavior would take place for
only a few minutes and then they would put their phones
away and enjoy the show. I was wrong. Folks spent the
entire time with their backs turned. If they were going to
watch fireworks through the screens of their phones why
did they bother to leave home at all? They could have
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remained on their sofas.”
Sarah laughed, “You say the strangest things.
Sometimes I feel like I’m dating a time traveler.”
“I’m sorry,” Matthew sincerely replied.
“Don’t be,” Sarah assured him. “It’s one of the many
things I love about you. To answer your question, people
are no longer enjoying their lives because they’re too busy
trying to make it look like they are. We have a very
shallow generation.”
They dipped into a quaint little teddy bear shop. Sarah
selected a purple unicorn. Matthew had it stuffed for her
and paid the cashier. Sarah gazed up at his handsome face
and pressed her soft lips to his cheek.
“Thank you,” she whispered.
“Would you like anything else,” he offered.
“I’m good.” She tucked the unicorn under her arm and
they exited the store.
They delighted in each other’s company and the
beauty that surrounded them. Matthew paid admission to
board a beautiful sleigh. It was pulled by four powerful
reindeer. The coachman was dressed in antique clothes
and he greeted them in a friendly manner.
Matthew wrapped an arm around her shoulders. Sarah
was bundled up so warmly that it felt like hugging a
marshmallow. Snowflakes fluttered around them as they
snuggled on the bench seat. One of Sarah’s hands was on
Matthew’s knee and the other held her warm thermos of
cocoa. They glided down snow-covered streets as the
whimsical village whirled by. Angelic sleigh bells jingled
all the way.
Sarah commented during their exhilarating ride, “You
make it through entire dates without looking at your
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phone. You couldn’t care less about social media and you
have never once asked me to demean myself by sending
nude photos.”
Matthew smirked, “Is there a question in there?”
“Not a question, merely an observation,” Sarah
admitted.
He confessed, “I don’t message other people while
I’m on dates with you because nothing is more important
than getting to know you. Everything else can wait until
I’m home. I don’t care about social media because I prefer
to walk up to a woman and say hello rather than lurking
in the shadows stalking her profile. As for nude photos, I
never request them for two reasons. One, I was raised
better, and two, the first time we see each other naked
shouldn’t be over a distance. It should be personal and
intimate. I want to cover your beautiful body in kisses. I
long to worship every inch of you and feel your hands all
over me because we are overwhelmed by desire. I don’t
need raunchy pictures ruining that moment for us.”
Sarah breathed slowly to collect herself. She had
never been seduced by just a man’s words. His effect on
her was hypnotic.
“I’ve never known anyone like you,” she spoke
dreamily.
“Is that a good thing or a bad thing?”
“I’m still deciding.”
“I’ve never known anyone like you either,” Matthew
admitted. “Many women would be irritated by the fact
that I never take pictures.”
Sarah shrugged, “It’s not as odd a people make it out
to be. Some folks are uncomfortable with taking pictures
for religious and personal reasons. Some cultures are
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opposed to photography because they believe a picture
captures the soul, while others shun photography because
they feel modern technology is eroding the principles of
our society. Truth be told, it’s been refreshing to date a
man who isn’t shoving a phone in my face every ten
minutes.”
Matthew was stunned, “I’m beginning to think it’s
called a cell phone because people are imprisoned by it.
Were men actually recording you on dates?”
Sarah nodded with a beautiful laugh, “I have
struggled to have conversations with guys who were
taking photos and videos of me the entire time, sending
them to people I don’t know and putting them on the
internet without my permission. Even after I explain that
I do occasional undercover operations and those pictures
could blow my cover, these idiots continue to take photos.
As if bragging rights are more important than my life.”
Matthew couldn’t believe what he was hearing. “That
is incredibly obnoxious. They were too busy showing you
off to treat you well. Many women would’ve been
flattered by such behavior but you were repulsed. It’s one
of the many things I love about you.”
Matthew gently brushed Sarah’s cheek with his
knuckles and they floated into a dreamy kiss. Every
embrace felt like a collision of worlds. They spent every
moment between kisses longing for the next.
After a fanciful evening, Matthew and Sarah drove
to the nearest hotel. The winter roads were far too
dangerous to drive back to Ann Arbor.
Matthew insisted, “I’m only renting a room for your
safety. I’m not expecting anything.”
Sarah could not deny that his genteel manner made
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him quite endearing. They had been on many wonderful
dates and he wasn’t pressuring her for anything. For
Matthew, it seemed logical to take things slow and
prolong the pleasure of the courtship. As an immortal, he
saw no need to rush things.
They approached the clerk at the front desk and
Matthew requested, “Two rooms please.”
Sarah informed the clerk, “Actually, we’ll only be
needing one.”
Matthew glanced over with a grin, “Are you sure?”
She nodded shyly. They checked in, grabbed the key
cards, and practically ran to the elevator. Sarah and
Matthew were in a swelting embrace the moment those
metal doors closed. Matthew usually avoided elevators
because the interior was a giant mirror but Sarah was far
too occupied to notice that he didn’t have a reflection.
They fondled and teased each other’s bodies as their
tongues mingled in an erotic waltz.
The doors dinged open. Matthew and Sarah hurried
down the hall hand in hand. They stumbled through the
door of their hotel room, kissing and caressing as they tore
each other’s clothes off. Matthew flung their jackets over
the dresser mirror to prevent her from seeing his lack of
reflection. That was the moment reality doused the flames
of passion. How could he make love to a woman he
wasn’t being honest with?
“Sarah,” he pleaded in a voice heavy with need as her
mouth explored his neck and her hands unfastened his belt
buckle.
He fought every animalistic instinct to invade her like
a battlefield. “We can’t do this. There are things I haven’t
told you.”
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Sarah was too enamored to care, “and there are things
I haven’t told you but I’m begging you not to allow those
things to ruin tonight. Let it be tomorrow’s problem. I
love you.”
“Tell me again and I won’t feel so guilty,” he pleaded.
She smiled sweetly, “I love you.”
“I love you too,” he vowed and swept her into a kiss
that consumed her in every way.
Matthew laid her body on the cool sheets, biting his
lip at the glorious vision of Sarah in just her bra and thong.
Modern lingerie had very little material, a glorious perk
of this era. He yearned to devour her but he took his time,
nibbling her neck and running his fingertips along her
thighs.
Their romance was ill-fated but Sarah was like an
addiction he couldn’t shake. He’d spent many years
suffering from withdraws. Now he was finally blessed
with the high of her intoxicating love. Sarah was likewise
addicted to him. Matthew wasn’t just her lover. He was
her destiny from now until infinity and neither had a clue
who the other truly was…

Sarah’s wonderful weekend with Matthew couldn’t
last forever. She had returned to the city of Ann Arbor and
the harsh realities of her job, but this wasn’t the only thing
weighing on her. Sarah hadn’t told Matthew her true last
name. For centuries, the Van Helsings had hunted wicked
supernatural beings. Respectable vampires, witches, and
werewolves were left alone. There hadn’t been any evil
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monsters for many years. Good vampires remained so
deep in the shadows that mankind no longer knew they
existed. They became a fable. The once intrepid family
who hunted them became a laughingstock of doom’s day
preppers and conspiracy theorists.
Sarah had fallen for Matthew’s charming ways and
old-fashioned manners. She could not bear the thought of
their relationship going up in smoke so she kept this secret
without the slightest clue that the man she loved had an
even bigger one.
A strip of yellow and black police tape and two
uniformed officers kept the crowd away from the corpse.
Sarah brandished her credentials. The officers allowed her
to pass. An ambulance arrived with flashing lights and
blaring sirens but Sarah knew this poor bastard wouldn’t
need paramedics. The killer known by the press as
Avenging Angel had never left a living victim. This
vigilante stalked the night executing criminals that the
courts could not or would not convict.
Sarah kneeled next to the heavily tattooed body. This
six-foot mural was no saint but he had a mom who
deserved to know what happened to him. Sarah examined
his neck with a gloved hand.
“Two puncture wounds just like the others,” said Dr.
Milus Robinson, Chief Medical Examiner.
The handsome physician was the color of caramel
with large almond eyes. Long before Sarah became a
detective and Milus became a coroner they formed a bond
as close as siblings. He stood up for her in school when
her family name drew scrutiny. Sarah fixed him up with
his wife and became godmother to his children.
“Is the cause of death exsanguination like the rest of
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the victims?” asked Sarah.
“I won’t know for certain until I get him on my table
but it seems so,” Milus replied. “Three bodies drained of
their blood in the past twelve months. I bet your family is
having a field day with this case.”
Sarah rolled her eyes. “The Van Helsing name is a
curse. It was impossible to get a job in law enforcement
because I come from a family of kooks. I had to legally
take my mother’s maiden name before any department
would give me a chance. My folks believe a vampire is
doing this. My grandpa gave me a revolver full of silver
bullets.” Sarah raised her pant leg to brandish the weapon
in her ankle holster.
Milus laughed, “Science can’t explain everything.”
“But human nature can. The only monsters that exist
are the ones we see in the mirror,” Sarah declared.
Milus shook his head as he continued to work, “The
killer stalks these men. He hunts them. We still haven’t
figured out how he doctors surveillance cameras and
removes his image. The victims look like they’re being
attacked by the invisible man. This murderer is so
meticulous and organized that he’s never left a trace of
DNA nor a fingerprint. Why would a man who is so
careful neglect to properly dispose of the bodies? Why
dump them in plain sight? Is he trying to prove how smart
he is? Is the killer taunting us?”
“I believe it’s more than that,” Sarah confessed. “This
isn’t the work of a glory-seeking narcissist. I believe it’s
the desperate act of a victim who was failed by our
criminal justice system and is now taking matters into his
own hands. Every one of these dead criminals was
dumped near the home or workplace of the people they
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had terrorized. The bodies aren’t displayed to taunt the
police. They are shown to comfort those who had received
no other justice.”
Milus sighed, “Let’s catch this misguided soul before
he does it again.”
“Can you give me a time of death?” asked Sarah.
“His liver temperature places the time of death around
11:00pm but if he was drained of his blood that may affect
it,” Milus explained. “I’m sorry but I must get him back
to the lab before I have anything solid for you.”
Sarah nodded understandably. The forensics team
buzzed around her. Medical masks covered the lower half
of their faces. They were taking photos and collecting
bullet casings. The victim had fired a few shots before the
killer took him down. If the vigilante was wounded Sarah
would finally have a lead. Hospitals were required to
report bullet wounds.
Milus prepared the body for transport and warned,
“There will be some DNA contamination. A girl spat on
the deceased.”
Sarah shook her head, “People truly hated this guy.”
“A drug dealing sex trafficker, who wouldn’t,” a
forensic tech commented.
Milus and his crew zipped a bag around the thug and
loaded him onto the gurney.
Sarah confessed, “This perp has never been caught on
camera. I need eyewitnesses but I could hardly hear you
speak over the cheering of the crowd. How can we
apprehend a murderer that no one will testify against?”
Milus admitted, “We have our work cut out for us.
The only one harder to catch than a feared criminal is a
beloved one.”
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Chapter 4:
Dressed to Kill

A

s soon as warm weather arrived another box was
delivered to Sarah. There was diving gear inside.
She and Matthew explored the shipwrecks in the
great lakes. The joyful pair were enthralled by all the
history just waiting to be discovered beneath the waves.
Love bloomed with every adventure.
She didn’t understand how he could afford frequent
trips on a fireman’s salary. He explained that he wasn’t
like other folks of her generation. Matthew saved his
money. He didn’t always need the newest shiniest thing.
He felt that phones, video games, and cars were trivial,
materialistic, objects that could never love a man back. He
felt no need to drive himself into debt buying the newest
models every year.
Instead, he invested in his relationship. Matthew
would rather make wonderful memories with Sarah than
buy nonsense he won’t care about in a few years. He was
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the only unmarried man she knew that owned his home.
It was bizarre, like dating someone from another planet or
time but Sarah couldn’t picture herself with anyone else.
This evening she traded diving gear for a formal
gown. It was only fitting that Sarah and Matthew’s six
month anniversary be no less spectacular than their
previous dates. The neighbors gawked as a Hummer
limousine pulled up in front of Sarah’s apartment. She
walked out the door dressed to kill. Matthew approached
looking dashing in his tuxedo. He handed Sarah a bouquet
of roses.
“Thank you for the flowers,” she spoke with a sweet
smile.
“Thank you for wearing that dress,” he flirted.
Sarah playfully slapped his shoulder for the
inappropriate comment. They climbed into the limo. This
vehicle was like a mansion on wheels. It had everything.
The champagne cork shot across the limo with a pop.
Matthew filled two flutes and passed one to Sarah.
“Happy anniversary, love,” he spoke with a sensual
kiss of her lips.
They clinked glasses and consumed the bubbly
drinks.
She couldn’t help but question, “I’m positively elated
but I am curious to know why you chose the opera?”
He gave her a naughty grin, “Is your gorgeous dress
not reason enough?”
Sarah giggled, “I’m being serious.”
Matthew confessed, “You told me you had never been
to the opera. I like taking you to new places. Also, the
opera is one of a few forms of entertainment that still
offers class and sophistication.”
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“How so?” Sarah questioned.
“I’d rather not say,” Matthew insisted. “I don’t want
you to think I’m a snob.”
“I won’t,” she swore.
He reluctantly explained, “Going to the picture show
is a terrible time.”
Her eyebrows scrunched in bewilderment, “picture
show?”
“I’m sorry… I believe you call it the movie theater,”
Matthew clarified. “People arrive late, they’re loud,
they’re on their phones the whole time, and their feet are
on the chairs. Babies are screaming, which I don’t mind
at a Disney flic at two in the afternoon, but at an R-rated
movie at midnight I expect to be able to enjoy the film.”
“How is the opera different?” asked Sarah.
Matthew placed a sweet kiss upon her hand and filled
her in, “If you arrive late to an opera they don’t let you in
because you will disrupt everyone and ruin the show. If
your phone goes off, they warn you once. If it happens
again security will throw you out. No one wants to pay
$200 for a ticket just to get kicked out so people conduct
themselves with a bit of decorum and remain courteous to
one another.”
Sarah was astounded. “An entire building full of
people in their best clothes on their best behavior. In a
world of jerks, I had no idea that such places still existed.
Thank you for taking me.”
Matthew looked worried. “I hope you don’t find my
grievances mean and offensive. This is a special night. I
don’t want anyone ruining it.”
She assured him, “I understand and I feel the same
way. I have mentioned this to friends but they just accuse
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me of being an old lady. I am grateful to have been born
in the modern world, with less sexism and racism than my
grandparents endured but there are times when…”
“You feel out of place,” He finished her thought.
Sarah’s chest filled with relief to hear that he
understood. “Do you ever feel out of place?”
“More than you know,” Matthew chuckled. “Thank
you for accompanying me. The last six months have been
a dream come true.”
“For me too. In more ways than one.”
“How so?”
“Our relationship has been wonderful but in addition
to that my literal dreams have gone haywire. Since the
night we met I’ve had daydreams about gangsters,
bootleggers, and underground clubs,” Sarah laughed at
herself.
Matthew swallowed hard. Those aren’t dreams.
They’re memories. “Tell me more. Am I ever in your
dreams?”
She nodded, “You are but I keep envisioning you with
brown eyes for some reason.”
Matthew had forgotten his eyes were brown before
the immortal kiss. His eye color was the only thing that
changed about his appearance. Well, that and the fact that
he was a couple of shades paler.
He inquired, “What else do you recall?”
Sarah shrugged, “Not much. I get flashes here and
there but not enough for a full story. I probably fell asleep
watching a gangster flic and my imagination ran away
with me.”
She was beginning to remember who they were and
he couldn’t have been happier. The more she remembered
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the less he would have to explain.
Matthew pulled her into his strong arms. His embrace
felt heavenly. His lips felt even better. She slipped a leg
over him and straddled his lap as they made out in the
back of the limo. It would be another forty minutes before
they reached the Detroit Opera House. Sarah and Matthew
had some creative ideas for what to do with the time.

Most people think the worst when you mention the
city of Detroit but their opera house was like something
out of a dream. It was a palace of velvet and gold, with
towering ceilings, and breathtaking architecture. Sarah
and Matthew were enjoying the second act of the
Phantom of the Opera from their private balcony. A live
orchestra filled the enormous theater with music so
powerful it could be felt through their seats. There was
mystical smoke, elegant ballet, and alluring magic.
As the performers reached crescendos that most could
only dream of, Sarah had to admit she had never heard a
more talented group of musicians. Opera was a different
world from the rest of the music business where pretty
faces with good connections could call themselves artists
and allow technology to cover up the fact that they
couldn’t sing. Every performance in opera was live. You
had to be truly gifted to grace the stage.
Sarah was blown away. She wished for this night to
never end. Matthew smiled happily to see her enjoying
herself. He dreaded the moment he would be forced to
break her heart by telling the truth. At intermission,
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Matthew took Sarah to the VIP area for hors d`oeuvres,
fine wine, and a meet and greet with the performers.
He apologized with a kiss on her cheek, “I’m so sorry.
I have an urgent matter.”
Matthew had never been the type to check a text
during a date, let alone abandon one.
Sarah knew this had to be important. “We’ll watch the
rest of the performance on video.”
“We absolutely will not,” said Matthew. “I’ll only be
gone a few moments. I’ll return before the curtains rise.”
Sarah nodded understandably and kissed him
goodbye. Matthew fled into the shadowy alley behind the
theater. No one else could hear the tortured cries of a child
but he could, even over the music. Matthew could not
enjoy himself while hearing someone suffer. He
transformed into a flock of bats and flew in the direction
of the cries.
The cluster of bats swooped onto the fire escape of a
run-down building. The screeching creatures spiraled into
a funnel that reconstituted into Matthew. The window’s
locks were no match for his strength. He yanked it open.
The clasps popped off like buttons. Tortured screams
blared through the open window as Matthew climbed
inside. He expected to be met with violence. All he found
was a couple of drug addicts who were too doped up to
notice his intrusion.
Matthew opened the nursery door. He was punched in
the face with an odor exponentially louder than the cries.
There was an infant with ulcers on his skin lying in his
own waste. Colorful letters painted on the wall spelled out
the name Bobby. All human beings in decent health
smelled edible to Matthew but this little boy smelled like
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he was rotting. Matthew’s first instinct was to wash the
baby and feed him but this poor child was beyond simple
measures. The pile of hair left on the mattress of the crib
was a testament that Bobby was malnourished. His
bedsores looked infected. He needed medical attention.
Matthew wrapped the infant in a blanket and fled
down the fire escape. The city lights blurred into streaks
as he rushed Bobby to the nearest hospital. Matthew
handed the sickly baby to the first person he saw wearing
scrubs and a stethoscope. Then he fled without answering
any of the nurse’s questions. Matthew took off at warp
speed. He was moving so fast that the rest of the world
stood still. He returned to the roach-infested apartment.
Matthew grabbed both addicts by the hair and knocked
their heads together. They woke up with a groan of pain.
“Who the hell are you,” the woman slurred.
“Department of Child Services,” said Matthew.
“Your son is gone and he’s not coming back.”
The man gasped, “We can’t get our welfare checks
without the boy! We need the boy!”
“I don’t give a damn what you need!” Matthew
exclaimed. “I just confessed to kidnapping your child and
all you care about is your welfare check! If you idiots ever
procreate again or go near Bobby, I will kill you!
Painfully!”
They shuddered at the threat.
“You’re not from Child Services,” said the woman.
“I am from hell,” Matthew growled.
His eyes glowed white. His fangs and claws extended
before their eyes. Hideous black veins emerged on his
face and neck. The tweakers screamed in horror. He
grabbed them by the throats with superhuman strength.
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Their howls of terror diminished to suffocating gasps.
Matthew warned them, “If I ever have to come back
you will rue the day!”
The addicts were able to breathe again as a flock of
bats flew out the window. They thought they were on a
bad trip and hallucinated the whole thing until they
checked their son’s nursery and realized he was gone.
Matthew wanted to kill them. He could certainly use
a meal but he knew they couldn’t help themselves. Plus,
he didn’t want to get blood on his tuxedo. He flew with
all haste to the opera house. By the time the curtains
opened, he was sitting next to Sarah on the elegant
balcony.
“Is everything alright?” she whispered.
He nodded and apologized for his absence. Matthew
wrapped an arm around Sarah’s lovely shoulders, left bare
by her elegant gown. They enjoyed the rest of the opera
in peace, captivated by the romance and mystique.
Matthew could relate to the phantom on stage: a man
shunned by society and forced to live in the shadows. The
phantom was obsessed with Christine, a woman who
would’ve seen him as a monster if she knew who he truly
was. Matthew felt like he was watching his own life
unfold. Sarah pondered the thoughts behind his pensive
expression.
She whispered, “I’m so sorry I didn’t listen that night.
For the first time in my life, I was truly happy and I was
afraid your confession would end it. Now you seem
troubled by a secret you yearned to tell me. Unburden
yourself and I will do the same.”
Matthew shook his head no, “I can’t. We’re in too
deep. You are my lighthouse when I am lost at sea, my
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warmth in a cold dark world. Please allow me to keep you
for just a little while longer.”
She gazed deeply into his eyes and vowed, “Keep me
for as long as you like.”
“How does forever sound?” A grinning Matthew
revealed an engagement ring.
She placed a shaking hand over her mouth as her eyes
welled up with tears. “We can’t. You don’t even know my
true last name.”
Matthew shrugged as he got on one knee in front of
her chair. “You are more than welcome to have my name
if yours troubles you. Is Galahad good enough?”
“I’m a Van Helsing,” Sarah confessed.
“And I’m a vampire,” Matthew replied.
Both laughed under the impression that the other was
joking. It felt wonderful to speak the truth even if it was
met with disbelief.
“I love you, Sarah. Will you marry me?” Matthew
asked as he kneeled before her chair with an orchestra
playing in the background.
Her joyful yes was drowned out by a crescendo but
Matthew could read it on her lips. He slipped the ring over
her knuckle. She threw her arms around him in a loving
embrace. Sarah pressed her soft wet lips to his and they
passionately engaged. Matthew embraced the woman he
loved as ribbons of musical notes whirled around them.
Pleasure coursed through his veins like an opioid,
launching him on the most euphoric high.
Sarah’s love made him forget all his troubles
including the imminent danger he was in. Matthew was
completely unaware that showing mercy to those drug
addicts would be his undoing. This was the first time he
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had left live victims. Sarah was soon to have a lead…
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Chapter 5:
Count Dracula

M

ichigan was rich with lush green forests and
beautiful lakes so Matthew asked Sarah to go
camping and boating with him. He could
already envision cooking over an open flame, hiking
through trails, and sleeping under the stars with her. Plus,
he was eager to launch his beautiful new boat on its
maiden voyage. Sarah had never been camping but
Matthew was the kind of man she yearned to embark on
every new adventure with.
Matthew was loading his tent and fishing poles in the
bed of his truck when a familiar face traveled up his
driveway. It was Vlad the Impaler of the house of Dracul,
whom the world had come to know by the name Dracula.
Now that Matthew had memories of past lives, he knew
they were once siblings. Vlad had piercing eyes and
elbow-length hair that accented his chiseled features. The
brothers resembled in appearance but their beliefs were
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quite different. Matthew was still a man of faith despite
his awful curse. Vlad had witnessed so many acts of
hypocrisy and evil committed by religious folks that he
refused to subscribe to any religion. They were all tainted
as far as Vlad was concerned.
He and Matthew greeted one another with brotherly
affection and spoke in their native Romanian.
“If I had known you were coming I wouldn’t have
made plans with Sarah this weekend. Please make
yourself at home. I’ll only be gone two nights,” Matthew
cordially insisted.
“I wish I could say this was a social visit but a lot of
lives are in danger,” Vlad explained.
There was an urgency Matthew hadn’t witnessed in
him since Vlad warned of mounted warriors years ago.
“How can I help?” Matthew promptly offered.
Vlad made the strangest request that had ever been
asked of a vampire, “I need you to go to church.”
“Perhaps my Romanian is rusty.” Matthew clarified
in English, “Did you ask me, a vampire, to go to church?”
Vlad nodded, “yes, or a lot of good people will die.”
“We’re hunting a terrorist,” Matthew concluded with
a horrible feeling in his stomach.
“I’m afraid so.” Vlad went over the details of the
mission.
Matthew accepted the duty but he could tell his
brother was on edge over this assignment. Terrorists left
large body counts but the vampire brothers were
determined to avert a disaster.
Vlad rubbed the back of his neck with an agitated
hand. “Are there any supernatural clubs around here? I
need a drink.”
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Matthew laughed at the blatant honesty. Alcohol
consumed by humans did not affect Vampires. The
supernatural got intoxicated with potions.
Matthew suggested, “Spellbound is an underground
spot a few miles from here. It’s run by a coven of witches
but they allow vampires and werewolves to enter as long
as you have the cash and you don’t cause trouble.”
“What’s the code word?”
“Andromeda,” Matthew drew a map because
clandestine clubs run by enchantresses weren’t on GPS.
Matthew gave his brother a spare key and left to pick
up Sarah.

Sarah looked adorable in rustic wear, eager to hear the
call of the wild. He drove her to the most enchanting little
spot. They unloaded their gear and set up a roomy tent.
Van Helsing Manor had five fireplaces so Sarah was quite
skilled at starting fires. The forest smelled sweet and
piney as they enjoyed their peaceful surroundings. The
lovers warmed themselves in the glow of the campfire.
Red hot embers popped and crackled as logs charred
beneath the flames. This added a smokey scent to the
natural smells of rich dark earth and flowing water. They
roasted marshmallows. Sarah ate a gooey smore but found
that she liked the ingredients better than the finished
product. Matthew noticed her eating cold marshmallows,
chocolate, and gram crackers separately.
He couldn’t resist the urge to tease her, “What on
earth are you doing?”
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She scrunched her nose with disapproval, “I don’t like
it hot and sticky.”
“It’s not a smore unless it’s hot and sticky.”
“Sure it is. I’m still eating the same ingredients.”
“If you eat a bowl of flour, drink a glass of milk, and
swallow two raw eggs you haven’t had a slice of cake.
Preparation matters.”
She burst out laughing and hit him with the bag of
marshmallows. “You’re such a jerk!”
“I’m only kidding,” he swore between chuckles. “Eat
them however you wish.”
Matthew stacked a cold smore and gave it to her as a
peace offering. He confessed with disappointment, “This
was going to be a weekend getaway but an urgent matter
arose.”
Sarah assured him, “I’ve had a wonderful night but I
must insist that we spend an entire week at some point. I
love it out here!”
He gave her a charming grin, “absolutely.”
Sarah was comfortable in pajama pants and a
University of Michigan sweatshirt, unencumbered by
makeup and manicures. This was the most relaxed she’d
ever felt on a date yet Matthew still seemed attracted to
her. It was clear that he loved her for her.
Nights spent away from Matthew’s cabin and the
comfort of his casket meant no sleep for him. That was
fine because he only required rest once or twice a week.
It was a pleasure just to hold Sarah and watch her dream.
Fate had given her back to him and he would not be taking
a single moment for granted.
A cracking sound alerted Matthew. He whipped
around and sped off like a rocket. He zipped through trees
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and foliage until he found another campsite. A giant tree
was teetering on the brink of collapse. His infrared vision
allowed him to see through the thin wall of a tent. Six
glowing red figures were peacefully sleeping, unaware of
the threat looming over them. Matthew rushed forward
and launched himself at the Ponderosa. He obverted its
path before it obliterated the shelter bellow. The tree fell
with such a mighty crash that the earth rumbled beneath
Matthew. The startled family shot up in their sleeping
bags. They ran outside to see what caused the commotion.
Matthew slipped away just in time. Another family
had been rescued without knowing they were in danger to
begin with. Vampires operated in the shadows for the
greater good of mankind. There were many times when
humans thought they saw a ghost or an angel but it was a
vampire. Saving good humans and eating the evil ones
was a thankless, never-ending duty.
Matthew painfully limped away. Who would have
thought tackling an enormous tree would hurt this badly?
He struck a falling four-ton object with considerable
force to alter its path. Matthew’s shoulder was badly
dislocated and he was covered in scrapes. His knee was
severely injured. Bones cracked. Ligaments popped like
rubber bands. He could feel shards of splintered bone
rubbing against one another with every agonizing step but
he was grateful that half a dozen lives were saved. There
were six stick figures with a name below each one
stenciled on the back window of their Jeep. The Clark
family would have an amazing story to tell when they
returned to the comfort and safety of their suburb.
As for Matthew, the worst pain was yet to come as his
supernatural body began to heal itself. A squeal of agony
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escaped him as his shoulder rolled back into place. His
ligaments reattached themselves. The cracks in his bones
fused shut and then vanished without a trace. The pain
went away and he happily marched back to Sarah.
She hugged him tightly. “Thank goodness you’re
okay! I heard an explosion and I couldn’t find you!”
“It was just a fallen tree,” Matthew assured her.
He rubbed Sarah’s arms to soothe her while she took
some calming breaths.
She braided her fingers at the back of his neck and
gazed up into his eyes. “How can I protect you from
things that go bump in the night if you take off without
warning me?”
He chuckled at his fearless warrior. “Darling, I am the
thing that goes bump in the night.”

That evening, Vlad drove to the water’s edge and sat
on the wooden planks of the dock. It was deserted out here
with no party in sight. A lonely island beckoned in the
distance but it seemed uninhabited. He used the flashlight
feature on his cell phone to blink the word Andromeda in
Morse Code.
Within minutes a beautiful woman with scarlet hair
zipped over the lake on a jet ski. She pulled up next to
him. “What are you waiting for? Climb on.”
Vlad grinned and climbed on the jet ski. His raven
mane whipped and snapped in the breeze as they bounced
over choppy waves. They reached the island dock. She led
him through a wooded trail. Eventually, they stumbled
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upon a humble shack. This was only a façade. Just beyond
that rickety door was a club the size of an arena. Lively
music was blaring. Gorgeous women were dancing in
cages. There was wall to wall magic, like indoor
fireworks. Two powerful warlocks served as bouncers at
the entrance.
“Andromeda,” Vlad promptly said and palmed them
a hefty tip.
The bouncers allowed him to pass.
Vlad asked his lovely chauffeur, “Which direction is
the VIP section?”
“This way. I’ll take you.” She took him up a winding
metal staircase.
There were lounges and casino games on this floor:
blackjack, roulette, craps, and poker. An open balcony
allowed him to look down over a dance floor packed with
supernatural beings. Vampires, witches, werewolves, and
fairies were letting loose in the club unencumbered by
societal restrictions. Some were shifting from one form to
another. Others were performing feats of magic. Fairies
were sailing about the rafters in an aerial ballet.
Vlad tipped the beautiful redhead and ordered a bottle
of something expensive. Witches were behind the bar
casting spells over exotic concoctions. They gave him a
large bottle of something green and smoky.
“We call it the Goblin’s Grin,” a bartender proudly
informed him.
“Thank you.” He tossed some cash in their tip jar and
searched for a spot to relax.
Vlad sat on a plush lounge casually puffing on a
hookah and sipping his pricey potion. It was magnificent.
He was already enjoying the effects. While many guys
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shamelessly pursued women, that had never been his
style. Vlad didn’t have to approach ladies. He was a
legend in the monster world. It didn’t take long before a
gaggle of gorgeous women flocked to him.
They shrieked, “Lord Impaler! Count Dracula!”
“You can call me Vlad,” he kindly assured them.
“Please join me.”
All five ladies packed onto the wraparound sofa with
him. He ordered a round of potions for his lovely guests.
They took shots and puffed away on the hookah elated to
be in the presence of Transylvanian royalty.
He laughingly admitted, “I never actually held the
title of count but I was Prince of Wallachia.”
“You’re so fascinating,” said a mesmerized party girl.
Vlad was suddenly distracted by a wall of photos that
looked more like criminal surveillance footage. “What’s
that?”
“A wall of local slayers. Become familiar with it and
watch your back,” the waitress informed him as she
passed out full glasses and collected the empty ones.
Vlad laughed off the warning and sat back with a
beautiful lady under each arm. He knew that slayers only
targeted vampires who hurt innocents so he wasn’t
concerned. After another round of drinks, his retinue of
admirers dragged him onto the dance floor. He partied
well into the night unaware of the imminent danger
looming over his brother. If Vlad had taken just a few
seconds to study that wall of photos he would have seen
Sarah’s face on it. He could have warned Matthew that he
was embroiled in an ill-fated union. There was a silver
bullet with Matthew’s name on it and he was in love with
the woman who would pull the trigger…
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Chapter 6:
On Hallowed Ground

M

atthew attended a church revival in Gallup
Park. This was the closest he came to
attending a service because churches were
sacred buildings constructed on hallowed ground. He
would burst into flames.
Matthew remained vigilant, keeping a keen eye open
for anything suspicious. He had an olfactory system ten
times stronger than a trained police dog. He sniffed for
explosives and ammunition in case these people were a
target. He was relieved when he found none.
Though on a mission, it was still a pleasant respite.
The church had organized a night of family fun with
sermons scheduled between events. This reminded
Matthew of the devout man he was, the human he was
before eternal damnation.
Ecstatic children were doing backflips in bounce
houses. Families canoed on the still waters of the lake.
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There were games and bake sales to raise money for
charity. Positive energy radiated throughout the gathering
and it brought a smile to his face. Matthew handed a large
donation to one of the church ladies. She was a pretty
young woman with slight curves and sandy brown hair.
“Bless your heart,” she exclaimed. “You are so
generous.”
Matthew bashfully brushed off the compliment, “It’s
a worthy cause.”
“Give me just a moment to fill out a tax-deductible
receipt,” she happily offered while shuffling through her
purse for the receipt book.
“That’s alright. I don’t need one,” he assured her.
“I insist. I have another receipt book in the car if you
would be kind enough to escort me,” she replied.
“Of course,” said Matthew.
She deposited the money in a safe before leading him
out to the parking lot. “I’m Kelli by the way.”
“I’m Matthew,” he gave her hand a polite shake.
She reached into her Prius and grabbed the booklet of
receipts. Kelli neatly filled in the blanks and passed the
paper to Matthew.
“Thank you,” he replied.
“No problem,” she spoke with a beautiful smile.
Matthew escorted her back to the festivities.
She playfully commented, “Why is a nice Catholic
boy like you slumming it with heathen Protestants?”
Matthew laughed, “Was it that obvious?”
Kelli snickered with a nod, “I overheard you call
Pastor Jacobs, father, and you crossed yourself after
opening prayers.”
“To answer your question, I believe we love the same
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wonderful God.”
Kelli agreed, “We need unity among Christians, not
division. If no one else has extended a warm welcome
please allow me to do so.”
“Thank you. Everyone has been very kind to me,”
Matthew assured her.
Kelli could not deny that she enjoyed Matthew’s
company. It was hard to find good Christian men near her
age. The men of her parish were old, married, or both.
Kelli spoke with dread heavy in her voice, “I have to
man my station but the address of our church is on your
receipt. Don’t be a stranger. Thanks again for your
donation.”
Matthew nodded respectfully, “You’re welcome. It
was nice to meet you, Kelli.”
She walked away with a cute smile over her shoulder.
It wasn’t until after Kelli returned to her booth that
Matthew realized she left her phone number on the back
of his receipt. She dotted the “i” in her name with a tiny
heart. This felt like a betrayal of Sarah but if saving lives
required him to flirt a little then so be it.
There was a sudden rumble of thunder and a sprinkle
of rain. The pastor said evening prayers and dismissed
everyone as the weather took a turn for the worse.
Matthew jogged out to his car and waited until most of the
other vehicles left. When the parking lot was less
congested, he drove away.
Rain flooded over Matthew’s windshield as his wiper
blades fought to keep up. A thick blanket of gray clouds
covered the sky. Lightning flashed over the treetops. The
world grew darker as he made his way out of the city. The
only light on these bumpy dirt roads shined from his
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headlights. There were miles of shadowy forest ahead.
Matthew stopped behind a navy blue car with flashing
hazard lights. A drenched Kelli was fretting over a
damaged tire. Wet curls escaped her bun and clung to the
sides of her lovely face. Her blouse and skirt hugged her
curves as water cascaded down her body.
Matthew called to her, “Climb in the car. I’ll take care
of it.”
“Thank heavens,” she cheered. “I would have called
roadside assistance but there’s no reception out here. I
was shocked to see another car drive past.”
Matthew got straight to work on the tire and assured
the stranded beauty, “Climb in and stay warm. I’ll take it
from here.”
Matthew was strong enough to lift the car with his
bare hands and removed the lug nuts with his fingers but
he used a jack and went through the motions to maintain
his façade. While Matthew was distracted with the tire,
Kelli spritzed herself with body spray. She plucked the
bobby pins from her hair and shook her long locks free
from the bun. She felt her car lower to the ground, a sign
that he was finished putting the spare on. He tossed the
flat tire and tools in her trunk. Kelli rolled down the
window as Matthew approached. Vanilla perfume wafted
from the vehicle mingling with the fresh scent of rain.
She offered, “I live close by. I can brew some hot tea
and bake some cookies while you dry off.”
Matthew kindly shook his head no, “It wouldn’t be
right for me to take advantage of your hospitality.”
She sighed with disappointment, “Because you’re
committed to someone?”
“Because I’m here to kill you.” He spoke the words
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so plainly that they took a moment to register.
Before Kelli could respond Matthew pinched a
pressure point in her shoulder that knocked her
unconscious. Then he locked her in the trunk of her car.
Matthew hid his truck in the woods and covered it with
branches and leaves.
He drove Kelli’s car to the ruins of a building. He
parked in front of the rubble and pulled her out of the
trunk. She fought him with all her strength. No one could
hear her cries for help. He ducked beneath the yellow and
black caution tape with Kelli in tow. They stood at the
center of the wreckage.
“Why are you doing this?” she pleaded with tears in
her eyes.
“Because you’re a lunatic who has murdered over
three-hundred people,” Matthew spoke flatly. “I’m doing
this for Bridget Anderson who was an honor student who
volunteered at a homeless shelter. She was a good person
and her life was derailed one year ago when she was
raped. This attack led to a pregnancy that she could not
face. Out of desperation, she turned to an abortion clinic.
The doctor saw that she was not firm in her decision. He
gave her pamphlets for counseling and adoption services
instead. Then Bridget called her sister Amy to pick her up.
Amy had just reached the clinic doors when the explosion
occurred. The Andersons had to bury their only children
because a self-righteous zealot chose to murder twelve
people.”
“I was doing God’s work,” she reasoned with him.
“How come you don’t understand my quest?”
“So you were on a quest. Is that why you went on to
bomb a rainbow parade where hundreds of people died?”
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he questioned.
“They were filthy sodomites!” Kelli shouted. “We
live in an age where homosexuals are given Christian
funerals. There was a time they would have been burned
at the stake. Correction… they were too lowly for a stake.
Sodomites were thrown on the woodpiles below the
witches. That’s how they earned the name faggot!
Nowadays we allow rampant depravity to go unpunished.
Muslims and Jews are not required to convert from their
wicked faiths. I’m a crusader!”
“You are a monster,” Matthew growled.
She stared him down, remaining dogged in her
beliefs. “Would you have called King Richard the Lion
Heart a monster?”
“Yep,” he nodded.
Kelli didn’t understand his disapproval. “You’re
Catholic. Your ancestors lead the holy wars! They
presided over witch trials!”
“A shameful past that still mars my religion,” he
replied.
She insisted, “You should join me. Think of all the
good we could do together. In other countries, there is no
disorganized mess of ideologies. They tolerate one
religion and they are devout. The clock will strike a
certain time and the whole nation will kneel in prayer.
Don’t you wish it was like that here?”
“If it was like that here we would be flying planes into
their buildings,” Matthew reminded her. “The America I
went to war for is a melting pot of many cultures and
beliefs. All are welcome. Being Christian doesn’t give
you the right to kill everyone with opposing views.”
“Don’t you ever wish we could go back to a simpler
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time when there was prayer in schools?”
Matthew laughed without humor at the sheer
hypocrisy of this loon, “It’s always the folks who want to
blur that fundamental line between church and state that
are the least accepting of all prayers. If Rabbis were at
school leading children through Jewish prayers you
would be outraged and screaming that there should be a
separation between church and state. If a Muslim
principal had students on a mat praying to Allah five times
a day you would file a lawsuit because they crossed that
vital line between church and state! You don’t want every
prayer in school, just your own! I find no joy in this. Every
code of chivalry forbids me to hurt a woman but you must
be stopped.”
“You don’t have to do this,” Kelli insisted.
Her pleas fell on deaf ears. She was the most prolific
mass murderer that he ever had the displeasure of meeting
and she wasn’t sorry for any of it.
He informed her, “As we speak, there is an innocent
Muslim family in Guantanamo Bay being tortured for
your crimes.”
“No Muslim is innocent!” she vehemently declared.
“Is that why you feel no remorse for setting them up?
They were your friends. They trusted you.”
“I’ll stop. I swear.”
He sighed with a shake of his head, “People like you
can’t stop. My brother found a half-finished bomb and
sacks of fertilizer in your shed. It was enough to level a
city block.”
“I am cleansing the world of evil because I love the
Lord.”
“You love killing and you’re perverting religion to
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justify it which makes you a TERRORIST!” Matthew
exclaimed.
“If I’m a terrorist then call the FBI.”
“I already did,” he explained. “They were obsessed
with blaming the first brown person they saw in a hijab
while allowing the pretty white psychopath to commit
more murders.”
Kelli pleaded, “I’m just trying to make the world a
better place.”
“So am I,” he declared.
She shivered as he eased her head back exposing her
throat. His fangs felt like razors as they plunged in. Her
heart beat faster and harder than it ever had before. His
venom flushed through her veins and euphoria swept over
her. The rush was mind-altering.
She pulled him closer. The longer he fed the more
incredible she felt. Kelli grew sleepier and sleepier until
she faded from this life and Matthew laid her to rest at the
scene of her crime…
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Chapter 7:
When Darkness Falls

M

atthew walked around Sarah’s apartment with
a baby nuzzled against his chest. He gently
patted the little guy on the back and lulled him
to sleep. He smelled like peaches and baby powder. It
made Matthew nostalgic for his own bundle of joy but
fatherhood was a lifetime ago.
“You’re pretty good at that,” Sarah whispered, careful
not to wake the infant. “My nephew doesn’t normally
warm so quickly to strangers.”
“Well don’t get any ideas. I won’t be barefoot and
pregnant all the time,” Matthew teased.
He asked before laying the baby down, “Do I put him
on his back, belly, or side? The rules are always
changing.”
“I believe my sister said that he should sleep on his
back with nothing in the crib,” Sarah informed him.
“That’s new. He can’t have a blanket or a teddy?”
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“Nope, not even a pillow.”
Matthew did as instructed and joined her on the
couch.
“Thank you for coming over to help with him. You’re
the best,” said Sarah.
“Thanks for calling me,” he replied.
“I know we had a date tonight but Vanessa is going to
be out of town a bit longer than we expected.”
“That’s totally fine. I’m glad I could help.”
“My mom wants to spend some time with him. I’m
supposed to take him there at 7:00. I’d love to go out with
you after,” she suggested.
“Sounds great.” He sweetly kissed her cheek.
Sarah pulled out a deck of cards. They played rummy
to pass the time.
She asked as she dealt them a hand, “What do firemen
do at the station when there’s no fire?”
“Dumb guy stuff,” Matthew replied.
“Like what?”
“You don’t want to know.”
“Come on tell me.”
Matthew laughingly confessed, “We have this game.
Don’t judge me. I didn’t invent it. We place the word
‘anal’ in front of every car model we can think of and
whoever comes up with the most disturbing combination
wins.”
Sarah burst out laughing, “Like Anal Fiesta?”
“Awesome job,” Matthew applauded her, “but don’t
forget the trucks and RVs, such as Anal Ram and Anal
Voyager.”
Sarah snickered and glanced out the window for
motivation. She saw a jeep and cheered with glee, “Anal
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Liberty!”
“Good one Babe but that’s not a Liberty. That is an
Anal Wrangler.”
“Gross!” Sarah shoved him in the chest.
“It gets worse,” Matthew confessed with his eyes
watering from laughter. “The new one coming out will be
the Anal Gladiator.”
Sarah was as disturbed as she was amused. Her sides
were splitting from laughter. “You’re such children. I
don’t know why I assumed a house full of men could
conduct themselves with a bit of maturity.”
“That was your mistake,” Matthew shrugged.
Sarah pelted him with playful hits.
He raised his arms to block her swings. “I warned you
that you didn’t want to know.”
She shook her head at Matthew. “It’s almost 7:00. I
must get my nephew some supplies and take him to my
mom. I won’t be long.”
She carefully transferred the infant to his carrier. He
fussed a little but didn’t wake. Matthew folded up his
portable crib and loaded it into the trunk of her car. Sarah
fastened the safety harnesses and placed his diaper bag on
the seat. She kissed Matthew goodbye and drove away.
Sarah expected a final glimpse of Matthew in her
rearview mirror but couldn’t see him. Her eyebrows
furrowed with confusion. What the hell! She maneuvered
the angles of her mirrors to better capture him but he’d
retreated into the apartment.
Sarah attributed the bizarre incident to her mirrors
being at the wrong angles. She was also exhausted from
waking up in the middle of the night to care for her sister’s
baby. What other explanation could there be?
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Sarah struggled to push the rickety cart down the baby
aisle. She was always cursed to get the one with the
uncooperative wheel. This thing was nearly impossible to
steer. She might have swapped it for a better one if all the
carts weren’t taken.
Sarah’s widowed sister, Vanessa, had to fly to
Washington D.C. to address a matter concerning her late
husband’s benefits. He was killed in service to his country
and Vanessa was too devastated to deal with all the red
tape and bureaucratic nonsense right away. A year had
passed since the tragic loss and Vanessa was still wrapped
like a mummy in paperwork.
This trip to Washington D.C. was going to take a few
days longer than anticipated so Sarah grabbed extra
supplies for Malik. She plucked items from the shelves
adding to her bounty. She grabbed all the usual stuff:
diapers, wipes, formula, and jars of pureed food. Though
it wasn’t on the list, she added a jug of spring water to mix
the baby formula with. After the water crisis that poisoned
all those people in Flint, Sarah would never trust tap water
again.
With her grocery list complete, she ventured to the
front to pay. There she found another grocery store
mystery. Why do these places have ten lanes but there are
never more than two cashiers?
Sarah joined a long line of customers. She played with
her nephew, Malik, while they waited. A family at the
front of the line finished checking out. This allowed Sarah
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to advance a few feet. She pushed her cart forward and
made a silly face at the baby. He burst with joyful giggles
and clapped his chubby little hands. Eventually, it was
their turn to check out. Sarah began to transfer the
contents of her cart onto the conveyer.
She was opening her wallet to pay when the cashier
asked, “Will this be on W.I.C. or food stamps?”
Sarah was annoyed by the assumption of government
funds the moment people see a black child but she wasn’t
surprised. Vanessa had already warned her that she had
gone shopping for Malik every week for five months and
had been treated rudely. Vanessa had taken twenty trips,
to twenty different stores, with twenty different cashiers
and had been asked twenty times if she would be paying
with W.I.C. or food stamps. The political climate in
America was changing and not for the better. Jerks were
no longer the exception. They were rapidly becoming the
rule.
“I’ll be paying with American Express,” Sarah
answered the presumptuous cashier.
The lady did not care for Sarah’s tone. “You don’t
need to have an attitude. I only asked for your method of
payment.”
Sarah looked at her name tag and addressed her, “First
of all, Karen, you didn’t say ‘what’s your method of
payment’. You assumed that because I’m a black woman
with a child in my cart that I must be on food stamps. You
also perceived a negative attitude where there was none.
I’ve been around people like you all my life. You no
longer shock or upset me. Now please just allow me to
pay for my items.”
Karen voided the entire sale. “We reserve the right to
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refuse service to belligerent customers. Leave or I’ll call
the police.”
Sarah could see people pulling out their phones to
record the conflict. She continued to speak calmly to the
cashier, “Don’t do this to yourself. This behavior always
ends in public shaming and loss of employment. It’s not
worth it.”
“Are you threatening my job!” Karen screamed loud
enough for the entire store to hear her. She turned to
everyone else, “Did you just hear her threaten my job!”
A man’s voice called from the back of the line, “No
one made threats except you! Stupid cunt! Ring up the
lady’s stuff! You’re holding up the line!”
Of course, Karen made no conflicts with the white
man who called her a stupid cunt. She was too busy
pulling out her phone to call the cops on Sarah for no
reason.
Sarah shook her head and tried to save this silly girl
from herself, “The only one being loud and belligerent is
you. I haven’t raised my voice. Malik’s pediatrician just
switched him to this special formula and this is the only
place in town that carries it. So I won’t be going anywhere
else because I can’t go anywhere else. Nor should I have
to. Hang up the phone and go get your manager to resolve
this issue. Calling the police with false claims is now a
criminal offense.”
Karen ignored Sarah’s warning and dialed 911,
“Please send the cops right away. A black woman is
threatening me and she refuses to leave my store. What?
I don’t know what her problem is. Probably mad because
her baby daddy walked out and she’s unleashing her
frustration on innocent people.”
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“Wow… just wow,” Sarah shook her head in disbelief
at the stupidity and blatant racism. “Malik is my nephew,
not my son. His father was not some piece of garbage who
abandoned him. He was a hero who died defending your
freedom.”
The male cashier two lanes over had just finished with
his last customer and offered, “Ma’am I can ring you up
over here.”
“Thanks so much,” Sarah graciously called to him.
She tried to collect her nephew’s items and transfer them
to the reasonable cashier.
Karen snatched the formula and tucked it under the
counter.
The woman behind Sarah screamed at the obnoxious
cashier, “You’re such a bitch for taking formula from a
baby! I’m never shopping here again!”
Of course, Karen didn’t have a problem with the
white woman who called her a bitch. She was too busy
trying to get Sarah arrested or shot for no reason.
The other cashier yelled, “Why did you do that!
You’re holding everyone up!”
Karen screamed at the male cashier, “Jake, you can’t
just ring her up and let her leave! She threatened my life!
The police are on the way!”
Sarah’s eyebrows scrunched in confusion. “How did
I threaten your life? I didn’t even threaten your job.”
Karen didn’t answer. The cops had arrived. She
waved them over and pointed at Sarah. Karen was looking
quite stupid and a little bit frightened when Sarah pulled
out her badge and had a chat with the lower-ranking
officers. Witnesses came forward with videos. Some had
already uploaded them on social media. It became
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obvious that Karen might be arrested. Her eyes filled with
tears. She felt like Sarah had betrayed her by concealing
the fact that she was a police officer.
“This is entrapment,” Karen swore.
“How so? I recall telling you not to call the police,”
Sarah reminded her.
“Why didn’t you just say you were a cop?”
Sarah shrugged, “Why should I have to? It shouldn’t
require a badge to go grocery shopping, or swim in a
public pool, or watch birds in a park.”
Customers of all races were cheering in agreement.
Sarah paid a different cashier for her items at last. She
combined powder formula with water to mix her nephew
a bottle of milk. She fed him right there in the store. This
fiasco had taken so long that Malik was screaming in
hunger. He chugged the bottle for dear life and fell asleep
in her arms.
Karen addressed Sarah with a far more respectful
tone, “You must tell the police it was just a
misunderstanding. All of this started because I asked if
you were paying with W.I.C. or food stamps. How was I
supposed to know otherwise? The majority of you are.”
Sarah’s molars ground together and the veins on her
neck popped up. “Twenty percent, one in five, are
receiving some form of government assistance. While that
is an alarming number that must be addressed, it’s
nowhere close to representing the majority of us. Also,
there are plenty of white folks on food stamps too.
Minorities don’t have a monopoly on the welfare system.”
Karen swore that she didn’t mean to be offensive and
that she’d heard all sorts of derogatory rhetoric on the
nutjob news stations she subscribed to.
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Sarah spoke flatly, “You have the right to remain
silent. I would suggest you assert that right.”
The store manager was a middle-aged man who had
seen a time when the news was much different. “What on
earth ever happened to journalistic integrity? I miss the
golden age of news when there was no right-wing or leftwing slant. There was just the news. Truth used to matter.
Now journalism has become a platform for spreading
racism and conspiracy theories.” He humbly offered,
“Please allow me to cover the cost of your groceries.”
Sarah politely declined, “Thank you truly but police
officers aren’t allowed to accept things for free. Even a
cup of coffee is considered a bribe these days and cops are
already taking enough heat.”
“But I’m only offering the same courtesy I would to
any customer who was treated appallingly,” the manager
insisted.
“That doesn’t matter in the court of public opinion,”
Sarah explained. “Police officers are held to a higher
standard… sometimes an impossible standard.”
The two uniformed officers were nodding in
agreement. The kindly manager sent gift cards to Sarah’s
sister with a letter of apology instead. This catastrophe
ended just as Sarah warned the cashier it would. Karen
was slapped in bracelets and taken to jail. There would be
no money to pay her fines because the grocery store fired
her.
Sarah’s hands were shaking so badly by the time she
made it to her car that she could hardly grasp the steering
wheel. Her head was throbbing with the worst kind of
ache. Obnoxious morons were making it difficult to do
the simplest things. It was her day off but she felt
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mentally, physically, and emotionally exhausted. Sarah
was so aggravated her stomach was turning flips.
She drove Malik to her mother and then headed
home. On the way she tried to think of any other
explanation for why she was late. She wasn’t sure how
Matthew would react to what happened at the grocery
store. Many people prefer to bury their heads in the sand
and pretend that racism no longer exists. When an
incident bursts that delusional bubble they become
angrier with the person who addressed it than the one who
committed the wrong. Sarah wasn’t sure how Matthew
would react to such matters but this conversation would
determine the future of their relationship. She dragged
herself over the threshold of her apartment.
Matthew met her in the living room. He was all
spruced up for a date that she was no longer in the mood
for. The thought of letting him down made her feel even
worse.
Matthew was shocked to see his fiancée walk out the
door so happy and return utterly drained. “Is everything
alright? You said you were buying a few things for Malik
and taking him to your mother. It’s been hours.”
“I… I’m sorry,” said Sarah. “There was a police
matter at the grocery store. That’s why I couldn’t answer
my phone.”
Matthew was confused. “Police matters don’t
normally wring you out like a dishrag. Did something new
happen?”
“Sadly, no.” Sarah hugged him and gave him a tearful
kiss. “Can we hang out here tonight?”
“Anything you want, love. Pick something on Netflix.
I’ll order takeout,” Matthew offered.
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“I’m sorry.”
“It’s quite alright.”
“Thanks, babe. You’re the best.”
“Will you tell me what’s on your mind?”
Sarah confessed, “I feel like I put on my badge and
risk my life to defend a country that will never respect or
value me.”
“Because you’re a cop?” Matthew questioned with
concern.
She shook her head in defeat, “I was hated for being
black long before I was hated for being blue. It’s not just
the rampant bigotry that I’m tired of. It’s the division.
This country is being torn apart by the very politicians
who are sworn to defend it. I was raised to believe that an
American eagle needs a right and left wing to fly.”
“Americans have become so concerned with joining
a gang that we’ve forgotten it takes red and blue to make
an American flag. We are one nation under God and the
world will be a better place when we start remembering
that.” He embraced her and sweetly kissed her temple.
His arms felt like a blanket of love that enveloped her.
Sarah was happily surprised that he had not performed
insane levels of mental gymnastics to deny America’s
faults. There was something about the presence of
Matthew that made the weight of the world just a little bit
lighter. She couldn’t imagine spending her life with
anyone else.
He placed a tender kiss into her palm so she would
have something to hold onto while he was picking up their
food. He scurried out the door and Sarah snuggled under
a blanket on the sofa. She was illuminated by the glow of
the flatscreen as she searched for something to watch.
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She tried to find a show on Netflix but there were too
many options for an overwhelmed mind. Sarah decided to
watch the local news instead. A reporter was standing in
front of a demolished gravesite taking a statement from a
devastated groundskeeper.
The reporter asked, “Approximately what time did
you see the graverobber? Was there more than one?”
“There was no vandal nor robber,” the old man
insisted with wild eyes and flailing arms. “No one broke
into that grave! A monster broke out!”
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Chapter 8:
Van Helsing Manor

M

atthew slowly raised the lid of his coffin. He
squinted as soft light filtered in. The same
daymare had robbed him of sleep for the third
afternoon in a row. He kept seeing Kelli’s face. She
looked so frightened as he took her life. She was an
unrepentant mass murderer with every intention of
detonating another bomb. He’d slain men for far less but
it was never easy to kill a woman. Her death would weigh
on him.
Matthew rose from the casket and shut the lid. With
the push of a button, his bedroom floor cranked open and
his casket lowered into a hole. He could hear the gears
moving as the floor snapped shut, concealing the coffin as
if it had never been. Matthew pulled a human bed down
from the wall. He straightened up the covers and pillows
that got rustled in the reclining process. Even making his
bed in the morning was a deception. His entire life was
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one big deception. He knew he couldn’t continue lying to
Sarah but he couldn’t bear the thought of losing her.
He roamed about his log cabin. The hardwood floors
felt like ice beneath his bare feet. He avoided thin beams
of sunlight that escaped the edges of his drapes. As an
immortal, burns and other injuries healed promptly but
that didn’t mean they felt pleasant.
He valued the beauty and isolation of this place. It
kept him safe from a world that had grown intolerant of
supernatural beings. The soft playing of violin music led
him to the guest room where Vlad was mournfully
strumming away.
Vlad tucked his violin back into its case. “Apologies
brother, I hope I didn’t wake you.”
Matthew assured him, “It wasn’t you. I couldn’t sleep
anyway and apparently neither can you. Face it, no matter
how progressive we try to be we will always remain a
couple of old chauvinists.”
Vlad forced a smile despite his sullen mood, “I prefer
the term chivalry. I was supposed to kill her but I couldn’t.
Centuries ago the Turks took me as a royal hostage. They
beat, starved, and tortured me into becoming a child
soldier. When I became of age the wicked sultan made me
a general of his army. I committed horrible atrocities
under the orders of that monster. I put whole villages to
the stake which earned me the awful title Impaler. If I had
refused our people would have been slaughtered. As soon
as I was able I took my vengeance on the Turks and freed
myself of their evil. I vowed to never harm another
woman or child.”
Matthew nodded understandably, “I know that you
never want to be Vlad the Impaler again but evil comes in
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many forms. It was hard for me too but it had to be done.”
“For what it’s worth, she was a monster. You did the
right thing,” Vlad assured him.
“Thanks, it helps to know I wasn’t the only monster
that night.”
Vlad shook his head with exasperation, “I get so sick
of religious hypocrites bombing clinics in God’s name,
proclaiming on his behalf that he is pro-life. Their
genocidal God swept through Egypt murdering all the
firstborn children who had committed no wrong but
sharing the same ethnicity as Pharaoh.”
“Vlad!” Matthew gasped with bulging eyes. “That’s
blasphemy!”
“That’s the truth,” Vlad declared. “Have you read the
book of Exodus! Well, how about the book of Genesis?
That same God drowned everyone on earth men, women,
and yes children. Only sparing one family and an ark full
of animals. And idiots like Kelli dare to bomb a clinic
with the excuse that their mass-murdering God is pro-life!
That clinic killed a hell of a lot fewer babies than Kelli’s
benevolent God.”
Matthew couldn’t believe his ears. “That’s
sacrilegious!”
“How so? I read my bible. Clearly, she didn’t,” Vlad
shrugged. “I believe there is a divine reason for every life
lost. I know there is a divine reason that I am cursed in
this way but I will never be blind and stupid enough to
believe God is pro-life.”
Matthew couldn’t help but laugh at Vlad’s rant. He
forgave his brother’s shortcomings. 600 years of walking
the earth was bound to take its toll on any spirit.
Matthew shook his head with amusement, “We’re
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going to hell.”
“Tell me something I don’t already know. It’ll be us
and a million dumbass fanatics who thought they were
doing God’s work.”
“As much as I’ve enjoyed your twisted sermon, I must
be on my way. I have a date with Sarah. Don’t wait up.”
Vlad smirked deviously, “Can I take your boat for a
spin?”
Matthew scoffed, “Hell no.”
“I’m your brother.”
“Which is how I know not to loan you my
possessions.”
Vlad laughingly assured him, “You can trust me.”
“Says the man who sank my last boat.”
“That was decades ago.”
“Still stings.”
“Give me another chance.”
Matthew reluctantly tossed him the keys. “Clean up
after yourself and don’t get a scratch on it.”
Vlad could see Matthew was worried about a whole
lot more than a boat. “What’s wrong?”
“Everything,” Matthew confessed. “How can I expect
Sarah to accept this madness and make sense of it all when
I can’t? I have yet to figure out which of us is the older
brother. Is it the man who was born first or the man who
has spent more years on earth? They are usually one and
the same but not with us.”
Vlad placed a comforting hand on his shoulder.
“You’ll always be my big brother and Sarah will
understand in time.”
“She’s going to leave me.”
“And go where? She can’t outrun destiny,” Vlad
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insisted. “Now tell her the truth.”

Matthew drove a twisting path through a heavily
wooded area fretting over the right thing to do. Perhaps
he could turn into a flock of bats in front of Sarah or cut
himself so she could watch the wound heal instantly. He
thought about bringing an old photo of them from their
bootlegging days but Sarah might assume it’s a fake.
Matthew ceased in front of a tall gate. Rain swept
savagely into his window as he rolled it down. He pressed
buttons on the keypad, entering the code he’d been
provided. The gates began to retract with a metallic
screech. The rain diminished from a downpour to a
sprinkle as he ventured forward. There was no forest
beyond the gate, just the rolling emerald hills and lush
gardens of the estate.
Matthew admired ancient statues of lords and ladies.
Once lovely monuments now gazed back at him with
vacant stairs and moldy faces. Their youthful expressions
had crumbled away like the era from which they came.
Matthew could recall this period and many others as
clearly as yesterday. Some part of him mourned for it. The
sands of time had changed so much but the one thing that
remained throughout millennia was his deep and
undeniable love for Sarah.
He continued to cruise along the winding road past a
spraying fountain and a large greenhouse. Matthew
parked his car and jogged up a mountain of cement steps.
He stood before the enormous double doors at the
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entrance of the castle. A peculiar river of red mud lined
the perimeter of this fortress. It was heaviest in front of
entrances.
Sarah happily opened the door expecting Matthew to
walk right in. He tried but he was blocked by an invisible
forcefield. He couldn’t pass it. Matthew stared in
bewilderment at the stream of red mud. There was a blue
mist wafting from it that was only perceptible to him.
“Sorry about that,” said Sarah. “My family is
superstitious. They lay red brick dust in front of the
doorways to prevent the passage of enemies. The rain
turns the dust into mud.”
Matthew’s heart raced with the apprehension of being
revealed before he found the right moment to confess.
He thought of a lie quickly, “Perhaps we should go
out tonight. It’s the least I can do after cutting our
camping trip a day short.”
“That’s sweet but unnecessary. I still had a wonderful
time camping. It’s my turn to treat you,” she insisted.
“I don’t want to track mud through this fancy house.”
“Don’t worry about it,” Sarah beckoned him, “Please
come in.”
Matthew drew in a deep breath as he raised his foot
once more to breach the threshold. Only after her
invitation, was Matthew able to step over the enchanted
line. Now he realized where the myth came from that
vampires were unable to enter a dwelling without being
invited in. Laying red brick dust to ward off evil used to
be a common practice. It was so rare as of late that this
was the first home Matthew had ever required an
invitation to. Who were these people?
“Pretty cool old castle,” Matthew commented as they
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walked past a suit of armor.
“Thanks,” Sarah replied. “I’m house-sitting for my
grandparents. They went on a cruise.”
“I wasn’t aware that you were rich,” Matthew teased.
“I’m not rich. My family is rich,” Sarah corrected him
with a grin.
“That’s exactly what a rich brat would say,” he
mocked her with a smile.
Sarah laughed and shook her head at him. The smell
of mouthwatering popcorn enveloped Matthew as she led
him down a corridor. Old paintings and elegant tapestries
lined the castle walls. She swept open the doors to the
castle’s screening room while Matthew stood speechless.
There were five rows of push-button recliners facing a
large movie screen.
Sarah happily explained, “I figured you deserved to
finally enjoy a movie.”
Matthew was unable to remove the smile from his
face. “I don’t know what to say.”
A wonderful sensation of déjà vu filled him from head
to toe and he hated that he couldn’t tell her why. He
couldn’t tell her how many movies they had seen and how
long he had loved her. All he could do was appreciate her
thoughtfulness and never let her go. He spotted the source
of the delicious smell. It was an old-fashioned popcorn
machine. Sarah opened its glass doors and scooped a bag
of popcorn for him.
“Thanks love,” said Matthew.
“You’re welcome,” Sarah assured him as they
selected Faygo sodas from a small refrigerator. “Make
yourself comfortable while I get the projector going.”
Matthew settled into a plush recliner and adjusted the
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settings until it was perfect. Sarah joined him and rested
her head on his shoulder. He put an arm around her and
dropped a kiss into her hair. The screen came to life with
car chases and explosions. It was edge of your seat good.
Later came the passion as clothes fell before their
eyes. Sarah felt an embarrassing tingle brought on by the
love scene and she wondered if Matthew felt it too. She
received her answer when he shifted uncomfortably in his
seat and squeezed her hand. There was no feeling as
beautiful as the tension between a couple that was newly
intimate.
After the movie, she led him to the dining hall. Plates
of lobster and crab and glasses of wine were lit by an
extravagant chandelier. The table seemed as long as a
football field. It was set with polished silver, crystal, and
porcelain. Matthew lifted the fork. It scorched his hand
like fire. He dropped the burning metal. It struck the table
with a clang. A large red burn appeared on his fingers. He
rapidly shook his hand to cool it off.
Sarah rushed over to him. “Are you alright!”
Matthew felt like he’d grabbed a pot from the oven
without a mitt.
He laughed it off, “I can tell your grandparents are
wealthy. These utensils are actually made of silver.”
“How did you know?”
“I’m allergic to silver.”
She gasped at the sight of the redness on his hand. She
could only assume it was a rash. “I’m so sorry. I had no
idea.”
Sarah gathered every fork, knife, spoon, and
candleholder and rushed them out of the room.
She returned with plasticware and a shot of
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epinephrine. “I’m allergic to bees so I usually have an
Epi-pen handy.”
“Thanks love, but I’m okay,” he brandished a perfect
hand with a smile.
Sarah was amazed that the redness had gone away in
the short time she was in the next room. “I’m very sorry.
I tried to plan a romantic evening and it’s gone upside
down. I don’t know how we’ll split lobster and crab shells
with plasticware.”
“Everything is perfect,” Matthew promised. “A few
shells will not come between me and the wonderful meal
you prepared.”
Sarah watched in awe as he cracked all the shells with
his hands. He reached over and did the same for her. This
was Alaskan king crab. Each leg was as big and hard as a
steel pipe. There were times Sarah had to strike it with a
hammer to retrieve the meat. How was Matthew able to
do this with his hands?
“You are crazy strong,” Sarah confessed.
Matthew blushed at her flattery. They enjoyed an
incredible meal. The potatoes were perfect and creamy.
The crab meat was succulent with a hint of sweetness. The
warm dinner rolls practically melted in their mouths.
“So… Now we know each other’s allergies,” Sarah
chuckled.
“That was my fault,” Matthew spoke apologetically
as he dipped a tender hunk of lobster in butter.
“Nowadays, most so-called silverware is actually
stainless steel. I would’ve warned you about my allergy if
I knew I was eating at Fort Knox.”
They both laughed and sipped their wine.
Matthew gathered all the courage within his body and
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soul. “There’s something I have to tell you and it pains
me to do so. It’s only fair that you know I’m a…”
He was interrupted as Sarah’s phone vibrated with
back to back messages from work.
She knew they wouldn’t leave her alone until she
checked them. “I’m so sorry. It’s work. They wouldn’t
message me this much unless it was an emergency. I’ll
deal with this quickly and then I’m yours for the rest of
the night.”
“Of course,” Matthew spoke understandably.
Sarah grabbed her purse and rose from the table. She
fished her phone out of the bag and walked into the next
room. An expression of sheer horror spread over Sarah’s
face as she received a sketch that bore Matthew’s
likeness. This was followed by a photo of a ticket stub to
The Phantom of the Opera. A kidnapping had occurred on
the very evening Matthew mysteriously disappeared
during intermission.
This abduction was committed by a man who turned
into a flock of bats. Sarah was forced to confront the
painful truth that her logical mind could not accept.
Matthew was abnormally strong. He couldn’t tolerate
silver. His rash healed instantly and without medication.
He had not hesitated at the castle’s entrance for fear of
getting his shoes muddy. He froze because he couldn’t
enter without an invitation.
Sarah wandered back to the dining room with her
purse in the crook of her elbow. Her phone was clutched
in a trembling hand. She eased her phone back into her
bag.
Matthew grew concerned about her morose
expression. “Are you alright? You look like you’ve seen
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a ghost.”
“No, just a vampire.” With Sarah’s hand still inside
her purse, she gripped a revolver and shot right through
the bag.
Matthew heard a loud blast. He felt a hole tear
through his shoulder. Black veins emerged beneath his
pale skin. His fangs extended involuntarily with their
deadly points gleaming but he couldn’t bring himself to
harm her. The silver bullet embedded deep within his
muscle was rapidly poisoning him. He needed to run, fly,
escape somehow but the silver robbed him of his abilities.
Sarah stormed over and mashed a button beneath the
table. The floor suddenly opened. A gaping pit swallowed
Matthew, chair and all. He hit the ground on top of an
obliterated chair. The floor from which he fell snapped
shut above him. He had dropped into a cell in a fortified
bunker. Iron bars and red brick dust held him captive.
With an agonizing howl, Matthew pulled a wood
shard out of his side. He was lucky the busted chair had
not pierced his heart. His wounds normally healed
immediately but the silver bullet in his shoulder wouldn’t
allow recuperation.
Sarah made her way through a series of locked doors.
Every square foot of Van Helsing Manor was boobytrapped for supernatural invaders. She stood before the
serial murderer she had shared her love, her bed, and her
life with.
Matthew stared helplessly up at Sarah as his blood
pooled on the floor of the cage. Her revolver was fixed on
him. Sarah’s finger finessed the trigger waiting to put the
next shot in his heart. He had killed so many while she
remained oblivious to every sign. It was her duty to make
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things right by putting an end to him.
“I’m not the monster you think I am,” Matthew
groaned in pain.
Sarah spoke with tears in her eyes, “You call a mirror
a looking glass. You call a movie theater a picture show.
You stared at a condom like it was a moon rock from outer
space! How could I have been so stupid! Was our entire
relationship a ruse to stay close to the investigation? Was
it all a lie to make sure you never got caught?”
Matthew spoke groggily, “I didn’t even know you
were on the Avenging Angel case. You never discuss
open investigations with me.”
How could she believe the words of a murderer? The
sight of him made her sick. How could she have fallen in
love with a monster?
She couldn’t help but ask, “Did you compel me to fall
in love with you? Have I been under a spell?”
“No,” Matthew swore. “If anyone fell under a spell, it
was me. I can’t live without you.”
“You murdered so many people.”
“I can explain.”
“There’s nothing to explain,” Sarah wept
inconsolably. “You are a vampire. I am a Van Helsing.
We were doomed from the very beginning.”
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Chapter 9:
The Immortal Kiss

Ontario, Canada 1948
arah sat next to Matthew’s hospital bed grateful to
finally be near her husband. He was just over the
border, in the city of Detroit when the accident
occurred. America was so racist that Sarah hadn’t been
allowed to see him in the “whites only” hospital.
Visitation was for family only. Their Canadian marriage
license meant nothing to Americans. Matthew’s mother
requested a transfer to a Canadian hospital on Sarah’s
behalf. They had dealt with occasional ignorance in
Canada but it was nothing compared to the hatred they
would receive in the so-called land of the free.
Matthew saw her troubled expression and gave her
hand a comforting squeeze. Sarah leaned forward and
kissed his bruised cheek. It hurt but Matthew declared the
blessing of her luscious lips to be worth it.
A nurse entered wearing a calf-length white dress. A
hat adorned with a red cross sat atop her head. She

S
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addressed them kindly and went to work redressing the
wound on his neck. Swollen red flesh surrounded two
black holes.
Sarah patted Matthew’s head with a cool wet towel
and questioned, “Did that injury occur in the accident?”
“No,” Matthew groaned. “Some crazy man bit me and
screamed that I should beware of fire and mounted
warriors. I fought him off, he disappeared, and I carried
on to work.”
“You should have come home,” Sarah insisted.
“I couldn’t. We’re behind deadline for the new V-8
engine. I had to turn in my designs,” Matthew explained.
“I must have stayed at work too late because when I left I
dozed off behind the wheel.”
The nurse informed him, “You spiked a fever and lost
consciousness behind the wheel. That crazy man might
have been infected with rabies. We’re still waiting for
your test results but we’ve already begun treatment. Your
fever is decreasing. You should feel better in no time.”
“Thank you,” Matthew and Sarah graciously replied.
The nurse nodded politely and injected a pain reliever
into his IV. A sudden rush of euphoria put a tingle in his
veins. The nurse was barely out of the room before
Matthew yanked Sarah onto the hospital bed with him.
She fell into his arms with a giggle.
“You are breathtaking,” he flirted with a kiss of her
soft lips.
“And you are high on morphine,” Sarah grinned.
“That doesn’t mean I’m lying.” Matthew squeezed
her backside and covered her neck in kisses.
Sarah cautioned him breathlessly, “This isn’t right. I
could hurt you.”
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“I certainly hope so.” Matthew’s fingertips gingerly
roamed her forbidden brown skin.
His touch was tantalizing. His lips were positively
sinful. The door swung open and they separated with a
sigh of disappointment. Matthew’s frustration turned to
joy when he saw the intruder was Casey, his adolescent
daughter.
Casey brought energy that perked up a room. She
passed her dad a plate of his favorite Canadian food.
Poutine consisted of seasoned fries and cheese curds
drizzled with brown gravy.
Sarah playfully scolded her, “We nearly lost your
father and now you’re feeding him heart attack food.”
Matthew scoffed, “No rabid vagabond is gonna take
me down.”
Casey brushed off her mother’s fussing, “Who needs
clean arteries? I prefer to feel my blood struggling.”
Matthew agreed, “It’s invigorating to know any
French fry could be my last.”
Sarah smiled at them with amusement. She had lost
this fight the moment Matthew bit into a perfect fry. It was
soft in the center with a delectable salty crust. The whole
family dug into the delicious platter. They laughed and
teased one another. The Galahads were far from a perfect
family but they were happy.
They hadn’t a clue that naughty food was the least of
their worries. The aforementioned fire and mounted
warriors were not the mere ramblings of a crazy man. This
was an omen of death flying in on swift wings. Matthew
was bitten by a warrior called Dracula. That immortal kiss
would be Matthew’s destiny and his doom…
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Matthew, Sarah, and Casey enjoyed an afternoon on
their boat that had been christened The Infinity. The sun
was setting to the cry of Seagulls drifting over beautiful
Lake Saint Claire. Sarah and Matthew allowed Casey to
take the helm, quietly musing at how accomplished a
sailor she was becoming. Yet another sign that time was
drawing near for her to cast off and chart her own destiny.
Casey was argumentative and stubborn at times,
especially regarding her choice of university. She had
excelled in school and graduated at the age of fifteen. She
received an acceptance letter to a prestigious, historically,
black university. Though Matthew and Sarah were proud
of her they feared the racism that still existed in America.
Casey was a beautiful mixture of two races that were at
war with one another in the United States. She was part of
two colliding worlds and never truly fit into either. For the
sake of her safety and that of her mother, Matthew chose
to make his home in Canada. He commuted to Detroit for
work at General Motors.
Casey felt like they were punishing her for wrongs,
not of her making. Plus the fact that her father had served
in World War II when he was not much older than her.
How could a man who risked life and limb preach caution
to his kid? It was hypocritical! Casey was furious with her
parents but after Matthew’s accident, she realized how
easily she could have lost him and chose to bury the
hatchet.
Matthew encircled Sarah with his powerful arms and
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kissed the side of her face.
Sarah whispered, “Casey received another acceptance
letter today. We can’t protect her forever.”
Matthew woefully agreed, “I know we can’t protect
her forever because I’ll die one day. When I’m cold and
dead she is welcome to attend an American university.”
Sarah laughed with a playful shove of his chest, “You
said the same thing about dating.”
“And I meant it,” Matthew tenaciously declared.
Casey thanked her mother for trying to get through to
him and scowled at her overprotective father.
“I’m sorry,” Matthew insisted.
Casey huffed, “I wish you would stop being sorry and
start being reasonable.”
“Don’t speak to your father that way,” Sarah
chastised her.
“It’s alright,” said Matthew. “The way she feels is
understandable.”
“Then why are you holding me hostage?” asked
Casey.
Thoughts of the past humiliated Matthew. He yearned
not to lose the love of his daughter but the time had come
for honesty. “When I was your age I was kidnapped by
gangsters and forced into a life of crime because I had no
father to look after me.”
Casey’s jaw dropped in disbelief. She had been told
of her father’s noble years of military service but she
knew nothing of the life of crime that proceeded it. “Were
you a bad guy?”
“Yes”
“Did you hurt people?”
“I killed people,” Matthew confessed.
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A shiver rolled down Casey’s spine. Her stomach
became queasy. “It can’t be true.”
“It is. I’m not proud of it but if I hadn’t I wouldn’t be
here and neither would you,” he explained. “I have seen
the ugly side of the world and I can’t send you out there,
not yet.”
“It’s not easy to let go after all we’ve been through,”
Sarah admitted. “You will understand when you have
children of your own.”
“I understand now,” Casey swore, “but that doesn’t
mean I’m going to give up on becoming the change I want
to see in the world.”
Matthew squeezed Casey in a one-armed hug and
kissed her temple. “I would expect no less from a
Galahad. America does not deserve you but if anyone can
make a difference there it’s you.”
Casey wanted to stay mad. She needed to stay mad.
He had divulged appalling, unforgivable, secrets but the
fact that he came from darkness and turned his life around
only made her respect him more. She wouldn’t trade the
stubborn, overprotective, fool for anything in the world.
“You were never a bad guy,” said Casey. “You were
a survivor.”
Matthew’s heart swelled to know that there was
nothing he could do that would ever make these ladies
stop loving him.
He instructed, “Sail us home, Casey. It’s long past
time for dinner.”
“Aye captain,” she called from the helm with a salute.
It was dark by the time they arrived at the shore. It
seemed every star was gleaming in the sky. Matthew
dropped the anchor and Casey tethered the boat to the
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dock with a heavy rope. They traveled over the sandy
beach and passed the gazebo where Matthew wed Sarah.
Floral vines had grown up the structure adding natural
beauty to the place that bore witness to their love.
Casey’s resilience and youth allowed her to run up a
tower of steps. This led to their house on the hill, which
overlooked the water.
“How does she do it? I feel tired just watching her,”
Sarah joked. “Do you remember when we could do that?”
“Nope,” Matthew chuckled.
“Me neither,” Sarah admitted.
They joined hands with braided fingers smiling at the
zip of electricity that still flowed through them. Together,
Sarah and Matthew climbed the dreaded staircase.
“It’s late. If you’re tired I can barbeque some ribs and
roast some corn on the cob,” Matthew offered.
“Thanks love. I would take you up on the offer if I
didn’t have a pot roast in the icebox prepped and ready to
go. Will you barbeque this weekend?” she asked.
“Sure.” Matthew brought their joined hands to his lips
and kissed her knuckles.
They entered the house. Matthew gathered empty
glass bottles. He set them on the porch for the milkman to
replace with full containers. Sarah got started on dinner
while Casey set the table.
“Do you need help?” Casey offered.
Sarah put the pot roast in the oven. “I got it, thanks.”
Matthew put on an upbeat jazz record and gently
placed the needle upon its shiny black surface. Lively
music enchanted the room with every revolution. It
reminded him of his days of bootlegging during
prohibition. That’s when he met Sarah. She was a fiercer
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gangster than he was but love bridged the divide between
them. Then Casey arrived and sealed their destiny.
Casey yanked her reluctant dad off the couch to show
him some new dance moves. At that moment he recalled
the little girl who once stood on his feet at the
father/daughter gala. Casey was half the size she is now,
an angel festooned with ruffles and bows. Now she was
taller than her mother with the fighting spirit of a
wolverine. Where did the time go?
Sarah’s heart warmed as the two people she loved
most in the world joyfully swung each other about. She
hurried toward the door, “I left my herbs in the car. I’ll be
right back.”
Matthew stopped dancing. “I’ll grab them for you.”
“I got it,” Sarah insisted and hustled out the door.
A second song played and Sarah had not returned
from the car. She was gone for so long that Matthew
turned off the music. That’s when he heard the roar of fire
and the galloping of horses. He rushed to the window and
saw the blaze. Before he could make sense of what was
happening a bullet shattered his window. It struck him
with such force that his body jerked sideways.
Matthew collided with the floor as pain erupted in his
chest, searing through his veins as if he’d caught fire. He
bit his lip to stop the scream that echoed inside until he
began to taste blood. He’d been fatally wounded. His
breath left in desperate gasps. His life was slipping away
without the world stopping to notice.
The last thing he saw before being shot was the
monument of hate plunged into his lawn. His nostrils were
violated by the odor of burning wood as fire engulfed a
giant cross. Unrelenting flames glowed white against a
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pitch-black sky.
Casey screamed and dropped to her knees at his side.
Her pleas were tearing a deeper hole in him than the
scorching ball of lead that pierced his chest. Matthew
fought to hang on for her, to protect her from the monsters
cloaked in white rallying behind the cross of fire. An army
of hooded brutes rode on horseback. They screamed
threats and racial slurs.
Casey begged, “We have to save momma. They took
momma!”
She grabbed the phone and cranked out the
emergency number on the rotary dial. Casey spoke
frantically into the heavy black receiver. The operator sent
the police, firefighters, and medics. Casey crawled back
to her father.
Matthew’s breaths became labored. His chest
tightened, squeezing the air from his lungs. He clung to
the pain in his desperation to grasp even a thread of life. I
can’t leave my wife and child at the mercy of klansmen,
who will murder them for no other reason than the color
of their skin.
Chaos erupted outside as an angry mob surrounded
his home. Matthew had tragically assumed that he could
escape the bigotry and hatred by bringing his black wife
and daughter to Canada. They lived in peace until this
night when pure evil followed him over the border.
Casey’s fingertips lovingly stroked his face. The air
that trickled into his lungs felt caustic. He pushed away
the screams that threatened to escape. Casey gazed at him,
desperately needing to save his broken body. She refused
to accept what was happening, that her father, her hero
was dying.
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Matthew heard Casey as clearly as a bell, begging him
not to leave her but he didn’t have a choice. He reached
out to her and silently called from the recesses of his
soul. I want to be here for you always, to see you grow
into a strong brilliant woman. I yearn to persecute any
fellow who dares to court you. I must survive if only to
walk you down the aisle at your wedding. I want to be
your father, but my life is ending while yours is just
beginning. Be brave and stay strong.
Casey lifted his tired head to rest upon her lap. Her
tear-soaked face swam in and out of focus. A warm drop
of water landed on his face, trailing down his cheek.
Matthew felt the warm trail it left behind. It was that one
teardrop that brought him back to life and gave him
something to hold onto. He looked up into the face of his
baby girl, now fifteen, but forever his baby.
Casey wiped his tears. “I love you, Papa.”
He struggled to make words as blood flooded his
chest, “and… I… you.”
There was a loud crash. It rained shards of glass as a
Molotov cocktail burst through the window. Bright
orange flames destroyed their parlor, consuming their
family heirlooms, and all they held dear. There was the
pounding of hammers, as boards were nailed over the
windows. They were trapped and running out of air.
Casey coughed harshly as the house filled with smoke.
Death tightened its grip on Matthew. Its cruel iron
bands squeezed the last of the air from his lungs. He
winced as black tendrils spread over his eyes, shading the
face of the daughter he loved dearly. No longer able to see
her, he shut his eyes to heighten his functioning senses, to
hear her breathing and feel her touch upon his face for just
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a moment longer.
His weakened state brought on hallucinations. He saw
himself walking with an ancient pharaoh of Egypt.
Matthew was a slave. He could barely hear Pharaoh
barking orders. Matthew’s eyes were locked on Pharaoh’s
bride, the lovely and forbidden Sarah.
The desert sands blew away as another vision came to
mind. He heard the roar of the Roman Coliseum.
Gladiators were fighting to the death. Matthew tuned out
the carnage and bloodshed by escaping into the beautiful
eyes of his servant girl, Sarah.
The image faded and he felt the rumble of cannons as
North faced South on a Civil War battlefield. All Matthew
knew in his heart was that he needed to survive and return
to the loving arms of Sarah.
Matthew was traveling through time, as he bled out in
his daughter’s arms. These weren’t hallucinations, but
memories. His mind had been flooded with memories of
every life he’d ever lived. Matthew felt the weight of
Casey’s head upon his shoulder. He felt her love as the
house burned around them in a cacophony of pops,
crackles, and barreling smoke. His heart beat faster than
it ever had as if trying to fulfill a lifetime of beats in a
single moment. With a final thud, it stopped altogether.
With the last breath, he faded from this life.
Matthew’s body and soul were no longer one entity.
His corpse remained on the floor with a vacant stare while
his spirit floated toward the heavens. Then like a cosmic
vacuum, he was sucked back into the here and now. His
lifeless eyes blinked open. The bullet slowly oozed from
his chest and rolled onto the floor with a clink. Matthew
rose phenomenally, without bending a limb, like a
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chopped tree in reverse.
The next moments whirled by in a blur of screams and
bloodshed. He rescued Casey from the clutches of death,
but he was forever changed. Matthew had become faster,
stronger, and hungrier as he struck down his enemies. He
fought with the strength of a god and moved with the
speed of a falling star. It was surreal.
Groans of agony bellowed from the fallen. Matthew
sloshed through pools of blood that appeared as black as
oil in the moonlight. He tried to focus on the sound of
Sarah but heard nothing. There was an eerie and persistent
creaking that stood out among wounded cries, but nothing
of her exquisite voice. Matthew stormed through a field
of dying Klansmen, searching desperately. He
interrogated a few scoundrels who were clinging to life
and snapped their necks for being unhelpful.
“SARAH!!!” He screamed into the ominous night.
The only response was that maddening noise.
Hope filled Matthew when he came upon her shoe. It
was still warm. She couldn’t have gone far. His heart was
bursting to know Sarah would soon be in his arms.
Matthew whipped around at the unnerving sound of
creaking and he wished like hell he hadn’t. He found
Sarah’s other shoe. It remained on her foot as her lifeless
body dangled from a rope...
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Chapter 10:
Out of the Shadows

“I

will never erase that night from my mind,”
Matthew said to the jury as a single glistening
tear rolled down his pale cheek. “The blast of
gunfire, the smell of my burning home, the creaking of
the tree branch as my beloved swayed lifelessly in the
breeze, my daughter’s wails of pain and horror matching
that of my own.”
“The defense rests,” called Gregor Murphy,
Matthew’s attorney and friend from the American Civil
Liberties Union.
Gregor felt dreadful for making Matthew relive the
most painful night of his life, but this was unavoidable.
Reporters from around the world had packed into the
courtroom to witness history in the making. Matthew
Galahad, the world’s only known vampire, had spent the
last eight months on trial for his life. He attended court
wearing a bright orange jumpsuit and shackles issued by
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the Department of Corrections. The heavy silver chains
that bound his wrists and ankles were making him drowsy
and nauseous. It was hard not to pass out, even harder not
to vomit as the silver robbed Matthew of most of his
superhuman abilities. The authorities were gracious
enough to place the chains over his clothes so his skin
wouldn’t burn but this was the only mercy they showed.
Matthew could only hope that his compelling testimony
would be enough to save him from execution.
It was the dead of night and the courthouse was
practically quaking with the chants of thousands of
protesters. Activists gathered on every continent, holding
up signs in favor of freeing Matthew. Historical and
archeological organizations donated money for his
defense after his assets were frozen. They stated that his
ability to remember past lives made him an asset to higher
education.
The fire department claimed that his phenomenal
strength and ability to sniff out people trapped in disaster
areas made him an essential part of their team. He would
always be a friend and comrade to the fire department.
Matthew was abundantly grateful for his supporters.
I thought the world would want to see me burn but it
seems the world has changed.
District Attorney Stone was a rail-thin woman, who
bore the appearance of a pipe cleaner in designer glasses.
She was known for her ruthless ‘hang em’ mentality.
From across the courtroom, Gregor whispered a joke
about the district attorney. Even from this great distance,
Matthew’s heightened senses allowed him to hear Gregor.
Matthew fought the urge to laugh. If Gregor could
hear as well as me, I would thank him for cheering me up.
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I’m beyond lucky to have him for a lawyer, even luckier
to have him for a friend. I owe the man my life.
Dread filled Matthew as Stone approached for crossexamination. “You claim to have died but here you are.”
Matthew explained before the watchful eyes of the
jury, “Casey embraced me with tears of relief after I
rescued her from a fiery death, but I was no longer the
father she knew. I had become something else, something
dark and bloodthirsty.”
Stone applied pressure to the fragile defendant hoping
to break him. “You pleaded not guilty by reason of mental
defect. Why should the courts take pity on you after you
admitted in your testimony to savagely laying waste to
your wife’s murderers? That’s not self-defense, nor
mental illness. It’s revenge. You knew exactly what you
were doing.”
Gregor shouted, “objection! The prosecution cannot
know for certain my client was fully aware of his actions.
He was delirious from blood loss and smoke inhalation.
Not to mention being under duress due to his family being
in danger.”
Judge Martinez, a gray-haired man with a stern
disposition, acknowledged the objection. “I’ll allow it, but
tread carefully counselor. Please answer the question, Mr.
Galahad.”
“I never asked to become this monster but my
damnation was Casey’s salvation,” Matthew mumbled
drowsily as he fought the effects of the silver.
“How many did you kill that night,” Stone snarled, as
she sauntered around on legs that looked like pencils in
high heels.
“I don’t know. I got my daughter out of that burning
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deathtrap. Then I slaughtered the monsters swarming my
property. My only regret is being unable to kill them soon
enough to save my wife.”
Cheers erupted in the courtroom and the judge called
for order.
When the atmosphere calmed, Stone continued her
inquisition, “but you didn’t stop there. You continued to
feed on cartel bosses, dictators, even a few child
molesters.”
Matthew smirked, “Just performing my civic duty.”
Laughter rang throughout the courtroom, and the
judge demanded order.
Stone, like a skeleton in Armani, pointed at Matthew
with a bony finger. “Did you or did you not spend the last
eight decades feeding on victims who never got their day
in court!”
“I had to eat people to survive!” Matthew snapped in
his own defense. “The best I could do was choose the
monsters that no one would miss. I killed a dictator who
tested biological weapons on his own people. This saved
the lives of thousands of innocents. I ate a racist cop who
profiled a boy and murdered him in cold blood. This
coward had never seen the inside of a prison because the
jury was chock-full of like-minded bigots! This tragedy
occurred after the aforementioned racist shot up a church
and got away with it. And let’s not forget about Kelli the
mad bomber! An innocent family would have been
executed for treason had I not exposed Kelli for the hate
monger she was. Not to mention the lives I saved by
ending her before she finished her next bomb. I don’t
target all bad guys, just the ones who literally get away
with murder.”
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More cheers sounded throughout the courtroom. The
judge had to slam the gavel to bring about order. The
irritated prosecutor shook her head as she realized how
long ago she’d lost the jury.
She growled with utter contempt, “You’re no hero,
Mr. Galahad. You’re just a serial killer with fangs. No
further questions.”
Matthew returned to his seat. The district attorney
called the next witness and swore him in. A handsome
blonde fellow named Robert Miller took the stand.
Matthew hardly recognized the former drug addict.
Robert looked and smelled clean. He was dressed in a nice
suit. Matthew was already dreading the damning
testimony to come. He had threatened Robert’s life and
kidnapped his child.
Gregor assured Matthew, “A fancy suit doesn’t
change who he is. I will destroy him on the stand.”
Matthew breathed a little easier with the knowledge
that Gregor had his back.
Stone addressed the witness, “Mr. Miller, isn’t it true
that on the night of July 11 th the defendant, Matthew
Galahad, broke into your home, threatened the lives of
you and your girlfriend, and then kidnapped your son.”
“Not to my recollection,” said Robert. “I’ve been
sober for months but back then I was high all the time.
I’m not certain what I saw.”
Stone gasped at how drastically this young man’s
story changed, “Did you or did you not tell police and
Child Services that a man kidnapped your son and
threatened to kill you?”
Robert insisted, “I do not recall. I was under the
influence of crack cocaine and alcohol.”
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“Since you refuse to answer any questions about the
defendant perhaps you can answer a few about yourself,”
said Stone. “Please state your education and occupation
for the record.”
Robert cooperated, “I have a masters degree in art
from Johns Hopkins University. I was head of the
graphics department at Explosive Comics before drugs
upended my life.”
“A professional artist,” Stone gave him a warm smile.
“I’ve seen your work, Mr. Miller. You’re quite talented.”
“Thank you, Ms. Stone,” he spoke humbly.
She handed him a drawing sealed in a plastic evidence
bag. The picture bore Matthew’s likeness with vivid
detail. Robert passed it back without looking at it.
Stone pressed him, “This exceptional work of art led
to the arrest of Mr. Galahad. Did you draw it after he
unlawfully entered your home and abducted your son?”
Robert’s eyes began to fill with tears and he refused
to answer the question.
“Do you remain silent because you are afraid of the
defendant?” asked Stone.
“I’m not afraid of Matthew Galahad. I am indebted to
him,” Robert declared. “The man saved my son’s life and
broke the chains of my addiction. Bobby lives with my
parents now. He’s healthy. He just learned to walk and he
can say Da Da. And what did Mr. Galahad get for his act
of benevolence? Persecution. It’s not fair. The man
deserves a medal, not a prison cell.”
“That isn’t your decision to make. His fate lies with a
jury of his peers,” Stone reminded him of the laws of this
land. “Did you make this drawing?”
Robert remained silent as she handed the evidence to
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the jury for examination.
Stone addressed the judge, “Please instruct the
witness to answer.”
“Answer the question Mr. Miller or I’ll hold you in
contempt,” the judge demanded.
Robert knew this would be a violation of his
probation. The state would terminate his visitation rights.
Matthew wrote on a yellow legal pad and held it up for
Robert to see:
It’s okay. Just tell the truth.
Robert heaved angrily, “Yes, I drew the damn
picture!”
“No further questions,” Stone said rather pleased with
herself.
It was Gregor’s turn to question the witness. He had
expected to treat Robert hostilely but the artist appeared
to be on their side.
Gregor approached and asked the witness, “On the
night of July 11 th when my client allegedly broke into
your apartment were you and your girlfriend harmed?”
Robert shook his head, “No, Sir. The defendant yelled
for a while and left.”
“Was your son harmed?” asked Gregor.
“No, Sir. Bobby was taken to a hospital where
medical experts saved his life,” Robert confessed.
“Just one more question,” said Gregor. “Did my client
contact or intimidate you in any way that would influence
your testimony?”
“No,” Robert swore. “I was in no condition to defend
myself or my family that night. If he wanted to harm us
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he could have. Behind the fangs and the bloodthirst lies a
good man.”
“Thank you, Mr. Miller. I have nothing further,” said
Gregor.
Robert stepped down from the stand. Though highly
unorthodox, he spoke directly to Matthew, “I’m sorry Mr.
Galahad. I didn’t want to do this but they subpoena me. I
had no choice.”
Matthew silently assured him that he understood.
The judge dutifully chastised Robert, “You are to
address this court, not the defendant.”
“Apologies, your honor.” Robert returned to his seat
and the arms of his girlfriend, Lydia, who was also newly
sober.
The lovely redhead looked like an entirely different
person with a renewed sense of purpose. She had been the
one to organize protests on Matthew’s behalf and start a
Go Fund Me page to raise money for his defense.
Matthew looked over his shoulder with a thoughtful
smile.
He whispered to Gregor, “I think they’re going to be
okay. I’m glad I didn’t eat them.”
“If you had you wouldn’t be on trial,” Gregor
whispered back.
“I know but living in the shadows is a prison sentence
as well. Even if the worst should happen I am glad to be
out in the open,” Matthew confessed. “I am confined to
chains and this is the most freedom I have felt since
becoming a vampire.”
Matthew clutched the wooden arms of his chair as he
prepared for the hardest testimony of all… Sarah’s.
Matthew watched her all the way to the stand. She refused
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to meet his gaze. He wasn’t sure if that was because she
hated him for his lies or regretted her betrayal.
Sarah didn’t swear in. Instead, she addressed the
judge, “My prior relationship with the defendant creates a
conflict, your honor. May I please be excused from
testifying against him?”
“Absolutely not,” Judge Martinez declared. “Spousal
privilege does not extend to fiancées. You were the
arresting officer. Your testimony is paramount to this
case. Now start behaving like an officer of the law or I’ll
have no choice but to hold you in contempt. You will
remain imprisoned for the duration of the trial or until you
agree to testify. Raise your right hand and swear to tell the
truth.”
Sarah respectfully declined, “I’m sorry but I cannot,
your honor.”
The Judge rubbed his temples with agitated fingers
and ordered the bailiff, “Please take the detective into
custody.”
An officer walked over to cuff Sarah and drag her off
to jail. This trial could carry on for weeks, months, years.
There was no way of knowing just how long she’d be
imprisoned. No way of predicting the detrimental impact
on her life. Plus the fact that former cops didn’t fair well
locked up with the criminals they put away. Sarah could
be killed over this.
Matthew jumped up. “Your honor, please!”
The judge chastised Gregor, “Get your client under
control, counselor.”
Gregor tried to get a grip on Matthew as the bailiff
arrested Sarah. Gregor reasoned that her lack of testimony
was in his best interest. Matthew wouldn’t listen. This
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moment was reminiscent of the last time men bound her
and drug her away. He could smell the burning cross all
over again.
Matthew pleaded, “Sarah I’m begging you to
cooperate! Tell the truth!”
“What truth!” Sarah yelled with tears streaming down
her cheeks. “You lied to me by concealing your true
nature. I lied to myself by assuming that I could lock you
away and feel nothing. All we’ve ever done is lie.”
Against the advice of counsel, Matthew begged her to
testify. This would mean his damnation but he couldn’t
stand the thought of her in peril.
Sarah didn’t address Matthew any further. She stared
straight forward and allowed the officer to take her to jail.
Emotions were running so high that Judge Martinez
called for a recess. The pews began to empty. An officer
escorted Matthew down the hall as he did the awkward
chained-man shuffle. Matthew was sluggish and queasy.
He felt like ten pounds of crap in a nine-pound bag. His
shackles jingled all the way to the interrogation room
where Gregor and Stone were facing off. Matthew took a
seat. He kept quiet and allowed the lawyers to slug it out.
Gregor was the first to offer a solution, “My client is
technically a cannibal. That is a legally recognized mental
illness. Give him supervised probation, with a microchip
that injects trace amounts of garlic into his bloodstream.
His abilities will be hampered and you’ll know where he
is at all times.”
“Probation? For a murderer!” Stone laughed without
humor. “In your dreams.”
“Don’t be a tyrant,” Gregor snapped. “Whether you
release Matthew or imprison him it’s a death sentence.
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The bagged blood myth is crap. The animal blood myth is
a larger smellier pile of crap. A vampire must extract
blood directly from a human or he will descend into a
coma and die.”
Matthew confessed, “I’m under a microscope now. I
can’t hunt. Without fresh blood, I’ll be dead in a year. My
wife was lynched. I mourned her for almost a century until
I saw her face again. Then she shot me and locked me in
a cell. This pales in comparison to the agony of knowing
the only woman I have ever loved is in jail because of me.
You know that Sarah is a good cop. She doesn’t deserve
this. Can you meet me halfway and free her?”
Stone shrugged without care, “Sarah chose to disobey
a judge and you chose to be a murderer. Be grateful for
the years you’ve had and accept the fact that it’s over.”
Matthew couldn’t believe what he was hearing. “Did
you just tell me to be grateful for this curse? My daughter
was able to have a wonderful life and I am grateful for
that but I had to watch her grow old. I had to bury Casey.
It’s excruciating and unnatural! Now you yearn to inflict
more pain! I have suffered enough!”
“That does not mean you deserve to breathe free air,”
Stone argued. “Whether your lifespan is a year or infinity
you belong in a cage!”
Gregor gave his distraught friend a supportive hand
on the shoulder. The defense attorney saw that Stone had
no humanity to appeal to. She had no heart.
Gregor spoke to her in cold hard facts that she would
understand, “You think I will allow you to bend him to
your will just to get Sarah released. It won’t happen. At
the end of the day, she is your arresting officer. You’re
screwed without her testimony.”
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“Nice bluff,” Stone scoffed. “My case is more than
sufficient to put him away. Mr. Galahad pretends that
murder was his only option but the jury is going to see
right through him. He could have fed on these bad guys
and released them.”
Matthew scoffed at her ignorance, “It’s always the
people with no knowledge of supernatural beings who
want to tell me what my options were. Feeding on terrible
people and releasing them is the least responsible thing I
can do. You are naïve enough to believe I am harvesting
vitamins and nutrients from human blood like I have some
dietary deficiency.”
“If not that then what?” Stone questioned.
Matthew shook his head, “The thing inside your
blood that I feed on is your soul. I’m not anemic. I am
cursed. Therefore, I can never be a catch and release
fisherman. It would pose the gravest danger to society if I
was feeding on people and unleashing psychopaths with
half a soul. Even worse, I can’t bite someone without
injecting a toxin that would transform them into a vampire
should they live.”
Stone rolled her eyes, “You are claiming that had your
victims lived they would’ve become psychopaths with
superhuman powers. That is preposterous!”
“That is the truth!” Matthew shouted. “The third rule
of the Vampire Compact is to never feed on anyone you
don’t intend to kill.”
Stone laughed at the absurdity of it all, “What exactly
is a Vampire Compact?”
Matthew explained, “It was a treaty made in ancient
times between vampires and men. It consisted of four
laws.”
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1. Vampires are only allowed to kill terrible
humans: murderers, dictators, abusers, and
oppressors.
2. Any vampire who kills or feeds on an innocent
person will be hunted down and executed. An
ancient noble family by the name of Van Helsing
was appointed to hunt rogue vampires.
3. You must have the approval of a panel of elders
before turning any human into a vampire. This
degree of power in the wrong hands could wipe
out humanity. Never feed on anyone you don’t
intend to kill.
4. Any Vampire who transforms an unsanctioned
human will be imprisoned in a Transylvanian
dungeon for no less than a hundred years.
Stone couldn’t believe what she was hearing. “Is this
why you feel justified because a centuries-old edict gave
you a license to kill?”
Gregor warned her with a steely glare, “Jurors three
and eight were crying during my client’s testimony.
Jurors one and eleven are military vets who will
sympathize with a decorated war hero who served in the
Civil War and World War II. Juror five is a misogynist,
who rolls his eyes every time you open your mouth. Even
the man whose child was allegedly kidnapped called my
client a good man. If you continue this trial, Matthew
could walk.”
Stone roared, “Your client is an infectious boil on the
ass of society!”
Gregor smirked and opened the window blinds. There
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were police in riot gear spraying teargas to contain an
uprising. Cars were flipped over, and dumpsters were on
fire. Chants of, “FREE MATTHEW,” could be heard for
miles.
Gregor reminded Stone, “One should be cautious
when lancing a boil. It makes a nasty mess.”
Matthew hoped for the best and braced himself for the
worst as a lawyer with no empathy decided his and
Sarah’s fate…
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Chapter 11:
Love at First Bite

T

he sky was a blend of crimson and lavender as the
sun set over a busy campus. Matthew strolled
about the pristine white sidewalks and manicured
lawns of the university. He passed meandering students
and campus security officers on his way to the lecture hall.
Matthew was required to teach history at the University
of Michigan and consult on archeological digs between
semesters. These were the conditions of his probation.
Matthew had lived in the shadows for so long that he
barely knew who he was without a shroud of secrecy and
lies. He never dreamed a day would come when the world
accepted him. He certainly never fathomed that any
college would want him as a professor. He was a felon
with a violent background. To his surprise, the courts
were bombarded with requests for Matthew to complete
community service at their institutions.
Matthew was given the largest lecture hall on campus
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to accommodate an overflow of students. There were 600
seats in his theater-style classroom, and the waiting list
for History 104 was over two years long. Gregor pressed
to keep him in Michigan because the dreary weather was
more accommodating to his sensitivity to sunlight but in
anticipation of those rare sunny days, Matthew scheduled
his lectures in the evening.
Matthew jogged up the steps of a large building, with
his lecture notes in one hand and a Starbucks cup in the
other. He entered the noisy lecture hall, as students
scrambled for seats and shuffled through their backpacks.
When he reached the front of the auditorium, the place
had fallen as silent as a tomb. The students had signed up
for the course, even signed waivers agreeing to be taught
by a cannibal, but things like this just didn’t happen. It
was so quiet one could hear the squeaky noises made by
Matthew’s marker as he scribbled on the dry erase board.
He turned to his audience of eager young faces. “My
name is Dr. Matthew Galahad. Welcome to History of the
World. We’ll begin the semester by answering your
questions, followed by a lecture. Who wants to introduce
themselves and ask a question?”
The crowd went white with palms. Everyone raised a
hand.
Matthew pointed at a student with a purple Mohawk
who said, “I’m Brandon. I major in biology. I just want to
know what’s in the Starbucks cup?”
“Guesses anyone?” Matthew insisted with
amusement.
He called on a blond girl with pink streaks in her hair.
“Hi, I’m Katy. I’m going to school for nursing. That’s
blood, isn’t it?”
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Matthew shook his head, “Nope, but good guess.”
He pointed to a boy with a face full of piercings. “I’m
Slade. I’m from the film school. Has to be brains in the
cup, right?”
“Seriously man? I’m not a zombie.” There were a few
chuckles as Matthew defended his honor.
There was something strangely hilarious about an
offended vampire. Matthew lifted the paper cup, put the
plastic lid to his lips, and drew in a delicious swig.
Laughter turned to gasps of horror and disgust.
Now it was the professor’s turn to laugh. “What lies
in this cup is just delicious Starbucks coffee.”
Shocked whispers filled the auditorium. More hands
shot up. He picked a girl with dreadlocks. “Hey, I’m Drea.
I haven’t declared a major. Don’t vampires need blood to
live?”
“A diabetic may need insulin to live, but that doesn’t
mean they can go without food. Requiring air doesn’t
mean that you can live without water,” Matthew
explained. “Blood is merely a vehicle used to drain the
life force of a person. It is not the only thing required to
sustain a vampire, but it is the most important. I even
require sleep, just not as often as you.”
He called on a boy wearing thick glasses in the front
row. “My name is Ian. My major is journalism. Is the
opinion of one man an appropriate way to teach history?”
“Excellent question,” Matthew informed him. “The
Diary of Ann Frank, the Biography of Helen Keller, and
Remembering Slavery are just three of many books based
on firsthand accounts of history. How many of you have
read at least one of these stories as a class requirement in
the past?” He looked around the auditorium as almost
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every hand raised. “How many have watched a
documentary on the holocaust or the Titanic as they
interviewed survivors?” Every student’s hand went up.
“Eyewitness accounts have been used to teach history for
centuries and I can assure you that what I’ll be teaching
this semester isn’t merely my opinion. It was my life.”
Memories of Casey and Sarah began to bubble to the
surface. Casey was two years gone and Sarah hadn’t
spoken to him since she was released from jail. Matthew
stroked a ring that dangled from his necklace. He tried to
draw a bit of comfort from it. Sarah had placed it on his
finger ninety years ago when she vowed to love him and
forsake all others.
Matthew called on a girl with black lipstick and nail
polish. “I’m Lena, a philosophy student. Does that ring
protect you from burning in the sun?”
Matthew’s response was a glare of utter
discombobulation. “There are no magical rings, nor do I
sparkle in the sun. While we’re on the subject of things I
am not, add this one to the list. I’m not some hundredyear-old pedophile with fangs who lurks around high
schools for dates. I’m not a stalker who breaks into the
bedrooms of teenage girls to leer at them.” The class
erupted with laughter. “Answer me this: why is it creepy
for a forty-year-old man to be stalking underage girls, but
if he’s a hundred-year-old immortal it’s sexy? If you are
indeed immortal, then wait a few years, douchebag.”
The last girl replied, “Back in the day it was
acceptable to marry girls as young as twelve or thirteen.”
“True,” Matthew admitted. “It was also acceptable to
beat your wife, own slaves, and stone homosexuals.
Should we bring those practices into the 21 st century as
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well?” There was a stark silence as his brutal honesty
crushed the class like raining bricks. “Just because
something used to be acceptable does not make it a moral
practice. We should be learning from history and
improving our society, not repeating our mistakes.”
Matthew pointed at another raised hand and a boy in
a football jersey addressed him, “I’m Kent. I plan on
going to the NFL. Now that you’ve been unveiled do you
survive on bagged blood or do you chow on animals?”
“Neither, because those myths are a load of crap,”
Matthew confessed with a grin. “Blood alone does not
sustain a vampire. It is the soul of a person that I must
harvest for survival. The human spirit cannot be bagged.
As for the animal myth, consuming animals to stay alive
doesn’t make you a vampire. It merely makes you human.
No vampire can survive on animals because a beast lacks
a human soul. To answer your question, I can last a year
without feeding. Scientists are working on a cure. All I
can do is pray they come up with one before I descend
into a coma and… die. I have time for one more question
before the lecture.” Sighs of disappointment echoed
through the amphitheater and he assured them, “All
remaining questions can be sent to my email, and you’ll
receive prompt responses.”
The students perked up at the news. Some were
already pulling out their phones to email him. Matthew
gazed over the sea of hands before settling on one. A girl
in a sorority shirt with large Greek letters addressed him,
“My name is Maria and I’m a junior. Can we take a
selfie?”
Matthew laughed aloud. “Apologies, I haven’t had a
reflection in a very long time. I’m incapable of appearing
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in photos. Reporters had to sketch my likeness for their
articles. How difficult would it be for you ladies to do
something as routine as your makeup when you can’t see
your own mug?” Puzzled expressions covered the girls as
they considered life without mirrors. “How hard would it
be for you gentlemen to do something as simple as shave
without a reflection to guide you?” The same glares of
deep contemplation fell upon the faces of the boys. “As
you can imagine, it’s incredibly difficult for me to tell if
there’s food in my teeth, or if my haircut is terrible, or
even if my hilarious brother, Vlad, found it amusing to
draw a penis on my face while I slept.”
The packed auditorium bursts with chuckles.
Matthew took a deep breath as he mustered the courage to
tell his story in front of hundreds of strangers. Every
curious pair of eyes fixed on him as memories of lost love
whirled around his mind.
“Close your eyes and imagine the panic and horror
aboard the Titanic as it sank. Now multiply this
catastrophe into an entire world being ripped apart and
devoured by water. The philosopher Plato once wrote that
in a single day and night, the island of Atlantis
disappeared into the depths of the sea. It was my first life,
long before I was a vampire. I was in the midst of mayhem
with the woman I loved, fighting to survive one of the
worst disasters in history…”

Sarah entered the lecture hall after the students filed
out. She had tried to purge him from her thoughts but
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found it impossible to forget her soulmate. Matthew had
kept his distance since the trial because he knew they were
star crossed. Terrible things happened every time they fell
in love. Matthew was collecting his belongings when
Sarah’s magnificent scent made him look up from his
task.
“I know I’m the last person you want to see,” she
confessed.
“That couldn’t be further from the truth,” Matthew
assured her. “You were trying to do the right thing and so
was I. We simply disagreed on what that was.”
She noticed his title on the board and gave an
impressed nod, “I wasn’t aware that you were a doctor.”
“I had a Ph.D. in engineering before…” the words
were too painful to say.
“Before your wife was killed and you became what
you are,” Sarah finished the heartbreaking sentence.
“You were my wife. You just don’t remember.” He
pulled an old photo out of his wallet.
The likeness was jaw-dropping. A year ago she
would’ve never believed that the woman in this 1930’s
photo could be her but since that time she’d fallen in love
with a vampire that drains the souls of humans to survive.
Nothing was out of the realm of possibilities.
She spoke with a skeptical glare, “I heard you testify
that we had a kid. Did we marry because we wanted to or
because we had to?”
A devious grin crept on his face, “both.”
“Matthew!” she shrieked. “How far along was I!”
“You waddled down the aisle,” he laughingly
admitted, “but I swear I would have wed you anyway.”
Sarah asked with an amused grin, “Were we happy?”
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“We were.” Matthew was mesmerized but he
dutifully tore his eyes away from her.
She couldn’t help but question, “Why were we
targeted?”
Matthew shook his head with a deep sigh, “The oldest
reason in the book, envy. My colleague, a man I called
friend, was passed over for a promotion that went to me.
I had more education and the board of directors liked my
designs better. Travis felt he was more deserving because
he had been at the company longer. He didn’t have a
hateful or racist bone in his body. He’d eaten at our home
many times, sailed on the boat with us, our daughters
played together. But his father, brothers, and cousins were
very different. They belonged to a hate group that Travis
wanted no part of until he had money trouble and was
facing foreclosure. He asked his relatives to burn a cross
on our lawn and make threats. He intended to scare me
into quitting my job and moving my family away so that
he could have my position.”
“I can only assume that his hateful relatives went off
script,” Sarah guessed.
Matthew sadly nodded, “I was a race traitor in the
eyes of the KKK. An example had to be made. Travis took
his own life after the tragedy. He left a letter for me
explaining that no one was supposed to get hurt. All he
wanted was my job.”
Sarah confessed with a deep breath, “My whole life I
had nightmares of fire and ghosts on horses but I never
knew why until now. I’m so sorry for what you went
through.”
He gingerly brushed her cheek with his fingertips.
She closed her eyes to indulge in his touch and breathe in
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his cologne.
“Thank you for granting me the gift of loving you
again, even if just temporarily,” said Matthew.
“It was a gift for me too. I wish work hadn’t gotten in
the way,” Sarah replied with a hint of longing.
He smiled, “I’m glad to see you got your badge back.
For what it’s worth, I’ve never met anyone more worthy
of it. I’m so sorry I nearly cost you everything.”
Sarah shook her head, “I received four weeks unpaid
suspension and a stain on my permanent record for
refusing to testify, while Officer Ryan got paid leave and
no punishment at all for gunning down an unarmed child.
I’m beginning to understand why you ate him.”
Matthew laughed. She still had a way of making him
do that.
He confessed with a naughty gaze, “I pictured myself
being arrested by you a million times. It was always much
sexier in my mind.”
“Sorry to disappoint you.”
He brushed it off, “You didn’t disappoint me. You
stuck to your principles. It’s why I’ll always care for you.”
She smirked, “So… what’s it like to sleep in a
casket?”
He looked embarrassed. “It was awful for many
months. When I was human I was extremely
claustrophobic. Those fears don’t go away just because
you’re bitten by Count Dracula. It took time to accept my
new life… a cursed life.”
Sarah asked, “If I could have been turned and I
accepted this fate, do funeral homes sell caskets for two?”
Her question was serious but it still made him
chuckle.
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“Yes, there are caskets for two.” He chastised her
with a smile, “Why do you have to be so wonderful? It
makes it that much harder to live without you.”
She grinned. “Are you trying to say it was love at first
bite?”
“I never bit you,” he teased. “You are toxic to me in
more ways than one.”
She snickered, “Shoot a man one time and you’re
grounded for life.”
Matthew’s expression darkened with hopelessness
she had never witnessed in him. “It wasn’t your bullet that
ended us. It was everything else.”
Sarah drew in a deep breath, wishing she had Justin
or Milus to coach her through this conversation but she
was on her own. Milus, a devout Christian, valued all
human life and agreed that she had taken the moral high
ground by ending things with a vampire and putting him
behind bars. Justin, a devout heathen, did not agree with
the arrest of his friend and swore that some jerks needed
to be eaten.
Sarah’s conscience fell somewhere in between. “My
oath as a police officer forbids me to love you. My Van
Helsing blood forbids me to love you. Still, I remain
incapable of loving anyone else.”
“That’s the definition of star crossed, something we
have been in every lifetime,” Matthew confessed. “I don’t
know why I thought we could make it work in this one.”
“Because we can,” she vehemently swore. “I know
the truth now. I’m willing to do whatever it takes.”
“But I’m not,” he admitted.
His words felt like a dagger in her heart. Sarah was
wounded by them.
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Tears filled her eyes. “After all we’ve been through,
how could you say that? You asked me to marry you.”
“That was before I found out you were a Van
Helsing,” he explained. “I can’t turn you into a vampire
and I can’t watch you die again. I mourned for seventyfive years. It was excruciating. I can’t go through that hell
again. Nor would I wish it on you. Without a cure, I have
less than a year to live.”
Sarah wiped her tears and nodded understandably.
They hugged for dear life and when he kissed her she
knew he was saying goodbye. There was no warmth in it.
She placed the engagement ring in his palm and closed his
fist around it. Sarah kissed the knuckles of that hand with
trembling lips and weeping eyes.
She marched toward the exit and called back over her
shoulder, “If you’ve given up I have no choice but to
accept it but I think you’re wrong about us. Life isn’t
about having the one you love forever. It’s about loving
the one you have right now.”
Sarah left and Matthew did not know if it was her
absence or her words that pained him so deeply his eyes
were misted with tears. This heartbreak felt like he was
dragging around an anchor.
A devastated Matthew hustled out the door greeted by
a warm night. A half-moon emerged from misty clouds.
Before he arrived at the faculty parking ramp a potent
smell pulled him in the opposite direction. Matthew
followed his nose out to the student parking area. There
he found a drug dealer in an old muscle car waiting to
make a transaction. Matthew could sniff out the narcotics
better than a trained dog.
Matthew approached the open window and whispered
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to the young man, “You have two options. Take a walk or
I’ll call my cop ex-girlfriend to bust you.”
“Bust me for what, being black in a parking lot,”
snapped the dealer.
“For the drugs we both know are in your car,”
Matthew casually replied.
A metallic glint flashed before Matthew’s eyes as the
young man whipped out a gun. What would normally be
of no concern to Matthew posed a serious threat to him
now. His garlic infusions left him without his rapid
healing abilities. He was as vulnerable to bullets as
everyone else…
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Chapter 12:
Sink Your Teeth into This

M

atthew was staring at the wrong end of a gun
wielded by a pissed-off drug dealer. Being
vulnerable to bullets did not stop Matthew
from fighting evil in World War II and it certainly
wouldn’t stop him now. He couldn’t turn into a flock of
bats nor fly but he still had some of his speed and much
of his strength. Matthew snapped the drug dealer’s gun in
half and threw the pieces in his lap.
“You’re that… that thing!” The young man screamed
in terror. He threw his Challenger into gear and tried to
flee.
Matthew lifted the rear end of the car off the
pavement with a bored look on his face. The back tires
spun as his captive stomped the gas but he wasn’t going
anywhere.
A campus policeman approached them, “Is there a
problem, professor?”
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The drug dealer shut off the engine, pleading with his
eyes for Matthew not to send him to prison.
Matthew lowered the car to the pavement and assured
the cop, “We’re fine officer. I was conducting a physics
experiment with this promising young student, Mr…”
“Trenton,” the young man filled in the blank.
“Trenton and I were about to head to my office to
record our data,” Matthew lied convincingly while
Trenton nodded in agreement.
The cop raised a skeptical eyebrow. “Are you
covering for this two-bit thug?”
Matthew shook his head no, “Of course not, officer.
No thugs here, just a student hungry for knowledge.” How
interesting that he called the impoverished drug peddler
a thug while lending no label to the rich brats who buy his
products. Drug users are considered good kids who lost
their way while drug sellers are considered the scum of
the earth. They’re all kids to me and kids make mistakes.
The policeman gave Matthew a friendly elbow and
whispered, “Not the first time this one has stirred up
trouble around here. I’d tell his daddy to whip his ass if
he had one.”
“I wasn’t aware that you knew Trenton,” said
Matthew.
“I don’t,” the cop admitted.
“Then how do you know he’s fatherless?” Matthew
questioned.
“Balance of probability,” the officer shrugged.
“Three out of four of them are born out of wedlock,
making them statistically more likely to end up in prison,
in poverty, or in parenthood out of wedlock. It’s an
endless cycle of uneducated degenerates breeding more
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uneducated degenerates but they blame us for all their
problems. We can only do so much to help folks who
won’t help themselves.”
Matthew sighed at just how little things had changed.
I am a murderer and I’ve received more respect from law
enforcement than most of my black students.
The policeman assured Matthew, “If you’re certain
you don’t need me to take out the trash I’ll be on my way.
Have a nice evening, Professor Galahad.”
“You do the same officer.” Matthew fought to hide
his disdain for the bigot.
As soon as the policeman was gone Matthew
instructed the young man, “Out of the car now before I rip
off the door.”
Trenton complied and followed the peculiar professor
to his office, fully aware that he couldn’t outrun a
vampire.
Matthew sat behind his desk and offered a seat to his
unwilling guest. He commented with amusement,
“Wow… you would sooner walk away with an angry
cannibal than an officer who is sworn to protect and serve
you.”
Trenton reluctantly lowered into a chair. “I’m a
twenty-year-old black man. I stand a better chance of
surviving a vampire. That chubby donut eating bastard
just assumed I had no father. My parents have been
married for thirty years. He also assumed my folks were
uneducated trash. Both have degrees.”
Matthew smirked, “What do your educated married
parents think of your profession?”
Trenton looked away in shame. “They don’t know.
Why didn’t you snitch on me?”
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“Because I was you,” Matthew confessed.
“Bullshit.”
“I swear I was once young and desperate like you.”
Trenton scoffed, “What did you sling crack, ice,
pills?”
“Alcohol,” Matthew informed him.
The boy shook his head with a confused expression,
“Alcohol is legal.”
“It wasn’t in 1930. I was a bootlegger which basically
means that I sold the crack of my day.” Matthew passed
him a framed picture.
The sepia-toned portrait showed Matthew posing on
a classic car with well-known gangsters. All of them were
armed.
Trenton gazed in astonishment, “Is that John
Dillinger?”
“Yep, and Babyface Nelson, and Pretty Boy Floyd,”
Matthew confessed. “Just between the two of us, they
hated those damned nicknames.”
“This has to be photoshop,” Trenton declared in
disbelief.
“It’s not,” Matthew swore. “These were my friends.
They were bank robbers. My talents were in brewing so I
stuck to the underground clubs. I emphasize the past tense
because they’re all dead and not from old age. If not for
pure dumb luck I’d be dead too. I didn’t report you
because I know how hard it is to find a good-paying job,
or any job for that matter, when the country is in a
recession. I lived through the Great Depression. Good
Americans were starving. Many died. I turned to crime
when there was no other option but you have a choice.
Stop selling drugs and come back to school.”
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Trenton was puzzled. “How did you know? Do you
do that vampire thing where you read minds?”
Matthew laughed and shook his head no, “There was
a faded parking sticker on your windshield. It’s over a
year expired. When you walked to my office you kept up
with my stride like you knew where you were going. Plus
you admitted that both of your parents have degrees. I
doubt they would expect any less from you. Why did you
stop attending college?”
Trenton confessed, “The University of Michigan
recruited me because I could run fast with a football. They
yanked my scholarship after I got hurt. I can’t afford the
tuition without it. I refuse to tuck tail and run back to Flint,
a city in a first world country with third world water.”
Matthew released an exasperated sigh, “No help from
family?”
“My folks ain’t got shit. My dad was a supervisor at
a factory until his job moved to Mexico. My mom was a
teacher until the city of Flint closed half the schools. They
might have sold the house and moved to greener pastures
if the water crisis hadn’t flushed the property value down
the toilet but they still tried to help me. My dad almost
died sacrificing his insulin to pay for my books. That’s
why I dropped out. I couldn’t stand to see him in the
hospital or the morgue because of me. That scholarship
was supposed to pull us all out of the gutter. Now any
hope of that is gone,” Trenton sighed.
Matthew nodded understandably, “I need an assistant.
It doesn’t pay as much as selling narcotics but it’ll keep
you out of prison. It’ll help with tuition and you can send
a few dollars home to the father who was willing to put
himself in a grave for you.”
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“I appreciate the offer so much but you should know
it ain’t easy to get out of this life,” Trenton explained.
“We’ll pay off whoever you’re beholden to. If that
doesn’t work, my gang will pay yours a visit and my
people are unaffected by bullets,” Matthew assured him.
Trenton didn’t want to get anyone killed. He just
wanted out. He sought the path of least resistance. “How
will we pay them off?”
“Put my gangster picture on eBay,” Matthew offered.
“People go nuts for this kind of memorabilia. The fact that
everyone signed the back of the photo and wrote little
notes adds to the value.”
Trenton insisted, “I can’t sell your picture man. These
were your homies.”
“Which is the very reason it causes me pain to look at
it,” Matthew confessed. “I want some good to come out
of that pain.”
Trenton rose to leave feeling hope for the first time
since losing his scholarship. “Thank you, professor.”
Matthew left a few minutes later. He was in the
employee parking ramp when an odor struck him that was
far more powerful than the drugs in Trenton’s car. His
phone vibrated. His eyebrows furrowed at the cryptic
message that appeared:
Sink your teeth into this…
He knew it wasn’t a flirtation. It was a threat. The
frightening scent got stronger with every step towards his
truck until he was drowning in it.
He called the campus police and spoke frantically into
the phone, “Evacuate the campus! There’s a bomb!”
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Matthew had become vulnerable to such threats. He
knew that he should run but he still had the heart of a
firefighter. That sense of duty couldn’t allow an
unsuspecting person to walk into an explosion. He spotted
approaching bystanders and screamed for them to vacate.
He frightened them off with his scary vampire face to
make them run that much faster.
Matthew had saved these men and women but it was
too late to save himself. His truck blew up. The blast
propelled him through the air. Matthew collided with a
car. He flopped on the ground with a painful thud. His
ears were ringing. He couldn’t hear himself crying out in
agony. His legs were blown from his body. They were
several feet away.
He cringed as he gazed beyond the flames and the
smoke. A flock of screeching bats whirled into a shadowy
figure. Kelli, the deranged terrorist, emerged
triumphantly. She was dressed in robes of black with a
giant red cross. A troop of religious zealots marched
forward to do her bidding.
Matthew had slain her. How was she still here? Now
he was blown to bits and incapable of stopping her or
saving himself. He was dying.
Kelli knelt next to a fatally wounded Matthew and
whispered, “When you bite someone you should make
sure they’re dead.”
Her grave hadn’t been vandalized as reported by the
press. The groundskeeper was telling the truth. She’d
risen from the dead and broken out. Every vampire’s
transformation was unique. Some took just minutes to
turn after a bite. Matthew had taken days. Kelli had taken
weeks.
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“You have your revenge. There’s no need to harm
anyone else,” Matthew crowed in pain.
“Wrath is a deadly sin. I would never act on revenge.
I only did this to prevent you from hindering God’s plan,”
Kelli insisted. “I am his prophet. The Lord has blessed me
with the power to raise a holy army. We’ll do his work.
The streets will flow red with the blood of sinners until I
have purged this world of wickedness.”
A dark cloud descended over the earth. Matthew was
the only one aware of impending doom. Kelli had
murdered hundreds of people before she had immortal
powers. There was no telling how many would perish
now. Everyone who did not meet her impossible
standards of righteousness was about to be struck down.
Approaching sirens alerted Kelli and her minions.
She pressed her evil lips to Matthew’s cheek and
abandoned him to die in anguish.
Matthew’s extensive blood loss caused his vision to
swim in and out of focus. The world faded as he drifted
into the abyss of unconsciousness.
Within minutes the parking garage was swarming
with emergency personnel. Justin carried what was left of
Matthew out of the wreckage. The remaining firefighters
searched for other victims in the crumbling parking
structure. Matthew had done a good job of clearing the
blast radius so the other victims suffered only minor
injuries. A charred and amputated Matthew was the only
one clinging to life. The paramedics were doing all they
could while the police held back a crowd of devastated
students. They were in tears refusing to evacuate until
they knew their professor would be alright.
“Doctor Robinson!” Justin screamed.
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He had called Milus the moment it happened. Milus
had been the one to remove the silver bullet from
Matthew’s shoulder. Perhaps he could be of assistance
tonight.
Milus fought his way through the crowd of hysterical
young people. “I’m not the save people doctor. I’m the
figure out what happened doctor. He needs a trauma
center, not a medical examiner!”
Justin insisted, “He’ll die in a trauma center because
they don’t understand what he is! There was a microchip
implanted as a condition of his probation. It secretes garlic
into his blood. That’s why he can’t heal. Find it and cut it
out!”
The firefighters put the blown off limbs on ice but
Milus doubted they could be reattached. They loaded
Matthew and his parts into the back of the ambulance.
Milus climbed in with them. “Be careful with his
mouth. You don’t want to be nicked by a fang. You could
become like him.”
The paramedics heeded the warning. They cut off
Matthew’s clothes with a pair of scissors so Milus could
search his body. Matthew was covered in cuts, burns, and
blood. It was impossible to tell where the implant was.
The ambulance doors closed and it sped off.
The University of Michigan hospital seemed like it
would be just a stone’s throw away. They were already on
campus. But when a college campus is the size of a small
city it can take a while to reach the emergency
department.
Milus informed the paramedics as they worked to
save Matthew’s life, “When we arrive at the hospital rush
him to imaging, not the trauma center.”
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“Have you lost your mind, Doctor Robinson!” yelled
one of the paramedics.
Another yelled, “An x-ray isn’t going to fix this! Your
specialty is dead people. Leave treatment of the living to
us.”
“I do work on dead people which makes me more
equipped to treat a vampire than you,” Milus explained.
“We’ll put him in the MRI machine. It’ll fry the microchip
which will remain inside of him but it won’t be pumping
garlic into his blood. He’ll be able to heal himself.”
“We’ll all lose our licenses to practice if we do this.”
“Only if he dies,” Milus reminded them, “and he will
die if we leave him in the trauma center!”
The paramedics reluctantly agreed. They were in
uncharted territory. There was no semester in school
about emergency care for vampires. There was a loud and
troubling beep as Matthew started to flatline. His heart
was no longer beating. They injected him with medicine
and pressed repeatedly on his chest. Milus prayed they
could bring him back for long enough to get him into that
MRI.
“Fight Matthew,” Milus pleaded amidst the
injections, compressions, and screaming sirens. “You
can’t just die on Sarah. Fight for her.”
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Chapter 13:
Blood & Bone

M

atthew was still unconscious and fighting for
his life after the severe trauma he had suffered.
Disabling the microchip allowed his body to
start the healing process but traces of garlic remained in
his blood. He couldn’t fully recover until he had
metabolized it all. This would take a couple of weeks. His
legs had reattached themselves but they were a splintered,
shredded, mess of blood and bone.
His attending physician at the hospital declared, “We
must get him to surgery.”
Vlad insisted, “I know it looks bad but his legs
weren’t attached to him at all yesterday. He’s getting
better. The best thing we can do is nothing.”
The U of M doctor shook his head with a sigh, “Fine
but I will at least clean his wounds and splint his broken
legs. If I don’t like what I see by tomorrow morning he’s
going to surgery.”
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“Yes doctor,” Vlad humbly replied.
The doctor addressed the nurse, “I instructed you to
start an IV. He needs fluids, antibiotics, and analgesics.”
She explained with an attitude, “I started an IV three
times. The hole heals in under a minute and pushes the
catheter out of his arm.”
The doctor held out his hand for an IV kit. Perhaps
they would have better luck if they chose a different site.
The nurse fetched the supplies. The physician inserted the
IV into a vein in Matthew’s neck. It took just twenty-two
seconds for the tubing to pop out. The puncture site closed
as if the hole had never been.
“Incredible,” The doctor spoke to Vlad in
astonishment. “Do you believe your brother would allow
me to write about him?”
Vlad assured him, “If Matthew won’t, I will. Doctors
need to understand us. Not for the good of vampires but
for the good of mankind. If you can mimic our healing
abilities that knowledge can be used to help you.”
The doctor was stunned by the humanity of this
nonhuman. “Aren’t we just food to you creatures?”
Vlad shook his head no, “We value humans which is
why we eat the cruel ones. It’s humans that don’t value
each other. It’s rare for a vampire to harm one of his own
but humans commit ghastly genocides and declare wars.
You are your own worst enemy.”
“I wish I could say you were wrong.” The doctor
looked over Matthew’s injuries pleased to see a little less
damage with every passing hour.
Matthew’s hand suddenly fell off. It became a
stumbling dizzy bat. The nurse shrieked in horror and
crossed herself. The physician jumped out of his skin.
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Vlad caught the creature and placed it at Matthew’s wrist.
He rubbed it gently until it reattached as a hand.
Vlad assured the freaked out doctor and nurse, “Bats
are a good sign. It means that the garlic is going away.
He’ll begin to heal even faster.”
They caught their breath and carried on treating their
peculiar patient. A few minutes after the doctor and nurse
left, Sarah walked into the hospital room.
“Oh my gosh!” she shrieked at the sight of the man
she still loved very much.
Vlad rushed over to console her, “It’s not as bad as it
looks. He’s getting better but I need your help.”
“Anything,” Sarah insisted while wiping her tears.
Vlad explained the predicament, “The traces of garlic
in Matthew’s blood will take a week or so to vanish.
That’s why he’s healing slower than a vampire but a great
deal faster than a human. Can you convince your
grandparents to allow Matthew to recover at Van Helsing
Manor? The place is a fortress. Kelli and her minions
can’t come after him there. Matthew poses a risk to every
doctor, nurse, and patient at this hospital if he stays. Plus
the fact that he’s going to wake up in excruciating pain
and your human drugs do not affect him. My brother
needs potions from Spellbound. These doctors will not
allow unlicensed witches to administer tonics that haven’t
been approved by the FDA. This is America.”
Sarah nodded understandably, “The last thing I want
is to hear Matthew scream through his entire
convalescence. I’ll ask my Grampa.”
“I’d take Matthew to Transylvania if I was sure he’d
survive the trip. I’m sorry to put you in this bind with your
folks,” said Vlad.
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She sat by Matthew’s bedside holding his hand and
stroking his hair. “My family doesn’t have a problem with
Matthew. They were angry with me for arresting a
vampire who had never harmed an innocent person. They
started preaching to me about how I had violated some
ridiculous Vampire Compact. They also didn’t care for
the fact that I had exposed your kind to the world but
calling the press was the only way to ensure he got a fair
trial.”
Vlad nodded in agreement, “Thank you. If not for the
media attention your government would have thrown a
bag over Matthew’s head and dragged him to an
undisclosed location never to be seen again. A good
public shaming prevented that outcome.”
Sarah confessed, “Shame can be a powerful
motivator. My family made me feel so guilty I couldn’t
even testify. That and the fact that I loved him.”
“Loved, past tense?” Vlad questioned with a skeptical
eyebrow raised at her.
“I still love him but none of that matters because he
doesn’t love me anymore,” she rested her head upon
Matthew’s slow breathing chest and wept softly.
Vlad placed a comforting hand on her shoulder as she
cried over his injured brother. He insisted, “Matthew still
loves you. He’s just being cowardly. He can’t do anything
about the fact that you are a Van Helsing. He can’t do
anything about the fact that human life is fragile and he
could lose you in an instant. It makes him feel helpless
like he did on the night he couldn’t save you. But these
are the trials that make love precious. Just give him time.
He will remember what you mean to him.”
She smiled through her tears. “I can’t believe I’m
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getting love advice from Dracula. Life as I know it will
never make sense again.”

While Matthew was healing Kelli was wreaking
havoc. She had busted the notorious Ann Arbor Barber
out of prison. He had slain promiscuous women who were
selling their bodies. His actions were righteous in Kelli’s
opinion and undeserving of a harsh prison sentence. The
serial killer would make a fine soldier in her holy war. She
transformed him with an immortal kiss and he took his
place at her side. To Kelli, he wasn’t the notorious Ann
Arbor Barber. He was just Blake. She nuzzled against his
warm naked chest as they cuddled in a casket for two.
Blake kissed the diamond wedding band he’d put on her
finger just days before. Kelli smiled at the sensation of her
husband’s sweet warm lips. She finally had a life partner,
an ally on her crusade. She had written to him many times
while he was in prison. Now he was finally hers. She
could hardly believe it.
She yearned to know everything about him. “What
started your campaign against the wicked, my love?”
He feigned shock, “I’m offended. I thought you
followed my trial.”
Kelli laughingly assured him, “I did but there are
things you didn’t say in court. Things I hoped that you
would share with the wife who loves you.”
He ran a nervous hand through his auburn hair as he
prepared to bare his soul. “Why does any serial killer
begin? Mommy issues. My mother was the sweetest
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person I’ve ever known and she suffered a long agonizing
death because my father lusted for disease spreading
whores. He gave my mom hepatitis which became a very
aggressive liver cancer. I was forced to watch her wither
to a husk of her former glory, writhing in pain, defecating
in diapers, and vomiting around the clock until one day
she couldn’t fight anymore. My mom was dead and my
dad was still sleeping with prostitutes. I followed him one
night. I waited in the shadows for the whore to leave his
car then I approached her. I had to see what the allure was.
I had to know why she was worth the horrible death of my
mother. I saw nothing of value in a woman who would
sell herself and spread disease and misery. My hands
clasped around her skinny throat like they were anointed
for a higher purpose. It was like my hands didn’t belong
to me anymore. I couldn’t control them. I didn’t stop
squeezing until I saw the light go out in her eyes. The
anger and pain that roared inside of me like a fire were
extinguished as I snuffed out her sinful life. The rush was
so amazing that I cut off her hair to relive the moment.
This would only sate me for so long. I had to kill another
and another.”
Kelli wiped away tears Blake hadn’t realized he’d
shed.
He sweetly kissed her temple and said, “I love you,
Kelli, but I am old fashioned. I would have preferred to
have your father’s blessing before we wed. Even if he
refused to give me your hand and you chose to wed me
anyway, it’s only right that I face him like a man and tell
him my intentions.”
Kelli sighed. It was time to stop avoiding this
conversation and be honest with her life partner. “I was
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five years old when Muslim terrorists crashed a plane into
the Pentagon where my father worked. I would have
thought that every Christian would band together to wipe
those monsters from the face of the earth. All my mother
got was a lousy pension, a folded up flag, and an empty
coffin to bury. I felt powerless until I grew up and elected
a president who vowed to bring war with the radical left
because the lives of good Christians no longer mattered.”
Blake wiped her tears and swore, “You matter to me.
I am your soldier. I am yours to command.”
“Then help me return America to its biblical roots so
that evil Muslims and disease spreading whores stop
ruining our lives.”
They sealed the pact with a kiss of devotion. The next
two weeks blew by in a hurricane of fire and bloodshed.
Together Kelli and the Barber disbanded the police,
stripped congress of their power, and threw the president
out of the White House. They knocked all the supreme
court justices off the bench. In just under a fortnight Kelli
and the Barber had dismantled American democracy and
rebuilt it in their vision. Vampires ran every branch of
government. They policed the streets and appointed loyal
humans to watch over things during daylight hours.
Kelli stared into the news cameras and read her bonechilling edict before the world, “I have declared
Christianity the official religion. All other heretics will
convert from their wicked faiths or burn at the stake.
Every man, woman, and child must attend church on
Sundays. Any missed services will be punished with a
year in jail. All broadcasting has been eliminated except
for Christian approved programs. We control the internet,
radio, and television. You are to gather all nonreligious
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books and burn them. Anyone caught with unapproved
reading materials shall be flogged in the streets. The same
goes for anyone listening to music that is not gospel.
Every human being will submit to a genetics test to root
out transgendered monstrosities. Every abomination
discovered will be burned at the stake. All homosexuals
will report to the Christian camp nearest your zip code. At
the commencement of this camp, you will be assigned a
proper spouse of the opposite gender as God intended. All
who do not comply will be burned at the stake. People of
child-bearing age will be stripped of their birth control.
Vasectomies and other such surgeries will be reversed.
From this day forward anyone caught with a condom or
birth control pills will be sentenced to a prison term no
less than five years. You are to be fruitful and multiply
within the confines of marriage. Thus sayeth the Lord.”
News cameras panned over to show the bodies of her
victims charring beneath roaring flames. There were
burning stakes as far as the eye could see. It was the fall
of liberty literally and figuratively as the Statue of Liberty
was demolished and replaced by a giant cross.
People were fleeing for their lives but after the way
America had treated immigrants lately, no other country
would harbor U.S. citizens during this crisis. American
refugees were captured in foreign lands and sent back to
the nightmare from which they came. The recent political
climate had destroyed foreign alliances so no other army
came to America’s aid. People were whipped until they
bled, arrested without provocation. There was running
and screaming in the darkness and the chaos. Kelli and
her legion of tyrants were destroying the land and
bringing about the apocalypse...
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Chapter 14:
The Deadly Dilemma

T

he Pope and a handful of Cardinals had been
abducted from the Vatican but they refused to
allow extremists to shatter their faith. The Pope
crossed himself and rose from his morning prayers. He
explored his opulent surroundings. The place wasn’t as
ornate as the Vatican but possessed a history and elegance
of its own. The White House where Kelli was keeping him
was a beautiful prison but no less a prison. Paintings and
busts of former presidents had been deposed and replaced
by religious décor. It was a bold proclamation that the
church now ran the country. Everyone who disagreed
would just have to live with it or die because of it.
Kelli knocked on the door and waited for an invitation
before entering. “Good day, your eminence. Have you
given any further thought to my request for sainthood?”
“We have and it has been denied,” the Pope spoke in
his accented voice, remarkably calm for a hostage.
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Kelli was devastated. She couldn’t believe it. “But…
but… your holiness, no one in modern time has done more
for the Christian faith than me. Millions of sinners have
seen the light. They are walking the righteous path. Am I
being refused sainthood just because I’m not Catholic?”
“My child, you’re not even Christian,” he gently
explained. “To be Christian means to follow Christ’s
example. Show me one verse in the bible where Jesus
murdered, imprisoned, or forced his will upon others.
Men and women have the right to make decisions over
their bodies. Even if you don’t agree with those decisions
or find them repugnant. The almighty himself created
man with free will. Who are you to take that away?
Repent so that you may be absolved. Commit no further
violence.”
Her eyes filled with tears. She started
hyperventilating. How could the Pope be so dismissive
and reprimanding of such a worthy cause?
Kelli pleaded, “Your eminence, I believe with time
you will come to understand the judgments I have passed
and the reasons I have brought you here.”
“If you will not repent and cease your abominable
acts, we shall pray and fast until you do.” He turned from
her and began to pray in Latin words she couldn’t
understand.
The Cardinals entered the room and prayed with him.
They also refused to accept food. These holy men would
rather go on a hunger strike than award validity to her
cause or grant her sainthood. It was a hard stinging slap
of defeat.
Kelli trudged out embittered and broken, flinging
tears from her eyes as she rounded the corner. She
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returned to the Oval Office and kicked her feet up on the
Resolute desk. She extended a claw that was as hard and
sharp as steel and started scratching the wood. Kelli
carved her name into the Resolute desk for the hell of it.
She was the most powerful woman in America. Who was
the Pope to reject her requests? If taking over the United
States wasn’t enough to prove her worthiness, she would
just have to conquer the world…

Matthew recovered from his ordeal. He and Vlad
brought a legion of monsters to join forces with the Van
Helsings. It was a collaboration that no one would have
thought was possible but these were desperate times.
They formed a resistance called U.W.S. This acronym
stood for United We Stand. They yearned to intervene
sooner but couldn’t until they had stockpiled enough
wooden stakes and silver bullets to go to war with a horde
of rogue vampires.
Every Van Helsing and uncorrupted supernatural
being was preparing for war against Kelli’s army. Even
firemen from Matthew’s old department arrived. The
handles of their axes were filed to points like stakes.
Matthew insisted that it was too dangerous for humans to
fight if they were not of the Van Helsing bloodline. The
firemen, police, and former military argued that they had
as much right as anyone else to defend their democracy.
The Van Helsings agreed and allowed them to join the
resistance.
Matthew sat in an assembly with Vlad and many
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others as Sarah gave a presentation.
She discussed each weapon while her relatives
demonstrated how to use them, “These are silver throwing
knives. They can be wielded by witches and humans. I
don’t recommend that vampire and werewolf allies use
them. They may burn you, make you very ill, or both. The
same goes for the silver-plated arrows.” She moved on to
the next deadly item on display, “These are vials of holy
water. Use them on your enemies. Don’t spill any on
yourself. It melts your skin like acid and blinds you if it
gets in your eyes.” They cringed at the thought. Sarah
picked up the next weapon, “I’m sure you’re all familiar
with the simple wooden stake. Aim for the heart.”
A pile of much fancier engraved stakes was a couple
of feet away.
“What are those?” asked Matthew.
“Those are cross stakes,” Sarah explained. “They
were carved from the cross that Jesus hung on. When
wielded by a Van Helsing a cross stake will kill the
intended vampire and undo the curse of everyone they bit,
and everyone they bit, and so on. My family alone must
wield these so that one of us can pierce Kelli’s heart and
turn her army human. Once Kelli is dead and her minions
are mortal we stand a chance of taking our country back.
We need everyone else to fight off her army for long
enough for a Van Helsing to get close. We can end her
tyrannical rule if we commit to burying the politics and
hatred that divide us. Rise with me as the United States.”
The whole estate shook with a rallying cry, “UNITED
WE STAND!!!”
Everyone dispersed to the training grounds for
rigorous instruction. The Van Helsings had mere days to
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train an army of slayers. These were skills that usually
took a lifetime to acquire. This would not be an easy feat.
Sarah beckoned three defectors from Kelli’s clan.
They had explained their departure to Vlad and Matthew
but not to the Van Helsings. Sarah had to be certain she
could trust them.
She demanded to know, “What made you abandon
your murderous cause?”
“It wasn’t supposed to be about murder,” a vampire
named Juan Garcia spoke in shame. “Kelli preached of
returning the country to a simpler time with family values.
She preached about uniting Christians of all faiths but it
was all lies. She kidnapped five Cardinals and the Pope
himself.”
Sarah gasped and clutched her chest, “She would
never…”
“She did,” he insisted. “Kelli controls the media so no
one in America found out. She abducted the head of the
Catholic church without asking the opinion of her
Catholic allies. She didn’t care that we could be
excommunicated for her actions. If you help us save the
Pope and Cardinals we will help you bring her down.”
Sarah led them to a refrigerator full of blood packs.
She tossed one to them and instructed, “This is my blood
and that of my family. It is toxic to vampires. This coming
Sunday slip a few drops into the communion wine. When
the others are writhing in pain and vomiting, seize that
opportunity to rescue the Pope and Cardinals. Once
they’re safe you will help us proceed with an ambush.”
They nodded and pledged to do just that, “United we
stand!”
They marched away and jumped into their helicopter.
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The defectors had to fly back to the White House before
anyone noticed them missing. The wind picked up outside
of the training dome as the helicopter blades gained speed.
The craft began to hover gaining more altitude. Sarah
watched as it vanished beyond the clouds.
As everyone else trained relentlessly and seized what
little time they had left with their loved ones, Sarah
walked away with a pensive gaze. The days of battle were
drawing near. She could be killed and all she wanted was
the embrace of a man who swore they could never be.
Beams of crimson and lilac radiated over the rolling
green hills of Van Helsing estate. The wind whipped
Sarah’s hair into a frenzy as bats whirled around her. They
flew with speed and agility in an aerial ballet. Her clothes
flapped and snapped around her body as she watched in
awe. The bats stopped swooshing through the air and
stacked atop each other. They built Matthew from the
ground up like supernatural Legos. This was a sign that
he was fully recuperated and ready for war. Sarah stood
before him positively spellbound.
“Thank you for taking care of me,” he spoke humbly.
He pressed his lips to her skin with a kiss of her hand
that sent a shiver down her spine.
“You’re welcome,” was all that she could manage.
They linked elbows and went on a sunset walk
through the orchard enjoying a bit of beauty before
inevitable bloodshed. It smelled sweet outside. They
could practically taste the fruit in the air. In the distance
deer nibbled on fallen apples, while others lapped water
from a brook. It was a pleasant reminder of the beautiful
world they were defending.
Matthew drew in a deep breath and confessed, “My
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recovery gave me time to think. I’m the immortal and
you’re the human but of the two of us, I was the one who
was nearly killed weeks ago. No one knows the future,
least of all me. Avoiding pain has only caused more pain.”
“What are you saying?”
“That I would marry you, watch you grow old, and
endure your loss all over again because you’re worth it.
You’ve always been worth it.”
She excitedly snatched him by the hand. “There’s a
judge here. Let’s do it.”
He swallowed the painful lump in his throat and
completed his confession, “I would do all of these
wonderful things with you if I wasn’t dying tonight.” He
took a cross stake from a holster on her thigh and placed
it into her hand. “You said that a cross stake wielded by a
Van Helsing will kill the intended vampire and undo the
curse of everyone they bit, and so on.”
His gruesome suggestion made her shudder. Tears
filled her eyes. She vehemently shook her head no.
He insisted, “I was the one who gave Kelli the
immortal kiss. It was an accident but I am responsible for
every life she’s taken since. I refuse to be responsible for
any more tragedies. We end this tonight. No one has to go
to war.”
He raised the stake to his beating heart and clutched
her hand around it.
Matthew lowered his forehead to rest against hers as
he vowed, “I love you, Sarah.”
“Then don’t make me do this.”
“Your family won’t kill me without your blessing.”
“And they’re not going to get it!”
“I would rather you be the last beautiful image I took
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from this world,” he pleaded with tears in his eyes.
She shoved him away and ran from the terrible act he
implored her to do. She was a Van Helsing this was her
duty but she found it impossible to fulfill.
Vlad whipped around as Sarah sped past him sobbing.
He raced to Matthew and demanded to know, “What the
hell have you done now!”
Matthew wiped the tears from his cheeks and
struggled to collect himself. “I asked her to kill me.”
“You did what!”
“I asked her to kill me,” Matthew repeated slowly and
deliberately. “I messed up. The world shouldn’t have to
pay for it. You know that I’m making the right choice.”
Vlad shook his head no, “You’re dead wrong. You’re
not to blame for this and that’s exactly what I’m going to
tell Sarah.”
Vlad ran after her to beg her not to kill his brother but
that wouldn’t solve this dilemma. If she was going to save
the world, a man she cared for had to die…
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Chapter 15:
March of the Resistance

S

ince America was once a democracy Matthew put
it to a vote. Every member of the resistance marked
an anonymous ballot to end Matthew’s life or spare
it. Naturally, his friends and brother voted not to harm him
under any circumstances but U.W.S. was much bigger
than them. Sarah’s prayers were answered. Those in favor
of sparing his life won by a narrow margin.
They doubted the efficacy of the cross stake since no
one alive had ever wielded one. If the cross stake didn’t
work as intended they will have killed a powerful ally for
nothing and weakened their army. If the cross stake did
work and Kelli’s soldiers became human this was not a
guarantee of surrender. U.W.S. would still have to fight,
albeit an easier battle, but a battle none the less.
Matthew was a captain in the Civil War and a
lieutenant in World War II. They needed him in this fight.
In the end, they voted that Matthew had more value alive
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than dead and they should only kill him as a last resort.
Their first choice was to slay the abominable Kelli. They
marched on Washington D.C. to do just that...

Kelli coughed and gagged on poisonous wine as all
hell broke loose around her. She and her soldiers had
taken communion in the White House Rose Garden
because going near a church would make them burst into
flames. They had services at night under the stars for the
same reason. Suddenly everyone was stricken by nausea
and crippling pain. A flair was shot into the air and her
enemies attacked.
Matthew, a rival she believed to be dead, was
throwing her warriors this way and that way. He swept
through like a deadly tornado leaving carnage in his wake.
His victims fell with stakes protruding from their chests.
They dried into piles of ash moments later.
Vlad was sweeping through the battle ripping hearts
from the chests of his enemies and setting them aflame.
He dismembered Kelli’s knights. He impaled them on
flagpoles. Vlad knew from years of leading battles that
gory deaths frightened enemies into submission and won
wars. Bloodcurdling screams of, “Lord Impaler!”
shattered the night as enemies ran for their lives.
Sarah was dropping Kelli’s troops with arrows
because even a poisoned vampire was a deadly one. She
maintained her distance with the other Van Helsings who
were sniping monsters with expertise. Policemen riddled
Kelli’s men with silver bullets. They picked off one after
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another until her numbers depleted.
Witches and warlocks used their mystical powers to
hurl fire, ice, and all they could conjure at Kelli’s troops.
They drew the energy of mother earth and brought vines
forth from the white house gardens to ensnare enemy
vampires. Snarling werewolves slaughtered their trapped
rivals. They tore them limb from limb and ripped the evil
hearts from their bodies.
Enchanted vines would not allow the enemy to escape
by scattering into a flock of bats. With the odds slanted in
their favor, Sarah and the human infantry ran into the
belly of the battle. Justin and the firemen used their axes
to chop down rogue vampires like trees. They plunged
their sharpened wooden handles through the hearts of
these foul creatures. Milus and the doctors served as
medics for the resistance, pulling the wounded out of
harm’s way and treating their injuries.
As reinforcements arrived for Kelli the battle spread
over several blocks. Soldiers fell on both sides. Matthew
found himself facing off with the Ann Arbor Barber. To
human eyes it was like watching a fight between
superheroes. They knocked one another through brick
walls. They slammed each other hard enough to snap trees
in half. The supernatural rivals traded mighty punches,
sharp elbows, and powerful kicks. The Barber tackled
Matthew. They rolled over the street launching power
shots at each other. Chaos erupted around them.
Matthew cried out as a wooden stake stabbed into his
chest. One inch lower and he would have been dead. He
pulled the weapon out with a squeal of pain. Before
Matthew’s gaping wound could heal itself, the Ann Arbor
Barber aimed a revolver with silver bullets at his heart.
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Matthew had no choice but to surrender.
The Barber marched him toward the brig to imprison
him until after they squashed the rebellion. He intended to
publicly execute Matthew, Sarah, and Vlad because they
were the leaders of the resistance. Their graphic deaths on
every news outlet would discourage all others who may
dare to overthrow Kelli’s coalition.
The Ann Arbor Barber taunted him cruelly, “I had
your sexy little girlfriend in my car once but the slippery
bitch got away. After you’re slain I think I’ll pay her a
visit and add her pretty hair to my collection.”
“Sarah kicked your ass before. She’ll do it again,”
Matthew snarled.
The barber laughed wickedly, “That weak human girl
wouldn’t stand a chance against me now. It’s too bad that
you won’t live long enough to see the rematch.”
“It’s you who won’t live long enough.” Matthew
elbowed him in the face and grabbed his arm.
He launched the Barber over his shoulder, hurled him
onto the lawn of St. John’s Church. Out of stakes,
Matthew pulled an iron rod from the ground. Matthew’s
core temperature boiled as he speared the Barber through
the gut and mounted him to the wall of the church.
Matthew fled that sacred lawn smacking out small fires
on his arms and legs. His enemy remained pinned to a
place where vampires should never trespass.
The Ann Arber Barber wiggled himself free but it was
too late. He was consumed by holy fire. He used his
remaining humanity to remove his wedding band and
throw it to Matthew.
“For Kelli,” said the Barber amidst tortured wails
until his body curled over in a crispy husk.
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Matthew left the smoldering corpse to lead his troops
to glory and then carry out the dying wish of a murderer.
His greatest concern was with Sarah. All hell was
breaking loose and he couldn’t find her anywhere…
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Chapter 16:
A Stake Through the Heart

M

ost mortals don’t stand a chance against a
vampire but Sarah was a Van Helsing, chosen
from birth, and trained from the time she
could walk. Kelli had been poisoned so she was not at her
deadliest. This evened the odds between these fearsome
warriors.
Kelli’s strikes were harder and more powerful. Sarah
blocked and counterattacked fully aware that Vampire
hits broke human bones. Sarah gained enough distance to
fire an arrow into Kelli who squealed in pain as she pulled
it from her belly. Sarah used the opportunity to charge her
with the cross stake.
Kelli wasn’t injured badly enough to overpower. She
hurled Sarah through the air like a rag doll. Sarah collided
with the blood-soaked battlefield and rolled like a barrel.
She struck a tree and came to an abrupt stop. Sarah
climbed to her feet with a painful groan. The slayer fired
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another arrow and another but Kelli deflected them with
her forearms. She closed the distance, grabbed Sarah by
the throat, and slammed her on the ground hard enough to
make a crater.
Sarah crowed in agony as her posterior ribs snapped
like twigs. Her vision swam in and out of focus from the
concussion she was all but certain she had. Kelli
positioned herself to end her but Sarah would not be
finished so easily. The cross stake was out of reach but
she still had knives. She plunged a silver dagger in Kelli’s
chest, narrowly missing her heart.
The hardest thing about this deadly duel was that
Sarah had to be cautious not to kill Kelli by any means
other than the cross stake. For if she did, Kelli would
become a martyr and her vampire legion would go on
fighting in her honor. They would turn more vampires to
join their cause. This bloody war for the soul of a nation
would never end.
Kelli stumbled away with the dagger protruding from
her chest. Unable to believe a mortal had come so close to
killing her. She scanned the battlefield in horror. Kelli’s
army was almost wiped out. If she didn’t do something
drastic they would lose this war.
Kelli, like any hateful despot, would sooner bring
down the White House than lose it. The whole block had
been rigged to blow in case of an outcome she didn’t like.
Her remote detonator had been skewered by one of
Sarah’s arrows. Kelli would have to fly to the roof of the
White House to trigger the bombs by hand. With an
agonizing scream, she ripped the silver knife from her
chest. It burned her hand like the fires of hell. She flung
the knife away and took flight.
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Sarah cringed as Kelli dispersed into a hundred bats
and took to the skies. The defectors had warned the
resistance about bombs on the roof and the drastic
measures Kelli was prepared to take to ensure victory.
Kelli and other vampires would survive the blast but all
the Van Helsings would die. The police force, firemen,
and any mortal who opposed her would perish. The
witches and werewolves might survive but they would be
too badly injured to fight. The resistance would be cut to
a fraction and conquered shortly after. All Kelli had to do
was detonate the bombs.
Kelli flew with all haste. Others flew after her. No one
could catch her in time. If even one silver arrow or bullet
could strike one of those bats, Kelli would regain vampire
form midflight. She’d fall from the sky. Silver drained the
supernatural of certain abilities but this was easier said
than done.
Sarah found it impossible to fire accurately with
broken ribs and a concussion. She could hardly lift her
arms let alone draw a bow. Much worse, bats were a small
moving target against a very dark sky. Hitting one was
extremely difficult. Arrows and bullets whistled by
Kelli’s screeching flock. Not one achieved so much as a
graze.
There was only one thing Sarah could do to rescue her
family and save the world from a deranged tyrant.
Tortured screams echoed inside the recesses of her mind
as she realized she’d have to kill a good man. He sought
her out amidst the chaos dreading that it had come to this.
She could hear his consoling voice telling her the
gruesome task was necessary. He was the one staring
death in the face yet he was soothing her. A man like this
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did not deserve to die but she had no choice.
Sarah gripped the stake with all her might and
plunged it into the heart of someone she never wanted to
hurt. The crack of his ribcage giving way to the weapon
would haunt her the rest of her life as would the sight of
his body striking the ground.
Sarah’s wails of anguish nearly drowned out that of
Kelli who was plummeting from the sky. The man who
turned Kelli into a vampire had a cross stake in his heart.
Her immortal kiss was no more. Those bats condensed
into a human body that could not withstand the fall. Kelli
struck the ground with an agonizing crunch. She collided
hard enough to bounce. She lay in a pool of ruptured
organs and shattered bones gasping one word. Most
would expect her to cry out for a priest, a doctor, or
anyone who could save her. Kelli’s dying plea was for
Blake. He was her love and her salvation.
“Blake,” she painfully crowed.
“He’s dead and you failed,” Sarah spoke coldly and
ended her with a swift and brutal arrow through the heart.
Kelli’s vanquished army began to surrender. Cheers
erupted over the land. Celebrations popped off around the
world as rogue journalists leaked the footage on the
darknet. Hope soared on swift wings but Sarah could not
take flight with it. Her heart was as heavy as an anchor
entrenched in the depths of a bay...
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Epilogue:
Into the Dawn

T

ears streamed down Sarah’s cheeks. She felt sick
to her stomach. The lesser of two evils was still a
painful evil. She would never be able to forgive

herself.
“I’m so sorry. He made me promise to do it,” Sarah
pleaded as a devastated Matthew held his dying brother.
He couldn’t look at her. How could he look upon a
traitor who would stab his brother in the heart? Vlad
looked up at him gasping to speak words that never came
forth. He turned to ashes and crumbled from Matthew’s
arms a heartbreaking moment later.
Sarah passed him a letter that she’d been asked to
deliver if the worst should happen. Vlad’s ashes were still
clinging to Matthew’s clothes and hair. He was in no
mood to read a note but still felt that he had to. These were
the last words of his brother. He had to know what was
going through his mind:
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Dear Matthew,
None of this was your fault. It was mine. I was
given the duty of assassinating the most
dangerous terrorist of the modern world and I
failed because she was a woman. I sank my fangs
in Kelli’s throat but killing her made me feel like
the monster I was under the command of the
Turkish Sultan, a monster I never wanted to be
again. I couldn’t finish the job. I thought if I could
recruit you to finish her off before she turned into
a vampire all would be well. I didn’t realize that
she was already beginning to turn. By the time
you killed her, there was no way she was staying
dead. My venom was already coursing through
her veins. Kelli rose from the grave because of
me. Not you. I wanted to tell you but you would
have stopped me from dying just as I stopped you.
That’s what brothers do. So I confessed to Sarah
instead. Please don’t hate her. This was my
decision. I have had a long and wonderful life.
The best part of it was being your brother. In
1948 I made you a vampire to protect you. Today
I’ve turned you human for the same reason. You
deserve to grow old with the woman you love in a
nation that’s not under siege. I wish you
prosperity and liberty. Most of all I wish you love.
-Prince Vlad of the House of Dracul
Sarah wiped a tear from Matthew’s cheek and begged
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his forgiveness. She was shocked when he pulled her into
an embrace. The only thing more unbearable than the loss
of a brother was the thought of bearing that loss without
her. His brother died to save the world. He died so
Matthew and Sarah could have a life together. If Matthew
became bitter and spurned his one true love, Vlad will
have died in vain.
Matthew kneeled next to Kelli’s broken body. He
closed her lifeless eyes and placed her husband’s ring in
her palm. Then he rose having done his best to carry out
the dying wish of an enemy.
The sky was beginning to lighten, banishing their
vampire allies into the shadows. Matthew felt that sudden
anxiety to rush off with them and shield himself from the
treacherous sun but he didn’t have to hide anymore.
As the remaining allies rounded up Kelli’s now
human clan Matthew extended a hand to Sarah. They
found a place on the White House lawn to watch the
sunrise. He gazed at her with eyes as golden brown as they
were in her dreams before kissing her with tenderness and
unconditional love. It was a new day, a new life, and a
new adventure as they set off into the dawn…

Four weeks from the date of that epic battle to restore
the soul of a nation, Americans banded together to vote
out their divisive demagogue of a president. He lost the
election by an embarrassing margin of millions of votes.
He fought to undermine the will of the people and cling
to power, even going so far as to declare any election he
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couldn’t win to be a hoax. He committed treasonous acts
to keep his authority but was ultimately defeated. He had
spent his entire four-year term pandering to racists,
xenophobes, and extremists until one eventually listened.
A disturbed young woman who had attended his rallies
nearly destroyed the country. His incompetent leadership
resulted in the deaths of half a million Americans. Those
who remained rose against him.
A new president with decency and morals launched a
new era where an American eagle could soar again with
both its majestic wings. He was independent of major
political parties and vowed to serve all Americans. The
newly sworn-in president stood before a war-damaged
white house. He honorably addressed a once divided
nation. He and his lovely wife brought dignity and respect
back to the oval office. He spoke words of hope and
togetherness to a nation that was in mourning. He spoke
of love instead of hatred, mutual understanding instead of
bigotry, and building a brighter future rather than longing
for a past that was only great for certain people.
The new president entered the Oval Office as
carpenters were making repairs. They stopped working
for long enough to address him respectfully and then
returned to their tasks. One contractor had an electric
sander over the resolute desk.
The president stopped him, “What are you doing?”
“The dictator left an unsightly engraving in the wood.
I was about to remove it, Mr. President,” the contractor
explained.
The absurd little message read:
Kelli was here
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The president couldn’t believe she had treated such a
historical and revered piece of furniture like it bore no
more importance than a middle school desk. After this
discovery, he wouldn’t be shocked to find petrified gum
adhered to the bottom of the wood.
The president sighed and shook his head, “Leave it.”
The carpenter wasn’t sure he heard him right, “I beg
your pardon.”
“Leave it,” the president solemnly repeated. “Every
time future leaders consider spewing divisive politics full
of bigotry and hatred I want them to heed the warning:
Kelli was here. Every time Americans ponder following
any and every monster claiming to be a Christian I want
them to recall what happened when Kelli was here. Every
time self-righteous hypocrites think of smearing the line
between church and state I want them to remember that’s
the very reason Kelli was here.”

Matthew returned to teaching about his adventures at
the University of Michigan. Adoring students were happy
to see him back on campus. His new aid, Trenton, helped
him manage the workload. This left Matthew with a long
weekend to wed Sarah in Frankenmuth.
Matthew had tragically lost Vlad but he still had
honorary brothers. Justin, Milus, and Gregor served as
groomsmen for the blessed occasion. Sarah and Matthew
walked out of their wedding reception with music blasting
behind them and the cheers of family and friends.
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Matthew looked debonair in his tuxedo while Sarah
dazzled in her beautiful wedding gown.
Instead of a car with cans rattling behind it, Matthew
and Sarah were driven from their reception in a beautiful
sleigh with jingling bells. It was pulled through the festive
town by reindeer. Ecstatic friends and family waved
goodbye and wished them well.
Sarah and Matthew cuddled on the bench seat as
snowflakes flew around them. The elegant veil pinned to
her hair fluttered in the breeze. A city of lights and ribbons
whirled by on their exhilarating ride. The back of the
sleigh read:
Just married… again.
Matthew teased, “You must admit that I did better
with the wedding this time. At least you’re not pregnant.”
“Who says that I’m not,” Sarah shot back.
His dark eyebrows furrowed. “You’re joking right?”
She shrugged with a devilish smirk, refusing to tell
him one way or the other.
He joyfully exclaimed, “That’s not fair! You must tell
me!”
Matthew proceeded to tickle the answer out of her.
Sarah withstood the tickle interrogation. All he got from
her was a kiss, a tender smooch that blossomed into a
passionate embrace. As they kissed with all the love
inside their hearts, he wasn’t certain if their curse would
bring future troubles. He wasn’t even certain if he was
going to be a father. The only thing Matthew was sure of
was that he’d love this beautiful, brilliant, and fearless
woman until the end of time…
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Try this next…

Matthaios is a slave and Sara is the bride of a powerful
dictator. Can love unite them even as Pharaoh and all of
Egypt threaten to tear them asunder…

Prologue:
The final plea

Ancient Egypt, 1806 B.C.
atthaios clutched his handkerchief with a
shaky hand. He used the cloth to dab at the
spot of blood at the corner of his mouth. He
sucked in sharply through his teeth as pain seared across
his face. A raw taste flooded his mouth and Matthaios spat
out a bit of blood on the floor of his grimy prison cell.
In his many years as Pharaoh’s faithful servant,
Matthaios had experienced many of the ruler’s
personalities. He’d seen bratty Pharaoh, noble Pharaoh,
fearless warrior Pharaoh, but never had Matthaios
experienced the monster who’d captured and imprisoned
him.
The emperor’s eyes bore a perilous mixture of fury
and disbelief as his fist collided with Matthaios’s jaw in
one swift punch. Pharaoh ordered the arrest of the servant
who’d betrayed him. Of all the women in the world, why
did Matthaios have to go for that one?

M

Matthaios glanced around the torchlit dungeon. The
fires glowed against the inky night that poured in through
barred windows. He went back to dabbing his tender and
busted lip until realizing that his efforts were for naught.
He threw the bloodstained rag across the cell. What was
the point of fixing his lip just for his neck to be severed at
dawn?
Pharaoh strode into the dungeon with a retinue of
henchman. The noisy prison suddenly quieted, as if
falling under an enchantment. Pharaoh had not come into
Matthaios’s field of view, but the slave boy knew every
time his ruler was near. The air would still around
Matthaios as if the world was rearranging itself to
accommodate Pharaoh. Matthaios preemptively took a
knee, and as suspected, Pharaoh appeared.
“Your majesty,” Matthaios respectfully greeted the
emperor, who had vowed to claim his head.
Pharaoh snapped his fingers and a guard ran forward
with a chair. Pharaoh addressed his soldiers, “leave me
with the traitor.”
“Yes, Pharaoh,” the guards replied in unison and filed
out of the prison.
Pharaoh took a seat before the bars of Matthaios’s
prison cell. Matthaios dropped from his knee to sit flat on
the floor, careful to remain lower than his sovereign, as
was the custom.
Matthaios asked cautiously, “did you read my plea to
spare Sara?”
“Yes, and I have denied it.”
Matthaios’s heart sank into his stomach and tears
welled up in his eyes. “You don’t have to kill her. You are
the all-powerful Pharaoh of Egypt. Squash any rumors of

her running away with me and carry on with your life
together.”
“To what end?” Pharaoh shook his head. “I cannot
have a wife who might be putting any man’s bastards
upon my throne. If I can’t trust her to remain loyal to me,
how can I trust her to remain loyal to Egypt? Do you have
the faintest clue of the bind you have put me in?”
“I know, my lord,” Matthaios spoke humbly with a
tone of defeat.
“I’m going to have to kill you,” Pharaoh spoke
without emotion as if taking a life was as simple as
deciding how to dress in the morning.
“I know, my lord.”
“You have left me no choice.”
“I know, my lord.”
“THEN WHY!” Pharaoh shouted in a voice that could
quake heaven and earth.
Matthaios’s eyes lowered in shame. “You demand to
know how I could betray my emperor, why I would
sentence myself to death over a woman. I would tell you
if I had an answer. All I know is from the moment I met
her I suddenly became aware of my blood being pulled in
and out of my heart, the way the moon directs the tide. I
tried to catch my breath, but the more I inhaled, the more
I felt consumed…”

Chapter 1:
Impending Doom
Months ago…
ara, princess of Nubia, gawked at the shadow on a
sundial. She urgently informed her friend, “we
must be going. It’s getting late.”
“I implore you, just one more vendor,” cried the
spirited Princess Sobek, sister of the Egyptian pharaoh.
“Just one more,” Sara agreed, not that she had much
of a choice.
Sobek would have never let it rest. She towed Sara
through the sea of elated faces. This friend of Sara’s was
nothing like what she’d expected of a princess of Egypt.
Sobek had only been in Nubia one night when she
convinced Sara they should disguise themselves as
commoners, sneak out of the palace, and attend a festival
in the lower village.
The sun made its glorious descent below the horizon,
bathing the joyous festival in magnificent twilight. There
were magic shows, puppeteers, acrobats, and jugglers.
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Vendors and merchants filled the streets, as far as the eye
could see. They sold food, spices, livestock, and fabrics.
The scent of sweet desserts and salty meats wafted
throughout the kingdom. You could practically taste the
air.
Some structures in Nubia were humble. Others soared
clear to the heavens, with mighty pillars, and statues of
the gods. All were swarming with elated figures, drunk on
beer, love, and happiness.
This festival was held to celebrate Wepet Renpet, also
known as the opening of the year, marked by the Nile’s
annual flood. This Egyptian New Year also served as an
assembly period for the Counsel of African Kings.
Pharaoh Amenemhat, a former rival of Nubia, would be
in attendance this year. Nubia offered a warm welcome to
Egypt, a symbol of peace between two nations.
“Why are you in such a rush to leave,” Sobek
questioned as she moved her body to the beat of African
drums. “This festival is incredible!”
“Believe me, you will want to be gone when the
Wepet Renpet bells sound. The closest boy in your
vicinity is going to kiss you, whether you know him or
not!”
Sobek laughed at Sara’s paranoia. “I forgot… I will
fall down and die if a man kisses me. I should miss the
best celebration ever because I’m at risk of a boy kissing
me. Egyptian lands are at risk of war, famine, disease, and
drought but the worst plague of all is a boy’s kiss.”
Sara had a good laugh at herself. “When you put it
that way, I sound prudish and fearful.”
“You are.”
“You’re not even a little concerned? We have our

reputations to protect.”
“No one will recognize us, and bystanders will be too
occupied with kisses of their own to notice with whom we
are engaged.”
Princess Sara had skin of smooth mahogany, as was
common for a Nubian. Princess Sobek was tanned, like
the golden sands of Egypt. Both girls possessed raven hair
and eyes of sparkling obsidian. Their beauty earned them
lusty gazes as they explored the celebration.
Sara was surprised and a little unnerved at how
differently men perceived her when they were unaware of
her title. Sobek, on the other hand, soaked up the attention
with the consistency of a sponge, a sign that this was not
the first time she’d pulled a charade like this.
It was urgent for Sara to leave soon. Her uncle,
Myron, King of Nubia, was loaning their castle to every
eligible prince of Africa. Sara knew that she should be
home entertaining; one of these royals would likely be her
future husband, but Sobek was a terrible influence.
“Isn’t this the most amazing thing you’ve ever
smelled?” Sara said as she held an exotic spice up to
Sobek’s nose.
“It is remarkable. What is it called?” Sobek asked
with a grin.
The merchant spoke up from behind his stand, “this
is a spice known as cinnamon, my lady. The one next to
it is called nutmeg.”
“I’ll take them both,” Sara said as the enchanting
festival whirled around them.
If nothing else, Sobek knew how to have fun and
Gods only knew how much Sara needed that in her life.
Sara closed her eyes and turned her face to the

moonlight, breathing in the spicy air. She enjoyed the
sensation of a warm breeze as it fluttered the colorful silks
of her gown. Sara’s eyes drifted open as the shopkeeper
placed the bag in her hand.
“Thank you,” Sara said politely and he told her the
same.
“Alright we’ve gone to our last stand,” Sara reminded
Sobek. “It’s time to leave. I’m hosting a party.”
“I haven’t even purchased fabrics.”
“Sobek!” Sara shouted with glee as her mischievous
friend towed her throughout the celebration.

The royalty of Egypt traveled by camel and chariot,
but their hapless slaves were forced to make the entire
journey on foot. Pharaoh’s servants were just outside of
Nubia. The exhausted slaves took a much-needed respite
on the side of the road, while guards doled out soup and
beer. Luxuries like beef and wine were reserved for the
wealthy.
Matthaios aimlessly picked his food. He kept lifting a
spoonful of soup and allowing it to fall back into the bowl
in a series of splats. He had no appetite. All he felt was a
pull like magnetism calling his soul away from this place,
and the harsh iron shackles keeping his body from
following his spirit.
He could envision the city ahead, alive with festivity,
funny men, and beautiful women. He could taste the
tanginess of the wine, the sweetness, and warmth of a
freshly baked pie.

The wind shifted and blew dirt into the open wounds
on his feet. It stung bitterly. The leather straps of his
sandals had chafed his feet bloody. Heavy manacles had
scoured his wrists raw.
Despite these harsh conditions, Matthaios counted his
blessings. I’m more fortunate than those who labor in the
sun building the pyramids of Egypt. Builder slaves fall
victim to the lash, malnutrition, treacherous falls, and the
desert sun. They don’t live very long. I’ll be in Nubia
shortly, treated to a bath, and serving the brides of
Pharaoh.

The echo of persistent clanging caused Sara to spin
abruptly. She collided with a man, much fairer skinned
than her. His shackled arms launched out to catch her.
Once steady, her eyes trailed up to his face, which bore a
half-smirk of a smile. It was the most beautiful smile
she’d ever seen.
There was beer pouring from the rooftops like rain.
Drunkards were gallivanting. Fistfights were springing up
like daisies. The cover of night had transformed a
lighthearted festival into chaos, but as Sara gazed into the
face of this peculiar slave all seemed perfect.
He removed his rough sword calloused hands from
the smooth black skin of her shoulders. He bent to retrieve
her sandal. She felt herself exhale as he held her ankle to
slip on her shoe.
He rose with her fallen bag of spices. “My lady.”
“Thank you,” she spoke, nearly breathless as he

passed her the bag.
“No, thank you,” he insisted. His eyes traced the
curves of her face as if trying to brand her image upon his
mind.
“For what may I ask?”
“For being the most amazing thing I’ll ever get to
touch.”
“You are entirely too bold, slave,” her tone was
reprimanding but her smile gave her away.
“Apologies, my lady.”
His full glorious smile came out and Sara could feel
her stomach flipflop. Her life had been spinning out of
control, but in this one perfect moment, all was calm. For
the first time in her existence, she knew she was in just
the right place at just the right time.
A thunderous BING, BING, BING, echoed
throughout the celebration. The bells were ringing.
Tradition demanded a kiss between them.
His smoothness went out the window and he rambled
awkwardly, “we don’t have to… I wasn’t expecting…”
Matthaios drew in a deep breath and gathered his wits.
“Sorry, I get flustered when I’m nervous.”
“Ancient lovers believed a kiss would literally unite
their souls because the spirit was said to be carried in
one’s breath.” Sara took a deep breath to calm herself.
“Sorry, I spout trivia when I’m nervous.”
They chuckled at the absurdity of it all.
Matthaios shook his head with amusement. What’s
one kiss between strangers in the night? The awkward
conversation we’re carrying on has lasted longer than the
kiss would have.

Sara just stood there with a bashful smirk. It’s one kiss
of my own volition before being forced into a lifetime of
mandatory embraces. I doubt I’ll know my future husband
any better than I know this slave.
Matthaios convinced that no beautiful woman would
kiss a man in shackles, politely nodded, “Goodnight, my
lady.”
“Goodnight.” Her hope was snuffed out like a
suddenly extinguished candle.
They had bid farewell and yet no one moved. They
stood in silence, waiting for the other person to walk
away. Gazing into his eyes was like falling into the stars,
causing Sara to feel weightless and disoriented.
Matthaios looked deeply into her eyes, searching for
signs of rejection. When he found that her desire mirrored
his own he leaned forward and kissed her softly, a chaste
press of his lips to hers, with an answering push of hers to
his. This simple embrace was like being hit by a tidal
wave. It bore the power of an earthquake and the heat of
a volcano. They parted with a slow exhale.
Life carried on around them, but they were trapped in
a different moment than the other people in the crowded
festival.
Matthaios was violently struck in the face with the
heavy handle of a whip, a painful and abrupt end to a
wonderful encounter. Sara shrieked in horror.
“I apologize, my lady,” spoke a slave driver with a
patch over one eye, a sadistic tyrant known as Osiris.
“These slaves are savages. He asked that we stop for a
moment, so he may smell the pies, and he rewards my
leniency by harassing a young woman.”
“This was my fault,” Sara spoke hurriedly. Her hands

were shaking and her mind was flustered. “I bumped into
him. He merely caught me from falling and being
trampled by drunkards… and then the bells went off. The
servant was only trying to help.”
Sara made certain to pull her hood forward and cast
her face in shadow when she addressed the slave driver.
She could not believe it when Matthaios mouthed the
words, “I’m alright.”
He was the one who’d been abused and still he was
comforting her. She’d never known a man who would
place her needs above his own. Now the one time she met
a fellow of such caliber they lived in parallel universes.
When his silent words failed to wipe the concern from her
face a subtle nod and wink did the trick.
“Very well,” Osiris nodded. “Sorry for the
inconvenience, my lady.”
Osiris signaled his guards and they led the single file
of slaves away.
Sara stood mesmerized, her mouth slightly parted in
a smile. She silently urged Matthaios. Look back… glance
back just once so I can recall your likeness in my dreams.
And just as if he’d done the impossible and heard her
silent plea, he glanced over his shoulder with a smile.

Matthaios was drawn from his beautiful memory by
the sound of a metal plate skidding across the floor of his
prison cell. The joyous festival music faded into the
tortured cries of sick and dying prisoners. Beauty and
décor transformed to dreary gray walls and iron bars.

Sara’s delightful scent was replaced by the foul odor of
urine and rat droppings.
He stared at the food with disgust. It’s stewed rat or
some other diseased rodent with a loaf of moldy bread.
Knowing the food might give him more sickness than
strength, Matthaios ignored his growling belly and pushed
the plate aside. Perhaps I should have eaten it, might have
given me a better death than decapitation by the sword of
an executioner.
The furious Pharaoh, sitting just beyond the bars
growled with contempt, “what happened next?”
Matthaios confessed, “I walked away on that
wonderful night, completely unaware that I had started
down a path from which there was no return and the
impending doom that would follow. All I knew was from
the moment I kissed her half of my heart sang and the
other half recognized that I would never be the same
again…”

Two star crossed lovers. One ancient curse…
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